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Welcome to Communication Design Quarterly issue 3.4.

Be sure to read the Chair Notes, where Liza Potts (the SIGDOC chair) provides a wrap up of the 2015 SIGDOC conference and information about the 2016 conference in Arlington, VA. Plus, a call for volunteers for SIG officers. Please consider running for a position and helping the SIG grow.

This issue contains seven articles and one book review focused on the rhetorics of health and medicine and its importance in communication design, with guest editors Lisa Meloncon and Erin Frost. It’s one of the longest issues of CDQ we have published and definitely one of the best.

The next issue, in November, will be guest edited by Kirk St. Amant. looks at international communication and the design of communication. In fact, we have several special issues lined up over the next year or so.

Hope you enjoy this issue and thanks for reading Communication Design Quarterly.
Notes from the Chair

Liza Potts
SIGDOC chair
lpotts@msu.edu

Reflecting on the Conference

Wow! What a fantastic conference we had together in Limerick, Ireland. Thank you for joining us, sharing your research with us, and enjoying the banquet with us. It was great to see so many old and new faces come together this year.

It is no small feat to pull off a conference for 81 attendees, let alone one in another country where you are doing so much of the arranging long-distance. Booking space, locating lodging, working with different vendors, and finding us the perfect green swag. A special thank you to Kathie Gossett for creating such a memorable and welcoming conference! Thank you to Dawn Armfield for working on our program, shepherding the peer review, and making sure all of us turned in papers that were not only useful, but adhered to the glorious ACM template. Thank you to Claire Lauer, who had 21 attendees at the inaugural research network event. And thank you to Douglas Walls, for running a fantastic workshop on social justice and user experience.

As I mentioned at the conference, we had 34 students in attendance. This number is a testament to the hard work of our volunteers who helped launch our Microsoft student competition. It’s also a testament to those of you who mentored, supported, and helped sponsor these students on their way to the conference and beyond. Thank you, Stephanie Vie, for leading these efforts. And thank you to all of our volunteers who spent part of their conference time judging the competition: Ben Lauren, Clay Spinuzzi, Sonia Stephens, Yvonne Cleary, Rudy McDaniel, Sarah Gunning, Kathryn Northcut, Marie Moeller, Brett Oppegaard, Claire Lauer, Emma Rose, Marjorie Rush Hovde, Joe Moxley, Kirk St. Amant, and Michael Trice.
I am glad that so many of you felt welcome at our conference, and I hope to see you again at next year’s conference!

**Planning for Next Year’s Conference**

Speaking of which, we are ready to launch the CFP for SIGDOC 2016. Held near Washington, D.C., next year’s theme is Bridging (between disparate groups, different applications, industry and academia). Our conference chair, Dawn Armfield, will be collaborating with our colleagues at George Mason University.

Our conference will be hosted in Arlington, Virginia, a suburb of Washington, D.C. Arlington is in the center of communication design for the national government, with nearby headquarters for the National Science Foundation and the FDIC within walking distance from the conference hotel. Our location allows for easy access to three major airports, an excellent train system, and abundant parking. Similar to this year’s conference, SIGDOC 2016 will be a family friendly event with several museums and other nearby attractions - many of which are free to the public.

For more information, check out our conference website as it evolves: http://sigdoc.acm.org/conference/2016/

**Coming Soon: Elections!**

We will be holding elections in 2016 for a new slate of SIGDOC Executive Committee Officers. I want to encourage all of you (yes, you!) to run for office if you are passionate about our SIG and want to help to us continuum our fantastic momentum.

As the elections committee chair, I want to give you a bit of background about the different roles and responsibilities of our officers:

**Chair:** Call and preside at SIGDOC executive committee and business meetings. Appoint any vacancies and set up the Board. In my case, I’ve also worked to be a good representative for SIGDOC at the other conferences I attend, and I’ve refocused the SIG to help with mentorship of young scholars and scholars who are transitioning into SIGDOC
kinds of research. I also write the annual report for ACM, but I do that work with the help of the rest of our Board.

**Vice Chair:** Assist the chair in leading and managing SIGDOC. Preside over meetings with the Chair is absent. The Vice Chair should also be a good represented of our SIG and help the chair make useful decisions. In my case, Claire is my go-to for help in decision-making for the SIG and appointing new board members.

**Secretary/Treasurer:** Maintain records and correspondence of SIGDOC. Keep the minutes of business and executive committee meetings of SIGDOC. Manage SIGDOC finances according to ACM policy. This role is super important, since we need our secretary to be a good historian for the SIG, and we need our treasurer to be a good financial manager for us. Right now, this position is united into one role. As we expand, we can think about revising our bylaws to split this position into two positions.

All of the other board positions are nominated by the Chair. Obviously, a strong and wise Chair does this in cooperation with the other officers. Benevolent leadership for the win, my friends! For the positions that help connect SIGDOC to our sister organizations (ATTW, CPTSC, etc.), I work with the leaders of these organizations to find the best fit. Then I chat with our officers and mentors to help make my decision. Then I talk to the new volunteer. We chat and talk about fit, goals, and needs. There isn’t any magic here - I look for volunteers who I think would be a good fit for the SIG, show great leadership potential, and are passionate about what we do. That’s it. So if you want to volunteer as a new board member, I highly recommend contacting the new chair when she or he is elected. Or start by volunteering to help with the conference or outreach. It’s that simple.

Expect to see an email about elections this Fall and good luck to anyone who decides to run!
Special Issue Introduction

Charting an Emerging Field: The Rhetorics of Health and Medicine and Its Importance in Communication Design

Lisa Meloncon
University of Cincinnati
Meloncon@tek-ritr.com

Erin A. Frost
East Carolina University
froste@ecu.edu

ABSTRACT

The introduction to this special issue on the rhetorics of health and medicine charts the formation of an emerging field and its importance to communication design.
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The introduction to this special issue on the rhetorics of health and medicine charts the formation of an emerging field and its importance to communication design. In today’s often bewildering world of scientific, technological, cultural, and political change, health and medicine faces human problems and possibilities that transcend traditional academic disciplines and boundaries. For many years, an often-overlooked aspect of health and medicine was the communicative dimension, that is the discourses—oral, written, visual, and technological. When we speak of discourses, we are thinking about lab notes, case reports, electronic medical records, patient notes, regulatory documents, insurance claims, online health information, patient education materials, and pharmaceutical advertisements, to name but a few. Because of its everydayness, the written and verbal exchanges between patients, doctors, providers, administrators, and other such stakeholders is often overlooked. In large part, however, these exchanges and other forms of communication are one of the most important dimensions of health and medicine, particularly when considering how to improve patient care and to encourage greater participation in prevention and wellness programs.

In recent years, health communication has grown in visibility because of the proliferation of technologies and the ease at accessing information. The federal government finally recognized the importance of health communication “as a critical area,” in the renewal of Healthy People 2020 (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2014). In addition, the formation of the non-profit, Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute, 2015), the continuation of the federal Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2015), and initiatives such as the Institute for Patient- and Family-Centered Care (Institute for Patient- and Family-Centered Care, 2015) all demonstrate the need for experts who work on the discourses produced in health and medicine.

The ongoing emphasis on communication at the national, governmental level mirrors an increasing interest at the academic level. Barton (2005) noted “the research literature of medicine is vast, even in the area of medical communication, with work in a wide variety of fields, including history, sociology, anthropology, linguistics, literature, communication studies, and behavioral science” (p. 245). In the ten years since Barton’s statement, scholarly investigations have not only continued in these areas, they have grown in the areas directly related to the readership interests of CDQ. Scholars in communication, technical and professional communication, and rhetoric and composition have recognized that we have the potential to play increasingly important roles on interdisciplinary health research teams, to help improve patient-centered language and practices across a multitude of media and document types, and to contribute to solving such problems as the health literacy crisis that leaves some 90 million Americans unable to process the most basic health information (Berkman, Sheridan, Donahue, Halpern, & Crotty, 2011).
Part of our roles as scholars is to also bring into focus that health and medicine are an important aspect of culture because “[i]n establishing the power of the norm, medicine is a crucial discipline, because medical knowledge mediates between the order of the body and the order of society” (Mol, 2002, p. 60). This order is maintained through multiple types and kinds of communication practices and products. What rhetorical studies have taught us is that the discourses produced in health and medicine “not only deliver information, they structure it as well” (Derkatch & Segal, 2005, p. 139). As such, communication about health and medicine is ever more important in shaping our understandings of our cultures, our politics, and ourselves.

Because of its importance, we wanted to chart the current landscape and diversity of work being done around issues of health and medicine. We both knew of a lot of interesting work going on, but we wanted to craft a call that was inclusive of this diversity in theoretical or methodological orientation and to a diversity of method. We had few expectations of what we may or may not receive as far as submissions were concerned. But once the call closed and we started reading the submissions, we realized that this issue would help to broadly define an emerging research area.

RHETORICS OF HEALTH AND MEDICINE: A BRIEF HISTORY

In the 2013 commentary in Poiriot, Scott, Segal, and Keränen advocated for naming this emerging field: rhetorics of health and medicine (n.p.). They called on scholars to use this name to help identify and build a body of scholarship. While all names can inspire dialogues and strong opinions, we are situating this special issue under this larger umbrella. One of the binding approaches to the essays presented in this special issue and to a larger body of scholarship is the focus on “how specific symbolic patterns structure meaning and action in health and medical contexts and practices” (Keränen, 2012, p. 37). Moreover, scholars are attempting to understand how the discourses create situations and allow participants and users to act on them, as well as constitutive aspect as to how these discourses create and perpetuate situations.

What we, and Scott, Segal and Keränen, are referring to as the rhetorics of health and medicine has a longer history under different names. The longest traditions are found in Communication studies where “health communication” has had a scholarly publishing presence since the late 1980’s. The journal, Health Communication, started in 1989 and is now published 10 issues a year. But like many research areas health communication research is not a singular monolithic entity as evidenced by the analysis of the articles published in the journal (Kim, J.-N., Park, S.-C., Yoo, S.-W., & Shen, H, 2010).

Emerging areas of research can often be tracked through special issues of journals, much like this very one. In 2000, Heifferon and Brown guest edited an issue Technical Communication Quarterly and in 2005 Barton followed with one in the Journal of Business and Technical Communication and a topical focus in Written Communication in 2009. In 2014, Keränen edited an issue of the Journal of Medical Humanities on with an emphasis on publics. What helped to feed this work was a group of scholars who sought each other out. Scholars have continued to meet at special interest groups, pre-conferences, and other events, and in 2013 the first stand-alone conference was held at the University of Cincinnati, Discourses of Health and Medicine (http://medicalrhetoric.com/symposium), which was an impetus for this journal issue.

It was also during the 2000s that the first monographs appeared (Bennett, 2009; Berkenkotter, 2008; Scott, 2003; Segal, 2005; Stormer, 2002). By 2010, the field was beginning to see a steady rise in the number of books across a range of subjects. For example, we have produced a handful of books looking at topics associated with gender such as depression (Emmons, 2010), breastfeeding (Hausman, 2011; Koerber, 2013), and childbirth (Seigel, 2013; Owens, 2015). We have added theoretical dimensions (Fountain, 2014; Graham, 2015), and we have examined genes and cells (Happe, 2013; Hyde & Herrick, 2013; Lynch, 2011); intercultural issues, (Ding, 2014); disability (Meloncon, 2013; Walters, 2014), and mental health (Johnson, 2014). Two edited collections that afford a range of approaches and topics also appeared which helps to frame the field to those unfamiliar with it (Heifferon & Brown, 2008; Leach & Dysart, 2010).

The field’s production is more impressive when the books are read alongside the growing number of articles. While rhetorical analysis can take on a number of forms, we have examined specific rhetorical features such as tropes and figures (Angeli, 2012; Jensen, 2015; Popham, 2014) and appeals (Kopelson, 2013; Molloy, 2015), as well as attention to narrative (Arduser, 2014; Segal, 2012; Teston et al., 2014). We continue to investigate genre (Schuster et al, 2013; Schryer et a. 2012; Skinner, 2012), to look at visual dimensions (Donovan, 2014; Welhausen, 2015), to reflect on methods (Angeli, 2015; Meloncon, 2013; Teston 2012), and to consider the public and political aspects of discourse (Arduser & Koerber, 2014; Derkatch & Spoel, forthcoming; Welhausen & Burnett, forthcoming; Lawrence, Hausman & Dannenberg, 2014).

We also have a growing body of work in online health communication (Arduser, 2011; De Hertogh, 2015; Grant, et al., 2015; Koerber & Still, 2008; Kopelson, 2009, Moeller, 2014, Owens, 2011, Segal, 2009). Finally, scholars are producing interesting case studies that interpret language and communication around specific topics, such as specialized providers (Burleson, 2014), obesity (Guthman, 2013), pain (Graham & Herndl, 2013), vaccines (Lawrence, 2014), patient use of information (Bellwoar, 2012), and literacy (Willerton, 2015).

The vitality of this scholarship underscores the vitality of the emerging field, but it also illustrates one of the problems. That is, scholarship is spread across numerous journals that in some cases aren’t well known outside of the narrow disciplines or specialties we sometimes inhabit. But, the importance of sketching out this bibliographic history is to set the stage for the importance of the articles collected here. This issue marks another moment in the scholarly history of this emerging field. In doing so, we openly acknowledge that there is not consensus on what to call this field. In doing so, we openly acknowledge that there is not consensus on what to call this field. We have chosen to advance the rhetorics of health and medicine simply because we—those of us involved in this enterprise—need to settle on some term that we can rally around and consistently use and mark what we do, even as we still debate it.

Unlike the debates happening between medical humanities and health humanities about boundaries and territories (see Crawford, Brown, Baker, Tischler, and Abrams, 2015), the rhetorics of health and medicine are comfortable navigating a myriad of sites and locations and texts to destabilize the paradigmatic privilege of doctor and patient. We are comfortable working with a host of actors within health care from patients to care givers and nurses.
to policy makers. Moreover, rhetoricians of health and medicine understand that meaning and knowledge making can come from traditional (e.g., scientific studies) and non-traditional sources (e.g., online patient communities).

One of the reasons that we make this move is because we are comfortable with the humanistic emphasis implicitly, if not explicitly, associated with rhetoric. While some may argue that we need to only focus on “health,” the inclusion of both terms allows the field to prioritize the humanistic viewpoint, while also signifying the critical gaze we offer to the physician-centric point of view and the influence of the biomedical institution and industrial complex. There is a driving need to better understand the human side of healthcare through a variety of disciplinary perspectives that are most notably humanistic and social science in orientation. “The knowledge the humanities offer us is like no other, and cannot be replaced by scientific breakthroughs or superseded by advances in material knowledge” (McClay, 2008, p. 38). For example, a patient with a terminal illness may rely on science through medications and treatments to help alleviate symptoms and discomfort. We have a long history of evidence that pain medications can educe discomfort in patients, but this is a distinctively scientific view. What the humanistic aspect of it can bring is an understanding of how a patient reacts to and experiences both the pain and the medication in her daily life and also how her experiences effect those around her. This understanding advances knowledge by providing insights into the human condition, its perseverance, its dignity in times of distress, and this knowledge can potentially improve end of life discussions as well as decisions and the types and kinds of medication used to prolong life. Issues of quality of life are distinctively humanistic is within the realms of the rhetoric of health and medicine.

There is also a capaciousness to rhetoric that affords scholars lots of room to maneuver and find their own voice, while still feeling as though they belong to a specific community. A variety of approaches can find there way under the tent of rhetoric of health and medicine including disability studies, feminist approaches, visual communication and rhetoric, theoretical approaches from science and technology studies, quantitative approaches, as well as textual and qualitative approaches from scholars in sociology, anthropology, literature, history, and art. Moreover, the capaciousness of rhetoric and the long standing belief that it is a useful tool in both creating and critiquing discourse helps us to mark the territory of the field.

This issue is a perfect example of this staking out a territory. The essays included (discussed in the next section) illustrate the wide variety of approaches that can be taken. However, what binds the diverse texts and approaches together is their emphasis on understanding the contextual situations of the discourse and understanding what those contexts (including language, place, people, and actions) mean for health and medicine.

When we speak of humanistic and rhetorical, one of the defining features of that orientation is the potential and possibility of affecting change. Rhetoric of health and medicine also has an applied component that appeals to many scholars who what to influence the delivery of care and potentially improve patient and community outcomes. Particularly in health and medical discourse, opportunities exist for research—such as that presented here—to make significant change. Take for example the ongoing emphasis in health literacy and the need to improve all sorts of communication channels for patients. McNaughton, et. al., (2015) discovered that patients with low health literacy who had suffered acute heart failure were 35% more likely to have died within 21 months after hospitalization. To move to another example, research on poor information design of medication leaflets and labels (Dickinson, Teather, Gallina, & Newsom-Davis, 2010) has potential to enable improved health outcomes through increased health literacy. It is in this practical focus that the rhetorics of health and medicine most directly align with work occurring in communication design.

Rhetoricians of health and medicine can potentially expand the scope to how discourse is created, used, disseminated, and also critiqued. We offer a unique viewpoint on how to communicate and educate. We want to expand the sometimes myopic vision that generally plagues the current medical system where patients, families, care givers, and others views are often discounted in favor of a positivist hierarchical view that doctors and science are the only viewpoints that matter. By upsetting that paradigm, rhetoricians of health and medicine, and their scholarship, can directly intervene into many of the problems plaguing our health care system.

VISION FOR THE ISSUE: BREADTH OF AN EMERGING FIELD

We had few expectations when we sent out he call for the special issue. By that we mean, we did not have a preconceived idea of what types of kinds of essays that we would include. The one thing we did know as we were working through the task of selecting proposals was that we wanted to find a diverse range of voices and/or topics. We wanted to have representation from across the different disciplines and fields working in the rhetorics of health and medicine, as well as a diverse range of topics and approaches. Thus, we opted to go with the concept of breadth rather than depth around a specific topics, idea, or methodological approach.

In addition to deciding our broad approach, we made several other decisions that merit mentioning. As is a general standard, essays were blindly reviewed by two other scholars, one that was considered an expert in the subject matter of the essay and a more general reviewer from the CDQ reviewer pool. We took this approach because we wanted to present a collection of essays that would appeal to those who identify as working in the rhetorics of health and medicine, while also showing the importance of the breadth of the work in this area for broader audiences. As we discuss in the next section when we introduce the essays, we hope CDQ readers can see how the methodological choices and methods used in the rhetorics of health and medicine have much to offer back to the multiple audiences who read this journal.

The essays included here explicitly and implicitly point to different ways that ideas, texts, methods, practices, and technologies work in a variety of healthcare contexts, and more importantly, how that information is designed. The essays also bridge theory to practice. While often accused of being esoteric or disconnected, theory provides scholars the opportunity to view the world differently, and in doing so to offer ways to improve situations or to invoke action. In the case of health and medicine, the scholastic emphasis and unifying feature of looking at discourses—written, oral, visual, material—means that our theoretical orientations can work toward improving the function and use of those same examined discourses.

Finally, focusing on breadth of the emerging field enables us to emphasize the possibilities of the field and what it is capable of
INTRODUCTION TO THE ESSAYS

Health and medicine practice and care takes place in a variety of locations, but rhetoricians have been slow to take up the examination of actual places. “There is a rich and growing body of research across social, cultural, and health geographies that makes space for and foregrounds place in much more explicit ways and the situated nature of being and becoming urgently require the theoretical insights of those who specifically focus on the nature of space and place” (Atkinson, Foley, & Parr, 2015, p.2). In an answer to this need, we have the international perspective of Connellan (Art, Architecture, and Design), Riggs (Social Work and Social Planning), and Due (Psychology), who take us on a critical tour of a mental health facility in Australia by examining the mental health physical space from the perspective of glass. They ask the provocative question of whether glass can speak? After a short history of architecture, they offer insights from their ethnographic study and show how glass can be a medium for communication. In the call for papers for this issue, we encouraged submissions that were not traditional and pushed the limits to how we think about discourse. This essay does that, and we encourage readers to take their questions, insights, and analysis as a way to encourage innovative considerations of material aspects of spaces. More specifically, this essay can prompt (re)considerations of the materiality of the spaces and the impact those spaces have on the communication design of discourses in health and medicine.

Moving to a different kind of space, there are three essays that are inter-related—Lazard & Mackert, Mogul & Balzhiser, and Burleson—around issues of online space. These essays take up the issue of online health information from different, yet complementary perspectives. Lazard and Mackert provide a comprehensive review and synthesis of literature about how to design online health information. They only focused on the theory-driven and tested research, and they found that the design principles, which directly impact increased attention, favorable evaluations, and greater information processing abilities, include: web aesthetics, visual complexity, affordances, prototypicality, and persuasive imagery. Their discussion of these topics should be a starting point for online health communication design in the coming years.

Following Moeller’s (2014) call for more historical examinations of online information, Mogul and Balzhiser evaluate direct-to-consumer pharmaceutical advertisements, and their analysis provides an important case study on why rhetorical analysis is needed, while also pointing to how healthcare consumers are created. Burleson’s empirical study on 17 websites of top hospitals specifically takes on how they communicate with their patients through an in-depth look at the role of hospitalists. It will probably come as no surprise that Mogul and Balzhiser and Burleson find that there is much room for improvement, which opens up space and exigency for the work of communication designers.

In an entry written by a new scholar, Novotny offers the case study of reVITALize Gynecology infertility initiative, a health intervention project, to illustrate the expansion of the feminist research approaches. Novotny’s analysis of the reVITALize initiative illustrates that public stakeholder input is vital to health intervention projects. By using a feminist approach, Novotny shows that while the initiative appeared to welcome public participation, it was in fact limiting their participation. A strength of Novotny’s essay is its ambitiousness in combining theoretical orientations to expand the way research is currently done.

While Novotny’s essay shows the limitations of health intervention, Kuehl and Anderson’s case study illustrates both successes and failures. In their essay, Kuehl and Anderson analyze how a hospital designed public communication through promotional efforts regarding their no-cost, volunteer doula program. Using the rhetorical concepts of presence and absence, their analysis found a number of communication design ideas that worked successfully, while also finding and recommending ways to improve the material. In some ways, this essay complements Lazard and Mackert by providing specific ways to improve communication design. Read together, Novotny and Kuehl and Anderson offer examples of ways to incorporate theoretical models into the analysis and design of health and medical discourse.

Finally, Atvgis et al. take us in another direction to the rural areas of West Virginia as they report on assessing the accuracy of a trauma patient protocol system, M.I.S.E.R (Mechanism of injury, Injury to the patient, vital Signs, Environment, and Response to treatment). Acronym based protocol systems are design to reduce error in a crisis communication situation, and Atvgis et al. set out to use M.I.S.E.R. to increase the efficiency of communication from field personnel (e.g., paramedics) to medical command (e.g., those at the receiving hospital). Their findings show that different combinations of technology and media do effect the transmission of information. As a data driven case study, this essay provides model of field based research methods that improved the design of communication through detailed data analysis. While some may push back against quantitative studies, Atvgis et al. demonstrate the value of a different kind of humanistic approach.

All of the essays directly and indirectly implicate the importance of care. In a recent commentary, St.Amant (2015) declared, “in many ways, medical and health information connects to one central principle: care” (p. 39). Care is a great way to center and help contextualize what it is that we do, and the approach to care would be a distinctly humanistic enterprise, that is, in helping us understand the deeply human aspects of what it means to be a patient or care giver or any other person within the health care system and what those people experience in that system. “Care is integrated with and arises from relationship—in the knowing and feelings of others. Therefore, considerations of care are bound up in epistemological concerns and cannot be easily segregated from human experience” (Hamington, 2004, p. 33). This is what we do as researchers quite well. Connecting our work to care and empathy illustrates the importance of the rhetorics of health and medicine as key to understanding or to gaining insights into what it means to experience the healthcare system.

Care is an important concept that provides a unifying point across disciplines and approaches. Jones (2013), a designer, recently wrote a practiced based book, Design for Care, which argues that design practices and methods can improve healthcare. Jones claims that design and designers are essential to improving healthcare to enable “better communication, understanding, and knowledge transfer between healthcare fields and work experiences” (p. xvi), which is not so different than the aims of researchers and practitioners in...
the rhetorics of health and medicine and in communication design. Jones’ stance lacks an awareness of the writing and communication research that is essential to his achieving his own goals, but he does acknowledge that “design, in all of its disciplines and methods, is finally emerging in new and influential roles in all types of healthcare services” (p. xvi).

Thus, what is useful about Jones’ work broadly is that it opens up a space for communication design to intervene in healthcare. These essays, as representatives of the rhetorics of health and medicine, are examples of the type of everyday communication design interventions that can impact patients directly. What communication design from a rhetorical perspective can offer healthcare is a focus on patient experience, which includes an empathetic focus found through our methods. To talk of communication design as it relates to health and medicine is not a new or novel approach. But what is particularly important about the essays in this issue is how they intervene into existing conversations in design and in medicine. Health information must be timely, accessible, accurate and understandable. The proliferation of information found online and accessed via mobile devices increases this demand. Thus, research at the intersection of communication design and the rhetorics of health and medicine, such as evidenced here, is focused on patient experience and improving the design of information. Improved communication design can help patients

- Better understand their own health and treatment
- Maintain their own health records
- Facilitate care options by participating in shared decision making

Patients who can understand, maintain, and facilitate their care more easily could potentially achieve two important goals in healthcare: getting better outcomes for patients through compliance, particularly for patients with chronic conditions, and reducing overall health care costs.

The rhetorics of health and medicine bring a unique viewpoint to bear on the numerous discourses—written, visual, verbal, technological, or material—produced in health and medicine and that viewpoint exposes how discourse helps and hinders the delivery and consumption of care.

LOOKING FORWARD

We hope that the essays here offer the opportunity for reflection on the breadth of the work being done in the rhetorics of health and medicine and how this emerging field is complementary to communication design. The essays in this issue are examples of the many directions that scholars can take to build on and to extend, and as we come to close this introduction, we leave you with additional thoughts on where we should go next.

While we were received a host of proposals for this issue and we are also aware of numerous ongoing projects, we were surprised and are surprised at the dearth of work that is specifically taking up the issues of ethics. It could be that we have an implicit ethical stance in all of our work, but our research allows us to intervene comfortably in ethical discussions, particularly the growing conversations about bioethics.

Another direction of new engagement that is critical and not yet receiving the attention it is needs is technology and its impact on and in health and medicine. Hausman (2014) merges together feminist approaches with critiques of technology in her examination of the visualization of fetuses, and it signals the ripe ground ready for exploration. Following sociology (see Lupton, 2014), scholars could examine areas such as wearables (there is an upcoming Rhetoric Society Quarterly issue on this topic that includes a rhetoric of health and medicine perspective), the impact of EHRs, big data, and the influence of technology on agency, to name but a few.

One area that the rhetorics of health and medicine can contribute back to other related fields and disciplines is in our work with methodologies and methods. The essays in this issue took on a number of methods and methodological orientations. However, potential also lies in thinking through our methodological approach of entering specific sites and locations by using the insights from Smith’s (2012) work with indigenous peoples. While Novotny’s essay gives us a take on feminist methods, we feel there is also an underexplored dimension to what a feminist orientation can offer to the way we research in the rhetorics of health and medicine. For example, feminist perspectives reveal insights into ideological perspectives of the other that are extremely important in a healthcare industry that maintains persistent hierarchies and classes.

Another area in need of additional work is with regard to theory. While there are some great models on what theory can bring to research in this area (see Scott, 2003), we could benefit from a closer alignment with critical theory (see Zoller, 2005), queer theory, and disability studies, as well invoking a theoretical stance to understand communication design in different ways. Kuehl and Anderson’s use of presence and absence from rhetorical theory opened up new avenues in the way information could be designed more effectively. Looking to these theoretical approaches can help the emerging field be more critically aware and push against normative and hierarchical discourses found not only in the medical encounter but also found in community based research or locations of health disparities.

We also need to consider engagement with different types of evidence, communities, patients, and other active participants in healthcare, and we need to determine ways to move the work we do across disease domains. Both of these push the established boundaries, but if accomplished will allow the field to have an impact. For example, will our findings hold up when we use the same approach in another area? Can we port the approach to one particular subject to other areas? What are the stakes if we can or if we can’t? These sorts of questions about the broader implications of our research are the logical next steps in research as our canon builds.

Many readers of this journal and those in the rhetorics of health and medicine will claim to be inter-, cross-, and trans-disciplinary, and we want to encourage a more active and critical engagement in both the practice (our teams and in authorship) and in scholarly orientation (reading across boundaries). This is not a call to end disciplines; it’s actually the contrary. Collaborative work across disciplines brings insights that a single view cannot, which is something evident in Lazard and Mackert’s cross-disciplinary investigation into “best practices” of online health communication design. We need to embrace this as we move forward and more importantly, to write about it—both the good and the bad and the ugly of the research process and the findings.
We need to focus specifically on what it means to work in the area of rhetorics of health and medicine and how those of us who may not take a completely “rhetorical” approach can still feel at home. The inclusion of the piece by Atvgis and colleagues illustrates that there are similarities in research methods and methodologies even when the authors themselves may not consider their work rhetorical. But what was striking about Atvgis et al. was their considerations of the final outcomes and how to improve patient care in rural settings, which is similar to approach and implications as Angeli’s (2012) work in emergency medical services. In other words, there is an approach and orientation that moves us past defining what we do through a singular term, but engaging in conversations about boundaries, definitions, and what it is that we really do keep a field vital and flourishing.

We want to encourage scholars in this area and considering working in this area to critically engage with the growing body of scholarship that already exists. Even though it may true that many specific sites and case studies are unique, it is likely that those sites and the findings do connect in some ways to existing scholarship. We would question the premise that there’s “nothing on my topic” in the literature. By taking the time to engage with and find the similarities with existing scholarship, we can grow a rich and rigorous body of work quicker, and that work will have a greater chance of having an impact across disciplines, within medical care, and potentially, on patient outcomes.

There are also rich opportunities to more explicitly merge together communication design and the rhetorics of health medicine. Not only through examining visuals (see citations in the “History” section), but a more involved examination of how user experience intersects with patient centered-care. For example, what would each field gain by invoking the scholarship of the other.

Ultimately, we hope that this special issue will inspire future conversations. Communication design can benefit from the perspective of the rhetorics of health and medicine, and health and medicine in general need communication design and the rhetorics of health and medicine. We want to encourage useful conversations and disagreements that lead to intellectual ambitiousness and that open detailed, critical dialogue about the work we do, but also, a critical and reflective approach to just doing the work we do. Scott, Keränen, and Segal (2013) called on scholars to name their work and advocate for de boundaries, de doing a scope of research. This introduction and issue are an extension of their call. We would take it one step further to claim that there is a field of rhetorics of health and medicine and work toward building a meaningful, connected canon that has direct and relevant connections to communication design. This issue is a step in that direction.
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ABSTRACT
Light illuminates but also reflects, and when the medium of glass is a dominant design material it communicates within the architectural space. In this paper we suggest that the transience of light and transparencies of glass posit a duplicity that is aesthetically seductive but communicatively misleading. Specifically, the central aim of the paper is to address where truth sits between reflections and reason in the glass surfaces of a mental health environment. To provide a framework the paper first covers a brief history of glass, engages with its technological properties, its language(s) of the inner and outer, its aesthetic effects in an architectural poetry of light, and the messages conveyed to vulnerable clients and careful clinicians. Then, using a detailed case study of a purpose built mental health ward in Australia, we explore how glass engenders visibility, security, surveillance and power, concluding with recommendations for future builds.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.0 Information Systems: General
General Terms
Documentation, Design
Keywords
Mental health; Architecture; Visibility; Truth; material space

INTRODUCTION
How can something inanimate, such as glass, speak? And if it does, does it speak honestly? This paper assumes that glass does have a voice, one that speaks of light and transparency. But it also speaks of fragility and fear with its potential to break into sharpness. It is the veracity of glass as a communicator that we consider at stake in the often fraught environment of the mental health ward. In this paper we extend upon a previous paper in which we suggested that the use of glass in design for mental health sends simultaneous messages of freedom and its lack (Connellan, Due, & Riggs, 2011a). In this paper we specifically engage with communication design issues in space and place in the context of a mental health ward. We do this by exploring how glass works semiotically to communicate the themes of visibility, security, surveillance, and power. The transience of light and the transparencies of glass, we posit, suggest a duplicity that is aesthetically seductive but communicatively misleading. We begin with a brief history of glass in western architecture, then move to foregrounding visibility and security in the mental health setting, which leads into conversations about glass between interior and exterior spaces in a case study of a purpose-built mental health unit. In the final section we return to the key issue of where truth sits between reflection and reason in the glass surfaces of mental health. We consider this topic important because whilst the aesthetics of ambiguity might be beautiful to behold on the facades and interiors of many buildings, people residing and working in a mental health ward need to believe what they see.

GLASS IN WESTERN ARCHITECTURE
Glass and light are synonymous in the language of architecture and light in western imaginaries (emerging as they do from the Judaeo-Christian tradition) and carry promises of redemption through the pathway of “purity” (Connellan, 2009; Dyer, 1997; Wigley, 2001). Light in these contexts is the harbinger of a promised freedom. When natural light is harnessed by architects, it can bring life into

1 Mental health is the term used in the Australian media and also in health discourses in Australia. The authors are aware that this term is euphemised in some other countries.
an otherwise stultified interior space which might be deadened by fluorescents or simply gloomy in the absence of adequate light. The way in which natural light most obviously moves in and through interior spaces is through glass and openings. Glass only began to be used in pieces larger than the lead light method of Gothic Cathedrals (c.1400 – 1500) in nineteenth-century England. The first large-piece glass architecture was known as the Crystal Palace, and it was designed and built by Sir Joseph Paxton (who learnt this technique in his role as Royal gardener) in 1851 for the first trade exposition in the world—the “Great Exhibition” in Hyde Park, London. Following this innovation of panelled glass strengthened and sectioned by rolled iron, the technology improved and soon iron was replaced by steel so that glass panels could be even larger than those made for the Crystal Palace.

Modernism was the time of the “curtain wall,” the dictum of “form follows function,” (Sullivan, 1896) and of “less is more” (IIT, 2012). The “curtain wall” literally means a wall of glass. This is now referred to as the “skin” or “envelope” of the building. This was achieved by overcoming the need for load-bearing brick walls through the new ferro-concrete, which was reinforced by steel, allowing glass to wrap around buildings. In this way “more” became “less” as heavy opaque walls were replaced by light transparent glass. Sheet glass, picture windows, glass screens and panels were all used to bring the outside inside. Modernist architects feted the interior-exterior flow of sunlight and space. This was a move away from the solid barriers that the brick or stone wall presented to the outside world or indeed to the inside world of inhabitants.

Yet whilst this brought many glistening jewels to city skylines (and continues to do so), the extensive use of glass has also had its critics. Advocates call it an “intelligent” material (Addington & Schodek, 2005; Compagno, 2002) and applaud its strength, beauty, and versatility (Bell & Kim, 2009), whilst environmentalists warn of the problems of heating, glare, and reflection and therefore suggest that glass must be used intelligently (Abaza, 2000; Bally, 2002; Gissen, 2003; Guy, 2001; Thibaud, 2001). Work has also been done on the politics of glass in particular architectural settings such as courts of justice, which has a bearing on mental health units (Resnik & Curtis, 2011). Resnik and Curtis write that the connection between glass and access to justice is “simplistic,” presenting the contradiction of “opaque transparency” (p. 341). As researchers seeking to examine the relationship between architecture and mental health, we add our voice to all these discussions in relation to our key issue for this paper, namely: Does glass tell the truth?

GLASS IN THE CONTEXT OF MENTAL HEALTH: THEORY, VISIBILITY AND SECURITY

Glass technologies are closely aligned with historical and contemporary theories on seeing and being seen. Surfaces have long been used to communicate to those who look upon them; in the discipline of art theory for example, Krauss (Foster, 1988; Krause, 1988) engages with “the impulse to see” into the flat surface of the picture plane. She writes of the “rhythm” and “pulse” involved in looking [at a painting] which “in itself, acts against the stability of visual space in a way that is destructive and revolutionary” (p. 51). The threat (or joy) of seeing oneself as other or the other as self is always present in the contemplation of an image, and there is always potential for this recognition to evolve and grow. An everyday and literal example of recognising oneself as self on a surface is that of the mirror; here the function of the surface is designed to offer an honest replica of our own image. However, glass in contemporary architectural design provides a surface for both the still and moving image that invites much more: it invites the gaze. And, as Foucault (2007) writes, “the gaze is never neutral; it gives the impression of leaving things there where they are; [but] in fact, it ‘removes’ them, virtually detaching them from their depths and layers” (p. 166). Similarly, Elkadi (2006) notes that “we can now look through glass to observe other dimensions of virtual reality” and that as a result of glass technologies “we are on the threshold of creating the architecture of mental images” (p. 82). It is the power of this type of looking and seeing that forms a crucial meeting point between architectural aesthetics and cultures of control in a contemporary society. Elkadi (2006) also points out that an increase in the number of glass skyscrapers in a city’s skyline is often taken as a sign of peace and stability; however he later notes that whilst such glass facades apparently offer transformation, any real interaction between people is denied (p. 48). As such, glass has become intrinsic to contemporary interior designed spaces and the language of this space is one of power. Foucault (2007) notes that language has become “a thing of space” (p. 163). This is important for the potential that glass has to communicate in this space because glass becomes part of the language that “keeps watch” (Foucault, 2007, p. 164).

French cultural theorist Baudrillard (2009) points out that aesthetics in a “harmonized interior … is thus not a value of style or of content; it no longer refers to anything but to communication and sign exchange. It is an idealized semiology, or a semiological idealism” (p. 156). Baudrillard reminds us that forms and materials in space are part of the meta-language of a large signifying system. And although Berger (1972) asserts that “We only see what we look at. [And that] To look is an act of choice” (p. 8), things and people that are visible in the designed space of a mental health unit are in a controlled visual environment and don’t necessarily have the choice to look or not to look at something, to be seen or not to be seen. To this end Foucault (1995) notes that “visibility is a trap” (p. 200), and here Foucault expands upon the complexities of seeing and watching in a space designed for surveillance.

The environment of the mental health unit is specifically regulatory; it is the placement of “bodies in a meticulous analytical space” (Foucault, 2003, p. 227). One question presented to designers and mental health practitioners is whether to communicate this regulatory aspect through glass, which performs a clearly controlling function, or to disguise the function of surveillance and protection through the transparency of glass? The view that glass is “designing its own disappearance”—as Bell and Kim (2009) suggest—alerts us to the increasing technological advancements, ones that bring about a material which denies itself. The effects of ostensible transparency rendered by glass in an analytical space such as a mental health unit are always already uncanny.
The unique problems that arise from designing an interior that must at once seem bright and free but also prevent escape (for acute clients) and conform to the many requirements of the health system must at times be discouraging for architects. The popularity of glass and its technological advancement has arguably presented a way to design mental health spaces (such as psychiatric units) that allow for the bridging of these two requirements (i.e. constraint and aesthetic appeal). The design of spaces for mental health, however, presents ongoing challenges because the model of care in most developed countries has moved to one that is community-based. This has meant that the old asylum-style facilities are no longer suitable and architects have to provide a whole new set of solutions to the more varied services such as locked and open wards, short-term stay, and community-based care. Designing anew for these requirements in public health is tied up with government initiatives, architects’ reputations in a competitive market, and the politics of healthcare funding systems. There is usually only one chance to get architects’ reputations in a competitive market, and the politics of requirements in public health is tied up with government initiatives, architects’ reputations in a competitive market, and the politics of healthcare funding systems. There is usually only one chance to get a purpose-built unit right, given that retrofitting is expensive and disruptive to clients. However, despite the importance of design within mental health wards, there is an almost total lack of adequate post occupancy evaluations in this sector (Connellan et al., 2013). Moreover, despite the close relationship between mental health and the design of space and the challenges that it presents, most of the research into this relationship has been published in health journals and is not led by design and communication researchers. Perhaps that is the reason for scant attention to the communicative effects of particular architectural materials such as glass in a mental health unit.

Yet despite this gap in the literature from a design and communication perspective, health researchers continue to examine the real world effects of design upon consumers. Daykin et al. (2008), for example, conducted a systematic review of the literature on “the impact of art, design and environment in mental healthcare” (p. 85). This was a review of over 600 papers published from 1985 to 2005. The study identified a number of recurring environmental features that impacted mental health outcomes. Some of these features include natural conditions and lighting (pp. 88, 91); more physical amenities, and “comfort, privacy and normality” (p. 90). Mental health clients appeared to have more definitive and polarised reactions to their environment than other groups, such as aged care and dementia groups (p. 92).

Two other literature reviews (Ulrich, 2008 and Dobrohotoff Llewellyn-Jones, 2010) open up the breadth of research that is necessary to develop architectural and spatial design in relation to healthcare. Dobrohotoff and Llewellyn-Jones’ (2010) study concentrates on psychogeriatric unit (PGU) design and these authors note that the few existing studies on the relationship between mental health and architecture appear to be more generalist and dedicated to dementia patients. In most cases evidence is sought for changes and improvements for clients and clinicians using “old” and “new” designed spaces. Notably, none of these reviews identify glass as a topic that has been given attention in previous research. The most recent literature review on mental health and architecture is the one we published in HERD in 2013 (Connellan et al., 2013) which identifies the following 12 key themes as highlighted in previous literature: Security; Light; Therapeutic milieu; Gardens; Impact of architecture on health outcomes; Interior Design; Psychogeriatric; Post-occupancy evaluations; Nursing stations; Model of Care; Art; Adolescents; Forensic Psychiatric Facilities.

A CASE STUDY OF A PURPOSE-BUILT MENTAL HEALTH UNIT

Description

The buildings that comprise the mental health unit in this case study are part of a large public hospital in South Australia, completed in stages between 2009 and 2010. We selected this building for our study upon the advice of a stakeholder involved in the research project, in response to concern about the appropriateness and efficacy of this building. Furthermore, the building was purpose-built and therefore offered an interesting case study in relation to the design of such spaces.

The unit contains two main wards for clients. The secure or “locked” ward has a total of six beds (all single rooms), three bathrooms, and one accessible bathroom. The open ward contains 20 beds, 10 bathrooms, one disabled bathroom, and one assisted bathroom. Both these wards were typically full throughout our study (as described in the Method section below). Ethical clearance was provided by the University of South Australia’s Human Research Ethics Committee and the Ethics Committee of the hospital involved in the study. Procedures regarding information and consent were strictly adhered to.

Method

Ethnography was chosen as the methodology for this study due to the fact that the literature has identified it to be appropriate for use in healthcare settings, and it has been used in previous research in this area (Johansson, Skärsäter, & Danielson, 2006; Savage, 2000). For example, ethnography has been used successfully in psychiatric wards in Europe similar to the one in our study (Johansson, Skärsäter, & Danielson, 2006). Furthermore, ethnographic observations are typically unobtrusive and allow the researcher to develop a flexible approach to both understanding an environment and to gaining insight into the relationships between that environment and the behaviour of the people within it. This study is based on 34 hours of observations during both mornings and afternoons over a ten-week period. To ensure rigour in the consistency of space-use, the time was split evenly between the locked ward and the open ward. Field notes were taken during observations focusing on space usage and movements, and where necessary immediately after leaving the hospital premises.

Once the observations were finalized, the field notes were analyzed using thematic analysis, following the approach laid out by Braun and Clarke (2006). In their paper, Braun and Clarke (2006) provide rigorous guidelines for conducting thematic analysis in qualitative research within the broad study of psychology, and these guidelines were followed in each stage of the analysis of the field note data. Braun and Clarke outline a six-phase guide for identifying, analysing, and reporting patterns (themes) within the data, which includes a non-linear familiarization with the data, coding, theme identification, review, defining/naming and reporting (p. 87). This approach does not move away from the celebrated flexible nature of thematic analysis but does tighten the approach for more rigour.

Analysis of the entire corpus revealed a number of themes that we have published on. These include (in order of significance): security (Due, Connellan, & Rigns, 2012); the use of the duty station by

3 Indeed many of the Victorian styled asylums with large grounds are being sold to property developers.
both staff and clients (Riggs, Due, & Connellan, 2013); doors and passages; the use of glass in both wards (Connellan, Due, & Riggs, 2011a); the use and effects of gardens and plants (Connellan, Due, & Riggs, 2011b); the choice and positioning of visual art in the wards; and the use of colour (Connellan, 2013). Cultural considerations were something additional that were peripheral but were the subject of a later comparative reflection (Connellan, 2012).

Details
This mental health unit does not disguise itself from the outside. It is highly visible due to clear and obvious signage (Figure 1). It is a facility whose clients are experiencing poor mental health that requires short or longer term stay at the hospital. Whilst in the past mental health facilities have typically hidden or minimised their signage out of concern for the potentially negative effects of stigma upon clients, this assumption did not appear evident in the mental health unit examined for this research, with the unit clearly identifiable through a sign saying “Mental Health.” The signage is there for all to see and specifically for those in need to know precisely where to come and ask for support if the occasion demands it. Whilst the reception area is not the admission section, it is a portal of information on mental health services. A senior clinical practice consultant and a member of our research team was instrumental in liaising with the architects to ensure the sign was clear and that it did not disguise/euphemise mental health by (for example) substituting “mental health ward” in the writing on the sign with the name of a flower or famous person. Signs for other units in the large hospital of which this mental health unit is a part all have similar signage, meaning that visibility and truth are right up front in terms of the function of the mental health and the function of other units in the hospital. Glass, however, does not play an obvious role in the clarity of the message about the mental health unit. The public entrance to the facility is not encased with glass (despite the large glass sliding doors); instead the laminated walls and grey cantilever canopy shadow the doorway, but this does result in a welcoming entrance. It’s a strong beginning but this is not the entrance used to admit mental health clients, as they are brought through an interior (un-glassed) corridor from the main hospital (which is situated behind the mental health unit) and then admitted straight into the ward.

Despite this relatively low-level use of glass in the entrances to the facility, there is extensive use of glass in the interior of both open and locked wards in the unit. Natural light floods into shared eating and entertainment areas, communicating a feeling of lightness and airiness (Figure 2). It is well documented that light, and specifically daylight, is immensely important to the mental health of clients and clinicians (Huffcut & Asid, 2010; Schweitzer et al. 2004; Ulrich et al., 2008). Florence Nightingale was one of the first to insist that the rising and setting of the sun should be absolutely evident to patients and that they should, if possible, have direct sunlight in their ward at all times of the day (Edwards, 2011, p. 155). Ulrich et al.’s 2008 review of literature on evidence-based healthcare design (in non-mental healthcare settings) shows the reduction of stress as a result of daylighting and appropriate lighting. From these findings Ulrich et al. (2008) developed a “restoration theory,” which they suggest implies that modern humans, as a genetic carryover of evolution, have a capacity to derive stress-reducing responses from certain nature settings and content (e.g. vegetation and water), but have no such disposition toward most built or artefact-dominated environments and materials (e.g. concrete, glass, and metal). (Ulrich et al., 2008, p. 128)

If the stress- reduction responses are specific to elements of nature, then we ask: What is the effect of glass on glass in a mental health unit specifically? In the locked ward of our study, glass offers views of a landscaped garden area that is accessible to those visiting the

Figure 1. Mental Health signage (photograph taken by first author, 2010).
general hospital outside the mental health unit. In the open ward, views to the garden are accessible within a closed and monitored courtyard on one side but inaccessible on the other side. In other words, glass is there as a literal window to the world outside, whilst simultaneously acting as a constant reminder of the barrier between clients and the outside spaces around them. The following excerpt is from field notes taken by Connellan in the open ward and then in the locked ward.

As I sit down at the dining area again I am very aware of the reflections of glass on glass and glass to glass. This causes an ambiguous space and spatial movement. Illusionary.

Connellan noted the following when taking notes from inside the duty station for the locked ward:

I notice reflections on glass quite clearly – especially from a distance. The busyness of the reflections could be distracting. (see Figure 5)

These reflections create an illusion of people in spaces. In addition, when the glass windows have a combination of objects, features and people behind them in the receding space, there are layers of reflections upon reflections. This creates duplications of overlapping and interpenetrating imagery. And whilst being aesthetically pleasing, such visuality presents a confused sense of who and what is where. It was observed that there were times when the clients seemed to look at the glass for periods of time, and this could have been because of the patterns and movements created within the reflections. In the High Dependency Unit there is a glass panel acting as a divider that drew the attention of the clients, which could be a product of clients being visually entertained by the lively images captured by light and reflection. However, Schweitzer, Gilpin, and Frampton (2004) note that “too much stimulation will have the negative impact of raising anxiety levels” (p. 76).

The use of glass, then, has several purposes. Besides allowing enough natural light to flow into the interiors and to light up the interior, it is also used to facilitate seeing and being seen when necessary. The third author noted the following:

I am sitting inside the closed ward in the corner. Two clients are talking to a carer- (senior nurse) – other carer goes off to do the washing. One male client goes away. Female client stays and chats to (reads palm) of senior nurse. One client is lying on a couch / bed with covers, this is full view of the duty station. It’s an overcast day but the reflections of glass upon the glass create layered spaces from across the ward eating and living area.

The duty station forms a central core between the open and locked wards and is encased by glass which looks out onto the wards themselves. The station is the focus of a paper written by these authors (Riggs, Due, & Connellan, 2013). The glass window of the duty station in the locked ward is fixed and cannot open whilst there are two sections of glass that can slide up in the open ward. The staff in the duty station of the open ward are more visible than staff in the locked ward section of the duty station, both due to the larger amount of glass and the fact that the duty station itself is bigger in the open ward. However, this increased visibility may also be because the open ward itself is larger and with the emphasis upon glass all spaces are well lit thus increasing the light across to the duty station. However, during our study, in addition to the bright surrounding natural light, the open ward interior electric lights were all on in the duty station, thus lighting up the station even more and also creating more reflections. The ethnographic note below (Connellan) is written from outside of the duty station in the open ward (i.e. a client’s view), indicating how far across the ward reflections appear in the glass (Figures 3,4 and 5).
The duty station appears lit up and it reflects and is reflected upon other reflections, e.g. trees and brick wall from the outdoor area. Reflections also change with the light on all the glass panels.

The adjoining locked ward duty station is smaller and darker, electric lights do not always seem to be turned on or be as effective in this station. The darker duty station thus becomes less visible which inadvertently communicates inaccessibility from the outside. It is easier to see out of the locked ward duty station than it is to see into it because one is looking from dark into light (Figure 5).

INSIDE/OUTSIDE

When the above aspects of seeing and being seen are considered in an environment that is dependent upon power relationships between the role of client and the role of clinician, it is most likely that the extensive use of interior glass is worked into the design as a security measure for all. Increased visibility is often regarded as providing greater safety for occupants of interior space. As mentioned, the centralised duty station is glass-encased and the glass allows vision both out and in. There are no computer-controlled false windows that mimic scenes or scenery (Biley, 1996) and no one-way glass.
interior panels (also sometimes referred to as mirror glass) anywhere in either unit. The reason for the absence of one-way glass may be that there is sufficient security through the use of the ceiling-fitted convex directional mirrors (Figure 6) and the numerous security cameras, also ceiling-fitted. On the surface it would appear that the use of glass is therefore an open approach to communication with the glass hiding no one nor deliberately suggesting something that is not there.

Yet, the third author, sitting in the locked ward duty station, noted the following:

One male client wanders back up corridor and punches glass wall at end and nurse goes out to have conversation with him and then takes him outside with his smokes.

The above extract is salient in terms of the glass in this instance forming a barrier, but also a surface upon which to vent frustrations upon. Therefore whilst security and safety are optimal in any mental health unit, clients also need to know they are safe from harming themselves. The third author noted that clients wandered around the locked ward a lot. Below is one excerpt from the third author’s ethnographic notes:

Figure 5. From inside the locked ward duty station, (Photograph taken by the first author, 2010).

Figure 6. Convex directional mirror. (Photograph taken by the first author, 2010).
Stichler (2008) makes communication. As such it is used to separate people from people. Also provide a perceptible transparent barrier to close physical of clients. Glass can give the appearance of openness but it can also provide a perceptible transparent barrier to close physical communication. As such it is used to separate people from people. Stichler (2008) makes five recommendations, two of which focus upon security:

For the staff, designs should address (1) the work flow process of care giving and minimize the steps necessary to secure supplies and equipment; (2) safety features that reduce employee injuries resulting from repetitive movement, patient lifting, mobilization, and transfers; (3) visual access of patients from nursing stations or documentation alcoves; (4) security designs that enhance protection of the staff from hostile visitors; and (5) staff stress reduction with the design of respite rooms (quiet, meditative environments) in high-stress areas (Stichler, 2008, p. 507).

With (3) and (4) above in mind, it is likely that the glass is used to counter any unsolicited contact and we fully acknowledge that protection is extremely important in any stress filled environment. The question remains, though, as to how much glass is too much?

The structural feature of the sliding window in the open ward duty station of our study is a point of closer communication. The third author noted the following:

In this ward the nurses’ station has a window which lifts up, and clients can lift it up too. This window appears to be a more central part of communication than the door(s) although clients appear to come up to the nurses’ station much less in this ward than in the locked one.

Our study also revealed that clients in the locked ward preferred to knock on the door (not made of glass, but with a small glass panel at head-height) of the duty station and have it opened by a staff member, rather than to converse through the closed glass of the window. See ethnographic excerpt from the third author below:

I notice that sometimes when a client comes to the door to the nurses’ station other people come and hang around too, other times they just ignore what is going on.

Overall the door to the nurses’ station in the locked ward appears to be a central part of interaction between staff and clients—also worth noting that it is the door and not the window. People rarely seem to go to the window in the locked ward.

It is also significant that whilst staff could open the door to the clients, they could also ask them to go around to the window. At this opened door staff frequently stood and chatted to clients, and clients rarely tried to touch a member of staff. Importantly, if a client did try to point at something in the duty station—thereby putting their arm into the room a bit—they were frequently asked to step back by staff. As such, whilst the door in the locked ward was not designed as a point of contact (it was located out of the way, around the side of the duty station), it did offer more physical communication than the glass window. Staff allocated to the locked ward generally returned to their tasks within the duty station after interacting at the door. However, the observations also indicated that staff spent what time they could sitting and chatting with clients inside the locked ward, suggesting that they felt some degree of safety in this space. This may have been facilitated by the fact that all staff members had alarms and swipe/key cards to open doors hanging around their necks at all times.

Schweitzer et al. (2004) write that, “Centrally located nursing stations and glass partitions may limit patients’ access to staff” (pp. 78-79). We suggest that the use of glass as a signifier of simultaneous communication and security may be disingenuous to clients and visitors and similarly these mixed messages might also affect the behaviour of the staff. Schweitzer et al. (2004) also note it is not uncommon to find large centralized nursing stations on a typical patient unit, set apart from patients by half-walls or glass partitions and at significant distances from most patient rooms. These elements clearly distance staff members from patients, sending the message that they are busy and inaccessible (p. 78).

Schweitzer et al. (2004), Gross et al. (1998), and Karlin and Zeiss (2006) all recommend the use of open, non-glassed or partitioned duty stations. Messages are sent visually more often than verbally, and therefore the role of glass as a visual communicator needs to be taken more seriously. For example, Berger (1972) writes

We never look at just one thing, we are always looking at the relation between things and ourselves. ... Soon after we can see, we are aware that we can also be seen. ... The reciprocal nature of vision is more fundamental than that of spoken dialogue (p. 9).

With the above considerations of being inside and/or outside with glass used as a spatial and psychological boundary, and the means of communicating security and safety in an honestly visible way, we move to our conclusions on where truth sits between reflection and rationality in a glassed in interior.

CONCLUSIONS: GLASS TRUTHS

We began this paper by situating glass in its architectural history and moved to considerations of cross-disciplinary theory on the crucial issues of visibility and security. The title of the paper, “Light Lies: How Glass Speaks,” posits a duplicity based on the transience of light and the transparencies of glass. But lies are not always intentional and truths are rarely singular, which is why glass sits at the cusp of reflection and reason, of ambiguity and structure. Glass was always going to be a substance that conjured up the artificial; it is artifice itself. Since its ancient inception, it could pretend to be a jewel that it was not (Whitehouse, 2011) and very soon it could create an environment that it was not. This was most useful for horticulture but then it became useful for people too. Glass truths will always be as fragile as their surface and as permanent as the engineered properties of that glass. The billions of crushed shells and stones that constitute the particles at the heart of this substance each have their own story, their own truth.

Glass is no longer a singular material but a highly complex one that can be engineered to perform more complex tasks than being a lightweight building material and a conduit of sunlight. As architects and designers we should not be seduced by the properties of beauty, as health practitioners we should not undermine their propensity to heal, and as communicators we should be aware.
that ambiguous messages—whilst captivating in glass—are often dangerously misleading. Achieving a balance requires a rational blending of aesthetics and functionality.

Aesthetically, glass can speak beyond the visible and communicate its qualities with potent auditory capacity. For example, one crystal glass tapped lightly against another will ring out as a pure stream of sound. Alternatively, the same crystal glasses dropped onto a hard tiled floor will shatter with sharp splintering sounds. So, too, will an unstable unreinforced glass panel shatter and, depending on its weight and height, its crash could be loud and fatal. There is a danger in glass that may be part its allure; it is sharp enough to sever arteries and its reflective qualities can light a terrifying bush fire.

Glass, in Baudrillardian terms, contributes to the simulacra of the everyday world outside the mental health institution. Its busy duplications are disconcerting for the “normal” individual. The question that must be asked, then, is whether glass is responsible for replicating the seductive qualities of aesthetic reflections (play of light and the ambiguous imagery) in an environment of heightened emotional responses to all sorts of stimuli? Questions such as this cannot be answered simply on the basis on one ethnographic observational study, and as such more targeted empirical studies need to be done to measure the effects of particular materials in mental health units. Nonetheless, the present study gives some preliminary support for the assertion that glass does indeed play a role, both in terms of visibility and security, potentially with adverse effects.

It is clear from existing studies and specifically the work of Ulrich (1991; 2000; 2001) that natural light is essential to healing. In terms of our findings and observations relating to the use of glass, we do not recommend a reduction in natural light but rather encourage alternative methods of capturing natural light—for example, through skylights. At this point, based on the observations we conducted, we recommend that glass is not used for interior partitions unless those partitions are absolutely necessary, and then such glass should be non-reflective. For example, the duty station might not require any partition above the counter if the station is used for client and clinician relationships and if administration is done elsewhere (Riggs et al., 2013). We advise against reflective glass in all light-filled areas that result in deceptive imagery that might be understood as real. We also suggest that if glass is for looking through and seeing the other side at a natural height, (excluding clerestory windows of the sky), then that other side should be accessible to the viewer. Windows wherever possible should be able to be opened; if glass is not meant to be seen through, it should be opaque. In other words, glass should not be a reminder of a lack of freedom.

The mental health unit is a highly regulated environment, and glass as an architectural material is also subject to stringent regulations. Its wonderful qualities of emitting natural light have not lost the magic of the middle ages when darkened interiors were turned to light and the liturgy in churches was persuaded to move from hell and damnation to heaven and salvation (Torevell, 2007, p. 72). Light as lumen must remain, but glass should not be the vehicle of duplicity. Let it continue to be a material of hope.

Glass is discussed in this paper as a medium for communication. And this communication would be expected to be supportive and clear in the context of desired mental health outcomes. Glass has been shown to flood the interiors with light, to bring moving imagery and reflective visual patterns that communicate a liveliness but also an ambiguous reality. Glass can therefore miscommunicate, beguile, and tease. The various glass structures included in the architectural design of this purpose-built unit—such as windows, panels, dividers, and doors—are part of the language of this particular mental health architecture. It is a well-meaning language that sets out to lift the spirits of the clients and clinicians with the poetry of light, but it may be that a more prosaic approach that still incorporates light and glass would be more effective and result in more honest communication than the proliferation of layered visual meanings.
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ABSTRACT
Design plays a critical role in the development of e-health, greatly impacting the outreach potential for pertinent health communication. Design influences viewers' initial evaluations of electronic displays of health information, as well as directly impacting the likelihood one will attend to and favorably evaluate the information, essential actions for processing the health concepts presented. Individuals with low health literacy, representing a hard-to-reach audience susceptible to worsened health outcomes, will benefit greatly from the application of theory-based design principles. Design principles that have been shown to appeal and engage audiences are the necessary first step for effective message delivery. Design principles, which directly impact increased attention, favorable evaluations, and greater information processing abilities, include: web aesthetics, visual complexity, affordances, prototypicality, and persuasive imagery. These areas of theory-driven design research should guide scholars in e-health investigation with research goals of broader outreach, reduction of disparities, and potential avenues for reduced health care costs. Improving design by working with this hard-to-reach audience will simultaneously improve practice, as the applications of key design principles through theory-driven design research will allow practitioners to create effective e-health that will benefit people more broadly.

INTRODUCTION
Visual design is largely influential for health information and services delivered via a digital device or the Internet, known as e-health (Eysenbach, 2001). This is especially true for first impressions that rely on perceptions of visual design that are inherent in screen-based communication. Evaluations of online information are made quickly, with some studies showing that the first 50 milliseconds, or less, greatly impacts how positively or negatively the viewer will judge the information presented (Lindgaard, Fernandes, Dudek, & Brown, 2006). Not only are these judgments made almost instantaneously, they have been shown to be held consistently over time (Lindgaard et al., 2006). Despite the importance of first impressions, a user’s initial exposure to an interface design is often overlooked as a critical phase in the design of e-health promotion, creating situations where health information is discredited or dismissed immediately by the viewer (Silence, Briggs, Harris, & Fishwick, 2007a).

Visual design, through intentionally constructed displays of color, form, and value, govern a consumer's access and ability to interpret meaning of health information (Cyr, Head, & Ivanov, 2006). The influence of visual design during impression formation is an especially important consideration for e-health users with low health literacy, as these users represent a vulnerable population. One’s health literacy, the ability to obtain, process, understand, and communicate about health information to be able to apply to one’s behavior (Berkman, Davis, & McCormack, 2010; Nielsen-Bohlman, Panzer, & Kindig, 2004), has a great influence over health outcomes. Low health literacy is correlated with worsened or compromised health outcomes for individuals (Berkman, Sheridan, Donahue, Halpern, & Crotty, 2011). Between one third and one half of adults have low health literacy, with a variety of risk factors—lower socioeconomic status, speaking English as a second language, and being elderly—making this a pressing public health concern (Ad Hoc Committee on Health Literacy, 1999; Manning & Dickens, 2006; Nielsen-Bohlman et al., 2004). Placing a greater emphasis on visual design for health communication and health literacy research and practice has the potential to improve these health outcomes with effective message design.

E-health interventions are an approach to educate, change behavior, and potentially improve health outcomes in low health literacy populations. E-health interventions can be used to improve health outcomes by reaching individuals who are not as likely to access health services in traditional ways. Visual design plays a key role in the development of e-health interventions, as it influences the first impressions viewers have of the information presented. The purpose of this paper is to explore the key design principles that influence first impressions and how these principles can be applied to e-health interventions to improve health outcomes. These principles should be considered in the design of e-health interventions to increase attention, favorable evaluations, and greater information processing abilities. The application of these design principles can help create effective e-health interventions that will benefit people more broadly.
While there are numerous scholars working to advancing e-health interventions for all. Design considerations, undertaken early in the development process, will positively impact the outcomes of health interventions (Mackert et al., 2009). Visual design functions as the entrance to e-health resources. Design has been shown to be largely influential on one’s willingness to attend to or obtain health information (Sillence et al., 2007a; Sillence, Briggs, Harris, & Fishwick, 2007b). This is particularly important if interventions designed for lower health literate audiences prove acceptable to broader audiences of all ranges of health literacy (Mackert, Love, & Whitten, 2004). While aesthetic values are widely used as an assessment tool in a variety of disciplines, web aesthetics is a new field of research for designing and developing e-health interventions for both research and practice. While the advent of e-health has revolutionized the entry point for health information and services, these changes in access and outreach come with a great responsibility to design for the needs of the healthcare consumer.

KEY PRINCIPLES

E-health interventions have much to gain from applications of visual design theories and models. Acknowledging the role of design in e-health is essential, as screen-based applications do not exist in the absence of visual design. Furthermore, theory-based designs are advantageous for improving effectiveness by building on accumulated design knowledge and empirical evidence, which are learned by users and used as guides for accessing information. Many current design strategies, often focused on the simplifications of content, are falling short in improving health literacy goals (Jensen, 2012). To broaden our understanding and ability to reach consumers and aid in the understanding of critical health information, design must be considered as a hypothesis that directly influences communication (Aakhus, 2007; Aakhus & Jackson, 2005). Visual design must be conceptually applied as both an object and a communication process to guide e-health research and intervention outreach by acknowledging the role of the following principles early in the development of e-health (Aakhus, 2007). Application of these theory-based principles allows for useful extensions of the literature by building knowledge about effective e-health strategies, while simultaneously working towards an improved digital landscape that alleviates barriers for health literacy that are currently present in much of the available online health content.

Web Aesthetics: Viewing Pleasure Based on Object and Interpretation

Theory. Aesthetics theory has a rich history that has recently been applied to screen designs as a factor of satisfaction in the user experience (Hassenzahl, 2004; Lavie & Tractinsky, 2004; Tractinsky, Katz, & Ikar, 2000). Aesthetics, often referred to as evaluations of beauty, and usefulness have been strongly linked since ancient times and continue to have a mutually beneficial relationship in the digital environment (Lavie & Tractinsky, 2004). Web aesthetics are increasingly identified as an influential factor in the assessment of online information during one’s initial exposure and throughout the user experience, which may improve the processing and understanding of the presented content (Lavie & Tractinsky, 2004). Aesthetic evaluations widely influence social judgments for personal interactions (Dion, Berscheid, & Walster, 1972), product evaluations (Bloch, 1995), and contribute to the assessment of online information, which functions as both social interaction and product (Lavie & Tractinsky, 2004; Reeves & Nass, 1996). Classical studies of aesthetics have often taken an objective stance, with aesthetic qualities seen as properties of the object’s form, albeit against criticism of this view for its reductionist approach (Lavie & Tractinsky, 2004). Current theories and studies, taking an interactionist perspective to be able to consider both the objective design and the subjective evaluation aesthetics, have countered these criticisms with attempts to include insight from viewers’ aesthetic preferences and evaluations (Lavie & Tractinsky, 2004; Moshagen & Thielsch, 2010).

While aesthetic values are widely used as an assessment tool in a variety of disciplines, web aesthetics is a new field of research for...
Objective measures, which include balance, unity, and sequence (Altaboli & Lin, 2011), are complemented by emergent properties of simplicity, diversity, colorfulness, and craftsmanship (Moshagen & Thielsch, 2010). Furthermore, exploratory research has given scholars the foundation for classifying the subjective evaluations of aesthetics for websites through ‘classical aesthetics’ or ‘expressive aesthetics’ (Lavie & Tractinsky, 2004). Classical aesthetics refers to the principles that have been associated with aesthetic values since antiquity that highlight the use of clear design and orderly displays (Feagin & Maynard, 1997; Lavie & Tractinsky, 2004). Classical aesthetic serves to establish order, reduce ambiguity, and increase familiarity, which are all instrumental in information seeking behavior online (van Schaik & Ling, 2009). On the other hand, expressive aesthetics are represented through designs distinctly expressing originality or novelty, often in terms of the designers’ innovation or creativity (Lavie & Tractinsky, 2004). Expressive aesthetics are preferred when users are in action mode, as they generally lead to increased arousal and excitement (van Schaik & Ling, 2009).

**Empirical Evidence.** There is increasing recognition and empirical evidence for information systems design to consider visual aesthetics, as poor design is linked with negative performance and cognitive consequences for the user experience (Hassenzahl, 2004; Tractinsky et al., 2000). The reverse appears to be true as well; increased appeal through positive aesthetic evaluations has been correlated with increased perceived ease of use (Altaboli & Lin, 2011; Lindgaard et al., 2006; Tractinsky et al., 2000). Additionally, favorable aesthetic evaluations have been shown to increase speed of search task completion (Moshagen, Muscha, & Görtz, 2009), reduce errors during use (Sonderegger & Sauer, 2010), increase trustworthiness (Kim & Moon, 1998), and perhaps most importantly for the communication of health information, increase favorable evaluations of content (Aladwani & Palvia, 2002; Palmer, 2002).

**Next Steps and Translation.** Evidence for benefits of positive aesthetic evaluations illustrates the need for e-health designers to consider objective aesthetic principles and testing of subjective evaluations during the development of e-health interventions. Given that evaluations of the aesthetics are made quickly and are generally stable, understanding the influence of classical and expressive aesthetics on perceptions of online health information is critical for improved e-health outreach (Lindgaard et al., 2006; Tractinsky, Cokhavi, Kirschenbaum, & Sharfi, 2006). Positive initial evaluations are critical factors to keep users on the site and potentially allow for return visits, especially when individuals are information seeking (Tractinsky et al., 2006; van Schaik & Ling, 2009). Future research that investigates how low health literate audiences evaluate e-health aesthetics could increase communication effectiveness and improve perceived usability.

**Visual Complexity: The Right Amount of Visual Information**

**Theory.** Visual complexity theory is closely associated with aesthetics theory, but differs in its treatment of the theoretical underpinnings. Visual complexity is a marker of cognitive load through implicit visual cues, which greatly impact perceptions of online information (Harper, Michalidou, & Stevens, 2009). Based primarily on Gestalt psychology, along with heavy reliance on Berlyne’s aesthetic theory, visual complexity theory hones in on perceived variation, expressed through a lack of redundancy (Berlyne, 1974; Donderi, 2006; Pieters, Wedel, & Batra, 2010).

Visual complexity theorists have traditionally focused on algorithm-based principles to determine high- versus low-complexity with calculations of edge detection and varying degrees of color, shading, and texture (Donderi, 2006; Donderi & McFadden, 2005; Pieters et al., 2010; Tuch, Bargas-Avila, Opwis, & Wilhelm, 2009; Wu, Hu, & Shi, 2013). The amount of visual variation correlates with favorable viewer responses in an inverted U-curve, as depicted in Berlyne’s aesthetic theory (Berlyne, 1974; Pieters et al., 2010; Tuch, Presslaber, Stocklin, Opwis, & Bargas-Avila, 2012). Although not always evidenced in an exact inverted-U, this relationship illustrates when there is too little visual information, there is little arousal potential and risk of not gaining the viewers attention (Berlyne, 1974; Pandir & Knight, 2006). Conversely, if there is an overwhelming amount of visual information, viewers will have high arousal potential but negative hedonic values leading to aversion or negative reactions to the information (Berlyne, 1974; Tuch et al., 2012). The amount of visual information that falls into the sweet spot for achieving the highest appeal is shown as a combination of heightened arousal potential accompanied by perceptions of pleasure and reward (Berlyne, 1974).

Visual complexity is determined through varying levels of complexity, novelty and ambiguity in visual design (Tuch et al., 2009). Recently, visual complexity has been demonstrated to be a more nuanced concept, comprised of feature complexity and design complexity (Pieters et al., 2010). Feature complexity captures the unstructured amount of variation traditionally attributed with visual complexity studies with comparable results for perception arousal and valance. However, design complexity is a more integrative measure of structural variations of shapes, objects, and layout that comprise creative design (Pieters et al., 2010). Design complexity is a summation of the following six design principles: quantity of objects, irregularity of objects, dissimilarity of objects, detail of objects, asymmetry of object arrangement, and irregularity of object arrangement (Berlyne, 1958; Donderi, 2006; Geissler, Zinkhan, & Watson, 2006; Kosslyn, 1975; Pieters et al., 2010).

**Empirical Evidence.** Visual complexity of websites impacts attention, appeal, arousal, pleasure, attitudes, and intentions for online messages on initial impressions (Geissler, Zinkhan, & Watson, 2001; Geissler et al., 2006; Tuch et al., 2009; Tuch et al., 2012). Furthermore, first exposure evaluations lead to carry-over effects for subsequent behavior (Deng & Poole, 2010). While lower levels of visual complexity are associated with pleasure and increased memory, even in cases where arousal isn’t at its peak (Tuch et al., 2009), users generally prefer mid-range levels of visual complexity theory (Donderi & McFadden, 2005; Geissler et al., 2006; Hsiu-Feng, 2013). Motivations and user needs have also been shown to influence evaluations of visual complexity; information seeking behavior is associated with preferences for lower visual complexity, while individuals that are internet surfing tend to prefer higher visual complexity (Stanaland & Tan, 2010). Increased visual complexity negatively impacts search completion performances (Donderi & McFadden, 2005; Rosenholtz, Li, & Nakano, 2007), providing further rationale for why visual complexity is an important consideration for audiences performing specific health information searches (e.g., searching for information on macular degeneration).

The distinct categorization of visual complexity, feature complexity versus design complexity, allows for more interpretable results for future research and practice. After a peak, increased feature complexity results in negative reactions to messages, mirroring the...
findings of traditional visual complexity investigations (Pieters et al., 2010). Design complexity however, is indicated to have a positive linear relationship with attention, comprehensibility, and attitude as design complexity increases (Pieters et al., 2010). One of the six principles of design complexity, detail of an object, is influential for icon design in digital communication, where increasing levels of detail lead to greater likelihood of interpretations of the intended meaning and search efficacy (McDouggall, de Bruijin, & Curry, 2000; Pappachan & Zieffe, 2008). Beyond appeal, principles of design complexity, such as amount of objects and object arrangement, are key for information processing and understanding. Specifically, greater design complexity leads to increased perceptions of message comprehensibility, ease of use, usefulness, message quality, informativeness, and visual informativeness for first impressions of health websites - all critical antecedent variables for actual use (Davis, 1989; King, Jensen, Davis, & Carcioppolo, 2014; Lazard & Mackert, in press; Venkatesh & Bala, 2008). Additionally, when messages follow visual design guidelines that inform layout and structure, likelihood for comprehension of text-based information increases (Jin, 2013).

Next Steps and Translation. Visual complexity is associated with increased attention, which is the instrumental first step for audiences to benefit from e-health intervention efforts. Visual complexity is instrumental in finding the right balance among interest, pleasure, and usability (Harper et al., 2009). There is likely a range of visual complexity that is perceived as most pleasurable, as these evaluations are highly subjective (Pandir & Knight, 2006), indicating a need to better understand low health literacy audiences and their visual complexity preferences. Visual complexity levels that meet the ideal combination of arousal and pleasure, thus leading to positive responses, are also likely to be context dependent. Individual’s expectations of a medium and motivations should be considered when investigating the appropriate level of visual complexity.

Visual complexity arousal potentials may be amplified for e-health and the communication of complex health concept, another important consideration for designers and developers. Tailoring design features, such as menus and toolbars, to consumer needs has been demonstrated as one method to reduce visual complexity (Findlater & McGrenere, 2010). Although a tailored approach may have the negative effect of reducing awareness of all communication possibilities, this is a viable strategy that should be considered for the customization of e-health for individual consumption (Findlater & McGrenere, 2010). Visual complexity should be considered in overall design layout, as well with regard to specific design features (e.g., navigational icons, images). Investigations are needed to determine design complexity guidelines for improved user experiences when communicating health information online, with continued efforts to parse out the elements that influence visual complexity and better understand the impact for e-health research and practice. Design complexity, with its specific focus on structural design instead of simply amount of variation, is an especially promising area for e-health as technological advances help to eliminate visual design restrictions for screen-based communication. By investigating the effects of visual complexity, through a variety of methods, developers and designers of e-health will be able establish a threshold of acceptable amounts of visual variations and visual complexity guidelines for low health literate individuals. Investigations of the impact of visual complexity on health literacy, will inform cognitive load expectancies, arousal potential, and likelihood for positive evaluations of online health content.

Affordances: Revealing Action Possibilities

Theory. Affordances are cues for meaning in visual design, revealing behaviors or action possibilities an object may have for the user (Gibson, 1986; Norman, 2002). Introduced by Gibson in his theory of affordances, this theory recognizes affordances are neither objective nor subjective, but rather they are both at once. An object’s design inherently reveals action possibilities, but there is no existence of an affordance until this is perceived and attended to by a viewer (Gibson, 1986). The study of affordances involves the physical and the psychical, investigating the bidirectional relationship between the structure and the perceived action possibilities for the viewer (Donderi, 2006; Gibson, 1986). Gibson’s conceptual framework for affordances differed greatly from his contemporaries by acknowledging the visual relationship between the object and the observer. The application of affordance thinking in the theory of visual perception recognized that visual complexity alone is not enough to measure the value or meaning of an object (Donderi, 2006; Gibson, 1986). Designed communication messages can fail if their complex design obscures necessary cues to function or if they are too simple, as they may not have all the necessary information revealed that a viewer requires (Donderi, 2006).

Much of what an object affords is perceived by its physical surface in a glance (Gibson, 1986). Vision allows for the innate ability to determine dimension, color, and texture almost instantaneously (Marr, 1982). A button in the physical world affords depression through its visual height and its obstruction of light to reveal shadows, along with the viewer’s learned behavior towards the object. While this example is fairly benign in the physical world, an understanding of the role of affordances becomes critical as health information is increasingly presented in a virtual world, where affordances, which lead to information access, are primarily controlled by the visual design. E-health interventions and outreach strategies are innately inhibited from communicating their affordances through physical properties, due to their consistent screen-based communication method. Consequently, the role of affordances lays entirely to the visual design through perceived affordances (Norman, 1999). There are likely two levels of consideration truly necessary to understand this concept. One is looking at the entire design as an affordance, giving clues for future possibilities. The second is drilling down to the salient cues that are likely influential in the formation of that holistic opinion.

Empirical Evidence. While literature on actual evaluations of affordances for online interaction is scarce, there is evidence that there are five major perceived affordance factors that influence a user’s acceptance of an e-reader (Seet & Goh, 2012). These include: mobility affordance, support affordance, connectivity affordance, immediacy affordance, and collaborative affordance (Seet & Goh, 2012). Additionally, results suggest prototyping is critical to the design process to identify user experience preferences (Seet & Goh, 2012). Additionally, the method for displaying pictorial affordances has been shown to greatly impact perception and retention of steps in an activity (Lowe, Schnottz, & Rasch, 2011). Showing static, successive depictions improved viewer’s abilities to reconstruct a dynamic activity (Lowe et al., 2011), a useful consideration when needing to convey health information or instructions that are sequential in nature.

Next Steps and Translation. Virtual objects necessitate features that function as visual references for action possibilities or behavioral invitations (Withagen, de Poel, Araújo, & Pepping, 2012). Without these, it is hard for users to identify and assign
meaning to the displayed objects (Norman, 2002). Visual design has the unique ability to alter shapes and surface features that comprise the visual presentation, changing what the presentation affords. Imagery and visual displays can be adjusted to accentuate the elements that afford meaning (Barry, 1997; Norman, 2002). Investigations of design features that afford action without violating visual complexity are necessary for e-health development. By considering the intersection of usability with design perceptions of individuals with low health literacy, communication delivery devices that are perceived as easy to use, and health communicators’ intentions, researchers will gain insight on how best to design to match these cues (Xenakis & Arnellos, 2013). Piloting theoretically based designs, with opportunity for feedback from users and true revisions, will be crucial moving forward.

**Prototypicality: Matching Audiences’ Mental Models**

**Theory.** Viewers have selective attention; making the placement of visual cues an imperative area of focus for e-health designers to be able to gain attention during the initial visual encounter. Beyond the holistic visual perception and attention-grabbing visuals, design research should highlight elements individuals identify as salient cues at first glance (Tuch et al., 2012). Salient cues indicate the level of prototypicality, defined as the degree to which an object resembles others in its class, and is influential in the viewer’s level of familiarity (Leder, Belke, Oeberst, & Augustin, 2004; Tuch et al., 2012). The placement of salient cues in expected locations is crucial for initial evaluations of the e-health (Roth, Tuch, Meekler, Bargas-Avila, & Opwis, 2013). Typical objects of recognition, such as search fields, navigational menus, and home buttons, are considered common items that are quickly identified (Oulasvirta, Karkkainen, & Laarni, 2005; Roth, Schmutz, Pauwels, Bargas-Avila, & Opwis, 2010). Prototypicality is one of the concepts influential to heuristic processing when encountering the expanse of visual information presented online.

When encountering information online, expectations for form and function vary greatly in differing populations, indicating that prototypically is not a consistent concept among audiences. Expectations for online information presentations form one’s mental model, which include placement of navigation cues, search field options, and home button placement (Roth et al., 2010). If something does not look or act as one thinks it should, errors are more likely, which can decrease efficiency (Roth et al., 2010). Furthermore, users are unlikely to continue their focused attention, let alone believe or apply the information in a meaningful way, if errors lead to frustration or confusion. Conversely, matching one’s mental model with high levels of prototypicality could potentially increase the use of an e-health website or application, regardless of health literacy levels.

**Empirical Evidence.** The placement of navigational areas is especially important, as search boxes, menus, and return to homepage links are some of the key items viewers have well-defined expectations for placement (Roth et al., 2010). For example, back to homepage links are often expected to be found in the top left corner on a website (Roth et al., 2010). A simple expectation, but vital to a viewer that relies on this navigational tool for orientation with the website. Search boxes have a high expectation of top right corner placement and navigational menus on the left edge below the logo at the top of the screen; representing two additional variables where placement outside the expectation may lead to error, reduced ease of use, and frustration (Goldberg, Stimson, Lewenstein, Scott, & Wichansky, 2002; Roth et al., 2010).

While creativity and novelty are appreciated to a certain degree, too much divergence from the populations’ mental model can prove to be a fatal flaw for online messages.

One’s mental model is often derived from past experiences; therefore designers must know the target audiences’ past online and health information presentation experiences. Visual recognition of objects, information, and navigation placement in familiar areas will allow viewers to orient with the website more quickly (Oulasvirta et al., 2005; Roth et al., 2013; Tuch et al., 2012). This is of even greater importance for low health literate individuals that may have limited abilities to process the health information in addition to other barriers for e-health intervention use. Initial research is needed to ensure there is a match between the e-health design and the audience’s mental model. Research that isolates the needs of a specific demographic or community will allow designers to better answer key questions in designing successful e-health interventions.

**Next Steps and Translation.** All designed objects become obsolete if they do not meet the needs of the target audience. Prototypicality research can guide online communication design to go beyond simply visual pleasure, and perhaps even functioning uniquely, resulting in designs that are desired and utilized by the intended audience. Determining the characteristics and features of the screen’s interface and the website’s functionality should not be done without an understanding of how individuals expect to receive the information. By collecting initial data about the target audiences’ mental models of e-health, basic health knowledge, and health literacy, one can avoid the common failure of an online communication that lacks true understanding of users’ needs, thus creating a website or application that will not be used. This is often seen when there is a lack of user-centered design practices, leading to innovations that never progress past their initial phase of introduction and become obsolete. Additionally, as e-health interactions increasingly occur on a variety of devices, there is a need to better understand prototypicality for other devices, such as tablets and mobile phones.

**Persuasive Imagery: The Impact of Imagery Selection**

**Theory.** Visual presentations utilizing persuasive imagery have unique capability to implicitly express analogies, comparisons, relationships, and associations (Messaris, 1997). Imagery also has empowering advantages for emotional connections with consumers (Barry, 1997; Joffé, 2008). While text-based designs require the viewer to cognitively process information, visuals can be directly experienced through perceptual processes (Barry, 1997). This unique asset allows for visuals to elicit emotional connections beyond the cognitive abilities of the viewer (Barry, 1997). Image processing is first dictated by the “visual based reasoning and interpretation of the perceived message” (Dake, 2005). Visually presented messages are perceived holistically through the entire visual display, before any textual information can be analyzed one word at a time (Barry, 1997; Dake, 2005). However, it is no longer acceptable to dismiss imagery as simple “affect laden or information devoid” cues, as imagery is often information dense with the potential to increase cognitive processing (Scott, 1994).

Persuasive imagery literature covers an array of visual presentation topics, ranging from imagery content to style or artistic technique. Imagery is very influential on attention and appeal. Indeed, visually rich social marketing approaches are increasingly in use in place of text-based education (Joffé, 2008). Certain types of photographs,
especially images of faces and humans, attract attention and are associated with higher levels of brain activity. In fact, an area of the brain dedicated to facial recognition gives priority to this information through our biological programming, so individuals often spend the majority of their attention on faces compared to other visual stimuli on screen (Hill, 2010; Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997). Images of the human body function in a similar way, increasing the likelihood that the viewer will attend to the visuals with the human form (Downing, Bray, Rogers, & Childs, 2004). Furthermore, direct eye contact and gaze direction of an image’s subject each influence directions of attention and engagement (Allison, Puce, & McCarthy, 2000).

Inseparable from imagery content, the visual techniques used to create images are another dimension of influence that must be considered in the persuasive power of images. The theory of visual persuasion posits that imagery style greatly influences perception of visual information through a style’s capability to express higher levels of iconicity, indexicality, or symbolism (Messaris, 1997). For example, images that appear to be artifacts of the real world, e.g., fingerprints, photographs, and ultrasounds, are often processed as evidence of truth, while illustrated images can benefit comprehension by conveying information that is beyond the bounds of the visible world, i.e., biological illustrations (Messaris, 1997). Considering their persuasive capabilities, comics are gaining recognition in the medical field as unique instruments for communicating complex information in a condensed space (Green & Myers, 2010). By utilizing varying visual tactics and the combination of illustration and text, comics are able to relay messages beyond the capabilities of text alone (Abraham, 2009; Green & Myers, 2010). Comics or graphic stories have the ability to display implicit, and likely visceral, information in the illustration that viewers can connect with directly and then process textual information for further explanation and meaning (Barry, 1997; Green & Myers, 2010).

**Empirical Evidence.** Pictorial aids shown in conjunction with written or oral instruction improve understanding of medical instructions (Katz, Kripalani, & Weiss, 2006) and retention of health concepts (Frisch, Camerini, & Schulz, 2013). Visuals congruent with text-based information, depicting medical risks and benefits, increase understanding and satisfaction, especially when visual displays match individual learning preference (Tait, Voepel-Lewis, Brennan-Martinez, McGonegal, & Levine, 2012). Visuals that aid complex language increase viewers’ satisfaction when searching for disease state information (van Weert et al., 2011), as well as increasing both satisfaction and comprehension of website messages (van Weert et al., 2011) and electronic displays of medical treatment risks and benefits (Tait et al., 2012). Web design ratios of graphics to text is another important aspect impacting users’ feelings and is linked to visual aesthetics (Lin, Yeh, & Wei, 2013). For example, image maps can serve as functional solutions to guide navigation when cognitive processing resources are low or the content is complex (Meloncon, Haynes, Varelmann, & Groh, 2010). Visual information to text ratios that are clear to follow can increase perceived ease-of-use and should be considered when designing e-health interventions.

**Next Steps and Translation.** User-centered design processes for developing visual communication imagery for low health literate audiences should serve as exemplars for e-health research and application. As illustrated through antiretroviral therapy communication efforts, collaboration among the target audience, designers, and healthcare providers, found concrete imagery, which referenced the human body, and contextualized information in familiar experiences were the most successful communication tools for individuals with lower health literacy (Dowse, Ramela, Barford, & Browne, 2010).

Imagery, often accompanied with some text, is a powerful influence on emotion and judgment (Joffe, 2008). As multimodal communication is increasingly used in health messaging (Joffe, 2008), it is of great importance to consider how the use of persuasive imagery in e-health influences the perceptions of health information for low health literate individuals, as well as broader audiences. Imagery has the potential to capture attention and stimulate brain activation and should be one of the key factors for consideration in health information message outreach. Additionally, there is a need for literature that examines various types of visual styles to understand how they influence perceived relevance, identification, and comprehension of health information, as well as specific investigations for the influence of content and imagery of style for perceptions of health information.

**DISCUSSION**

A more substantial focus on visual design research for e-health interventions is critical. As electronic platforms and presentation abilities abound, the increased amount of available information creates an environment of distraction and confusion (Nan & Faber, 2004). Visual perception is a primary factor influencing first impressions (Roith et al., 2013; Thielsh, Bletonberg, & Jaron, 2013), attention (Pieters et al., 2010), appeal (Tuch et al., 2012), aesthetics (Lavie & Tractinsky, 2004; Thielsh et al., 2013), orientation (Roith et al., 2013), trust (Cyr, Head, Larios, & Pan, 2009; Silence et al., 2007a), and creditability of health information (Robins, Holmes, & Stansbury, 2010). When viewers reject a website, their rationale is attributed to the look and feel of the site; however, the content quality is often the rationale for e-health acceptance (Silence et al., 2007a). This evidence further suggests the interfaces’ visual design may be the gateway determining if a viewer will potentially accept, trust, and take time to evaluate the informational content.

Design research has the potential to improve e-health effectiveness through engaging, simple, and effective message outreach. These key design principles will inform communication approaches that are necessary to improve health outcomes for low health literate individuals, while improving health communication for all populations (Doak et al., 1998). Low health literacy burdens individuals with poor health outcomes and society with increased healthcare costs (Zarcadoolas, Pleasant, & Greer, 2006). Theory-based design research that directly addresses strategic development for attention deficiencies, aesthetic evaluations, and information processing barriers is a critical step in eliminating disparities that arise due to lower health literacy levels. Recognizing these additional barriers for individuals with low health literacy will guide health communication design practices for improved outreach for those susceptible to worsened health outcomes, and in turn improve access for everyone.

Given the limited amount of theory-based work focusing on the role of interface design in health communication (Mackert, Champlin, Holton, Munoz, & Damasio, in press), research that ranges from analysis of current trends to experimental testing of design approaches would be of great benefit. Graphical elements, images, and structures should be designed and tested for increased interest and appeal without introducing clutter. Visual design
elements, such as icons to visually reinforce a text-based concept or shading to differentiate topics into balanced, digestible parts, may increase the ease of processing for health information at-a-glance and beyond. Research, which considers these key design principles that are based in objective and subjective inquiry, is needed to truly approach design as a hypothesis for e-health. Evaluating the role of web aesthetics, visual complexity, affordances, prototypicality, and persuasive imagery through objective changes to design and subjective evaluations will be key for improving online health communication methods.

Design research that uses multidisciplinary approaches to e-health will help solve a widespread health problem while simultaneously advancing design research. As the visual gateway and functional access for health information, visual design is a critical area for concern in e-health development. Research that furthers the understanding of the impact of visual design for e-health and health literacy provides great benefit to scholars and practitioners. Scholars investigating design techniques that best serve low health literate audiences, through empirically based research, will further the goals of e-health while also closing the disparity of health outcomes and potentially reduce healthcare costs. The discovery of visual design strategies that can be best utilized for hard-to-reach populations, defined by low health literacy, will serve practitioners and health care professionals with the ability to apply better design practices for health communication targeting all populations.
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ABSTRACT
In this rhetorical analysis based on the Foucaultian constructs of power in medicine, specifically the docile body, the medical gaze, and health consumerism, the authors examine ways the pharmaceutical industry used web-based direct-to-consumer advertising, from 2007-2010, to craft interactions between U.S. consumers and physicians in ways that changed the traditional patient-physician relationship in order to drive sales of brand-name therapeutic drugs. We demonstrate how the pharmaceutical industry uses its websites to script power relationships between patients and physicians in order to undermined physician authority and empower patients to become healthcare consumers. We speculate that this shift minimizes or even erases dialogue, diagnosis, and consideration of medical expertise. We suggest that if it is important to uphold values of the modern version of the hippocratic oath, it may be necessary to provide physicians and patients additional parts in the script so that medical decisions are made based on sound science, knowledge, and experience.
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INTRODUCTION
Given contemporary economics of medicine, we explored decision-making power in the patient-physician relationship as it was shaped by direct-to-consumer (DTC) advertising—technical marketing communications wherein the pharmaceutical industry promotes therapeutic drugs to the public. The purpose of our study was to investigate ways the pharmaceutical industry used web-based DTC advertising to craft interactions between U.S. consumers and physicians in ways that influenced the traditional patient-physician relationship in order to increase sales of brand-name therapeutic drugs. We were particularly interested in the transition to web-based DTC advertising because it leveraged the role of the Internet as situated in participatory culture in dissemination of healthcare information by pharmaceutical companies and it changed the disposition of patients in conversations with physicians. Indeed, it reworked the patient-physician script and transformed patients into empowered healthcare consumers.

To focus on how this change in the patient-physician relationship began to occur, we limited our study to pharmaceutical company advertising from 2007–2010, which coincided with more permissive advertising laws and the ubiquity of the Internet. As explicated, here, web-based DTC advertising may have appeared to empower patients to be active agents in their wellness, but we found that it functions more as a script for what healthcare consumers read, think, and say. Our investigation showed how pharmaceutical companies disrupted the traditional patient-physician relationship to create healthcare consumers that were (a) narrowly informed about a medical condition, (b) minimally informed about particular pharmaceutical therapies, (c) encouraged to visit a physician, (d) active initiators of discussion about a particular condition, and (e) confident guides of conversation specific to the advertised drug therapy. In this multistep process, healthcare consumers were scripted to carefully negotiate power relationships in which they actively pursued particular therapies yet remained subordinate enough so as not to overly threaten physician power, knowledge, or authority.
Through a rhetorical analysis of archival websites for migraine therapeutic drugs, we explored the rapid evolution of the pharmaceutical industry’s primary message to U.S. patients. As discussed in detail, the rhetoric of DTC advertising and its affect on the patient-physician relationship were based on an interdependence of the controversial informative versus persuasive nature of the content, rhetorical strategies of the messages themselves, especially how they guide patient-physician interaction, their delivery mode, and consumerism as pushed by the pharmaceutical industry.

This research contributes to the medical rhetoric literature by illuminating the pharmaceutical industry’s creation of healthcare consumers and develops previous scholarly research into the rhetorical study of migraines (Segal, 2005; 2010). The conclusion that the pharmaceutical industry functions as a capitalist industry, in the U.S., was precisely the point of concern as capitalist healthcare deviated from mainstream, socialized Western medicine and contradicted industry claims.

HISTORICAL LOOK AT THE IMPACT OF DTC ADVERTISING ON THE PATIENT-PHYSICIAN RELATIONSHIP

Pharmaceutical companies re-wrote the script of the patient-physician relationship in a way that undermined physician authority and empowered patients as consumers of healthcare. This change was part of a trajectory that began with the docile patient body and led to empowered healthcare consumers.

The Docile Patient Body

From the 1800s until the mid 1990s, the traditional patient-physician relationship was an example of extreme inequality of power between two individuals in which the physician had nearly ultimate power over the patient’s docile body (Foucault, 1963/1973; 1975/1977, p. 136). In the traditional patient-physician relationship, the patient’s body was viewed as the “space filled with the forms of composition of the organs” (Foucault, 1963/1973, p. 191), and it was simply an object to be treated or worked upon. Foucault (1963/1973) described this as the medical gaze, the unique power of physicians to see and diagnose patients as a locus of disease that lacked decision-making authority. The medical gaze was not “the gaze of any observer, but that of a doctor [which was] supported and justified by an institution” (p. 89). In this institutionalization of Western medicine, only the physician could diagnose disease and prescribe therapy.

Auton (2004) presented a model of the relationship between the patient and physician, which spanned through the mid-1990s, in which medical knowledge—specifically information regarding pharmaceutical drug treatment—reinforced the authority of a physician over patients. In the traditional medical context, professionals only provided certain interpretations or opinions, limited information regarding treatment options, and specified a treatment regimen to which they expected patients to adhere (Harrison, Waite, & Hunter, 2006).

The Rise of the Empowered Healthcare Consumer through Web-Based DTC Advertising

As pharmaceutical companies began actively targeting the public through DTC advertising in the late 1990s (Mogull, 2008), the pharmaceutical industry systematically renegotiated and influenced the patient-physician relationship from a traditional paternalistic relationship between physician and patient to a shared decision or collaborative model between physician and an “empowered” healthcare consumer (Deshpande, Menon, Perri, & Zinkhan, 2004; Kim, 2008; Segal 2005). DTC advertising is argued to educate healthcare consumers, or what they frame as individuals taking personal responsibility for their own medical care, about medical conditions, treatment options, and medical advances, and, argued further, that without DTC advertising, these individuals might not otherwise realize that particular medical conditions existed, were treatable, and, therefore, would not seek treatment (Auton, 2004; Huh, DeLorme, & Reid, 2004; Peyrot, Alperstein, Van Doren, & Poli, 1998). DTC advertising has since shifted attitudes that certain conditions being advertised could be serious and towards medicalization as the primary treatment (Payton & Thoits, 2011).

At the same time that DTC advertising was becoming prominent, the Internet was increasingly becoming a source for online healthcare information (PEW, 2003; 2005; FDA, 2004). The Internet in its own right had been educating the patient and making them into what some considered to be an agent, and, therefore, it was integral in changing the dynamic of the traditional patient-physician relationship (Kopelson, 2009; Segal, 2011). Medical information on the Internet was provided to the public within the context of developing participatory media, mediated communication spaces where amateurs could write and contribute on the Internet. While discussion boards where people could inquire about medical conditions already existed, LiveJournal, a popular blog site, that gave amateurs authorial power by providing a space for individuals to write and others to read and comment, began in 1999 just after the restrictions on DTC were relaxed. Wikipedia, where “anyone can edit” rather than only experts can edit, began in 2001, and social media sites where everyone had a voice exploded (MySpace in 2003, Facebook in 2004, and YouTube in 2005). The rise of these media correlated with the development of participatory culture, which Jenkins (2006) defines according to five criteria, including low barriers to artistic expression and civic engagement, strong support for sharing one’s creations, informal mentorship, belief that their contributions matter even if it doesn’t, and connection with others (p. 7). As demonstrated in the analysis in this article, the pharmaceutical companies used participatory culture to get individuals to substitute the pharmaceutical companies patient-physician script to the traditional one. The helped patients overcome barriers to engagement in conversations with their physicians by mentoring them about their conditions and treatments, emphasizing that their relief matters, and then pointing them to treatment provided by the pharmaceutical companies. In sum, pharmaceutical companies provided patients with a false sense of agency and of being fully informed.

Individuals used this sense of participation and agency in part to search for healthcare information. The main type of healthcare information that individuals search for online is for a specific diagnosis or medical condition and treatment (Fox & Fallows, 2003; Fox, 2005). Healthcare consumers seeking information online relied heavily on authoritative sites, many of which were sponsored by the pharmaceutical industry (Powell, Inglis, Ronnie, & Large, 2011). In a sense, the Internet expanded the reach of DTC advertising to a global audience (Liang & Mackey, 2011). These DTC advertising websites are a dominant source of online healthcare information (Liang & Mackey, 2011; Powell, Inglis, Ronnie, & Large, 2011). Although therapeutic drug websites are...
the most information-rich genre of DTC advertising, such sites are selectively informative and not comprehensive medical resources (Ahn, Park, and Harley 2014; Liang & Mackey, 2011; Macias and Lewis, 2004). As such, the new empowered healthcare consumer is serving the medical power structure (Kopelson, 2009).

For some, the empowerment messages from the pharmaceutical industry contributed to constructing an active agent involved in one’s own healthcare (Harker & Harker, 2007; Krezmien, Wanzer, Servoss, & LaBelle, 2001; Rubin, 2001). Consumer empowerment is centered on knowledge and choice that enables self-determination (Shankar, Cherrier, & Canniford, 2006). Yet, healthcare consumer empowerment was somewhat of a “paradoxical identity” (Stokes, 2008, p. 336) that emphasized narrow treatment option and leads to objectify and commodify individuals.

One major concern about DTC advertising is how it influences the patient-physician relationship. Scholars have argued that DTC advertising threatened physicians’ authority over patients and results in a loss of physician control over treatment options (Wilkes, Bell, & Kravitz 2000). The traditional, unidirectional flow of information from physician to patient is, again, proposed to be replaced by a newer model of healthcare consumer empowerment that included bidirectional exchange of information and collaboration between the patient and physician. This model ostensibly recognizes the healthcare consumer’s role in the decision-making process for one’s own treatment and in drug therapy compliance (Deshpande, Menon, Perri, & Zinkhan, 2004).

Consistent with the literature critical on the informative and persuasive role of DTC advertising, we assert that the power relationship between healthcare consumers and physicians is being manipulated by the pharmaceutical industry and that the dialogue between patient and physician during the medical encounter might, in some cases, be a pharmaceutical industry-guided rhetorical encounter during which both the patient and physician adopt given advertised roles with both individuals carefully monitoring the information they share during the conversation. We see these scripts as an extension of the self-diagnostic quizzes that pharmaceutical companies place online (Emmons, 2010). While this proposed position does not necessarily completely negate the shared decision model presented above, we question the degree of autonomy of both the patient and physician as the pharmaceutical industry is writing the script for both individuals. Throughout this article, this position is further supported by the data analyzed.

**Consumerism and Capitalism**

Almost 40 years ago, Foucault identified the rise of the pharmaceutical industry as a major source of medical power that would transform health into a consumer object for economic profit of an industry. In a 1976 lecture entitled “The Crisis of Medicine or the Crisis of Antimedicine,” Foucault (1976/2004) described what he saw as the contemporary economics of medicine: Whereas medicine was once an instrument used to maintain and reproduce the workforce that was necessary to modern society, it became a set of consumable goods and services, such as pharmaceutical therapies, that could be used to achieve a state of health. To follow Foucault’s argument, once people viewed health as achievable via what “can be produced by pharmaceutical laboratories, doctors, etc.” to be “consumed by both potential and actual patients” (p. 16), those goods and services could be marketed. Once those goods and services were marketed as a means for promoting health, and, as the prime example, people could visit physicians to receive prescriptions to purchase them, those goods and services actually “acquired economic and market value” (p. 16) as healthcare. As such, health itself became a “consumer object” (p. 16).

Foucault (1976/2004) explained that in the contemporary economics of medicine, the physician, whom we traditionally associated with medical authority and wealth, actually lost both. In Foucault’s words, the physician “represents only a minor proportion of the economic benefits derived from illness and health. Those who make the biggest profits from health are the major pharmaceutical companies” (p. 18). Second, medical professionals were “being turned into almost mechanized intermediaries between the pharmaceutical industry and client demand, that is, into simple distributors of medicine and medication” (Foucault, p. 18). When health became a consumer object, it raised concerns about the driving forces of medical decisions, creating an imperative to ensure that they were directed by the values expressed in the modern version of the hippocratic oath, including science, shared knowledge, benefits to the sick, and “warmth, sympathy, and understanding” that “may outweigh the surgeon’s knife or the chemist’s drug” (Lasagna, 1964). Concerns were heightened when pharmaceutical companies advertised to physicians and offered them incentives. Under such conditions, physicians were potentially inclined to overprescribe or overlook alternative therapies, even when their decisions were still primarily in the interest of health. Concerns were further heightened when pharmaceutical companies advertised directly to those healthcare consumers who lacked the science, knowledge, and experience to fully consider medical decisions, especially when these patients argued from what they believed was scientifically grounded information but may have been at best persuasive marketing and incomplete information that could have lead to misdiagnosis, overtreatment, or other violations of the hippocratic oath.

**ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK**

In this study, we used Foucault’s constructs of power in medicine, specifically the docile body, medical gaze, and health consumerism, to analyze effects of the pharmaceutical industry sponsored web-based migraine therapeutic drug DTC advertising on the patient-physician relationship in the time period 2007–2010. This timeframe was purposefully selected for the rise of DTC advertising, the emerging context of an Internet-informed participatory culture, and in relation to DTP advertising. For purposes of this study, we called upon Scott’s (2003) notion of rhetoric “as the situated, persuasive use of language” that “assumes that all language use is persuasive” and stems from “both verbal and visual discourse” in “both explicit and implicit arguments” (p. 3).

Generally speaking, rhetorical analysis of online media (Spoe, 2008) was considered similar to that of print media (Guthrie, 1995; Marsh, 2007; Motes, Hilton, & Fielden, 1992; Scott, 2003; Zdenek, 2007) as a method, which included text and visuals, and was applied to artifacts similar to those analyzed in this research. For example, Spoe (2008) employed rhetorical analysis to explore how two Canadian midwifery website reflect and shape the relationships, values, and community of the midwifery profession. Similarly, Zdenek (2007) used rhetorical analysis to critique the persuasive messages conveyed in the visual images of cochlear implant users in printed marketing materials.

After selecting our sites, we called upon knowledge from user attention studies of website and information design to identify the prominent message in migraine therapeutic drug websites. User
attention studies (Spyridakis, 2000; Williams, 2000; Williams, Mulligan, Koprowics, Miller, Reimann, & Da-Shin, 2005) predicted that audiences were initially drawn to a primary message because of design choices and strategies such as color, contrast, size, imagery, and isolation. These design strategies were found to overlap in the middle to upper left region of the therapeutic drug Web pages, which was the region of home pages where the majority of users first directed their attention, as tracked in Cooke’s (2008) eye-tracking study. The combination of these strategies was used to identify the primary communicative purpose of the pharmaceutical companies in each website home page analyzed.

Selection of Migraine Web-Based DTC Advertising

For this research, we purposely selected to study web-based DTC related to migraines because, as Segal (2005) explains, they represented a category of medical conditions, including other neurological diseases such as depression (Emmons 2010), which could not be diagnosed through signs—observable, measurable traits or existing biochemical medical tests—but rather needed to be diagnosed through a rhetorically constructed communication between patients’ description of symptoms, the connection in the physician’s mind to the diagnostic information from medical information resources, personal experience with other patients, and even the belief that migraines exist (or not) as a “real” disease. The patient needed to describe the pain and discomfort associated with the headaches and was dependent on physician evaluation for a diagnosis of migraine: Physicians had the unique authority to “diagnose” migraines.

We wanted to examine the potential role of web-based DTC advertising related to migraines in relationship to the patient-physician relationship given the shift from the traditional patient-physician relationship of patient as docile body and physician as authority to empowered healthcare consumer. Additionally, we wanted to consider the place of the Internet in this the changing nature of the patient-physician relationship. The availability of therapeutic drugs for the treatment of migraines coincided with the rise in DTC advertising and increased use of the Internet in the U.S. (FDA, 2004; USC Annenberg School Center for the Digital Future, 2009) (see Table 1 and Figure 1). Further, the rise of the empowered patient coincided with the rise of participatory culture, and we believed an analysis of web-based DTC for migraines might provide insights into how pharmaceutical companies stage participatory engagement for their own benefit.

Selection of Migraine Therapeutic Drug Websites

We selected our DTC websites using an approach reportedly used by individuals to find information online (Bates, 1989; Bates, 1990; Broom, 2005; Morville, 2005; Pan, Hembrooke, Joachims, Lorigo, Gay, & Granka, 2007; Pirolli & Card, 1999): For our search, we used the general keywords “migraine” and “migraine headaches.” We chose Google as the Internet search engine because, at the beginning of this research, Google had the leading market share of online searches in the U.S. (58.4% in December 2007). For comparison purposes, the next closest competitor, Yahoo, had 22.3% of the U.S. search market in December 2007, followed by Windows Live Search with 9.8% (comScore, 2008). We used data from the U.S. search market, rather than global market, because DTC advertising was legal only in two industrialized nations (the U.S. and New Zealand), the U.S. represented the largest therapeutic drug market, with

Figure 1. (a) Rise in internet access in the U.S. (squares) and use of internet to find health care information (circles) corresponds with (b) online DTC advertising for migraine therapeutics (in light gray). Migraine therapeutics in medium gray shading were commercially available but not advertised online. Dark gray shading for Imitrex in 2009–2010 shows an internet site that was removed and redirected to the Treximet site.
To select the particular sites to study, we conducted multiple Google searches for “migraine” and “migraine headaches” periodically over 12 months. Although this returned from 300,000 to 3 million search results for “migraine” and “migraine headaches” periodically during this investigation and began to be advertised on Google by Google, (2007) reported that 99% of their users are biased towards these advertising links (Kalyanaraman & Ivory, 2007; Pan, Hembrooke, Joachims, Lorigo, Gay, & Granka, 2007). Furthermore, Google (2007) reported that 99% of their revenue is from this form of advertising, which suggested that a large group of Internet healthcare consumers using Google were likely to be visiting pharmaceutical-sponsored website. Additionally, we analyzed the top 200 non-advertising Google search results to ensure that a readily available migraine therapeutic drug website were not overlooked. In a search of “migraines,” the vast majority of websites, 58%, were resources for technical information (such as disease symptoms). The next prominent category, 12% of sites, were for treatment (such as the therapeutic drug websites mentioned above, but also included nondrug, alternative therapies), 11% for public awareness organizations and/or websites, followed by 9% from news media, and 7% for book sales. The remaining 3% of sites were a combination of sites containing the keyword, but unrelated to this investigation (such as a YouTube music video that had migraines in the lyrics). Among the treatment results, 12% of the top 100 non-advertising sites, pharmaceutical-sponsored website were the most prominent subgroup. Nearly 42% of the sites offering treatment information were from pharmaceutical companies. The same five pharmaceutical drug website we identified in the selected method were identical to those identified in this comprehensive, non-advertising analysis, thus confirming that the most prominent pharmaceutical drug treatments being advertised on the Internet were identified.

## ANALYSIS

Rewriting the Script of Power Using Migraine Therapeutic Drug Websites Circa 2007–2010

The imagery throughout the Maxalt home page (circa 2007–2010) promotes the idea of the empowered healthcare consumer who can gain power over one’s own medical condition by taking personal action (Figure 2). Rather than being a docile body laying down under the physician’s gaze, as would be consistent with the historical doctor-patient relationship, the person in the Maxalt advertisement stands upright on clouds with one arm reaching upwards, touching a yellow circle, possibly the sun or some sort of light (read this way more particularly in Figure 3) and the other holding a briefcase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Migraine therapeutic drug</th>
<th>Pharmaceutical manufacturer</th>
<th>URL</th>
<th>Dates available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maxalt</td>
<td>Merck</td>
<td><a href="http://www.maxalt.com">http://www.maxalt.com</a></td>
<td>Dec 1998 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zomig</td>
<td>AstraZeneca</td>
<td><a href="http://www.zomig.com">http://www.zomig.com</a></td>
<td>Dec 1998 to present</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Dates available from indexing in the Internet Archive (http://www.archive.org). The Internet Archive began collecting Internet data in 1996. Although archive dates are listed in the Internet Archive, several of these entries are incomplete and lack several images, multimedia, and functional database-dependent tools.

2 Present refers to websites available online (directly accessed from the URL listed, not the Internet Archive) during January 2011. All website URLs were still active in July 2015 except http://www.migrainehelp.com.

3 Topamax was initially marketed to treat epilepsy. Based on archived information from the Internet Archive, Topamax was first marketed for migraine prevention circa December 2004.

4 The URL http://www.migrainehelp.com was initially the home page for Imitrex. In 2010, this URL automatically forwarded to http://www.treximet.com, the home page for Treximet. Both brand-name migraine therapeutic drugs are manufactured and sold by GlaxoSmithKline.
Figure 2. The Maxalt home page (circa 2007–2010) for DTC advertising prominently displayed health care consumer empowerment messages through visuals and text.

Figure 3. A prominent message is to take action and communicate specific information to a physician for a prescription of Maxalt.
The sun is ultimately a source of energy and power, so the fact that the person in the advertisement touches it indicated that energy and power are within the hand of a healthcare consumer.

This image also indicates that healthcare consumers can feel happy or even elated. Aside from being a source of energy and power, walking on clouds or sun is an idiom meaning that the person feels elated; therefore, the person grasping the power indicates that healthcare consumers can also reach happiness. Given that it is unlikely someone suffering from a migraine would feel happy or elated, a migraine sufferer walking on air implies that the person found relief.

This Maxalt web-based DTC advertisement further used the briefcase to symbolize taking action, doing business, and achieving success. Business people, which is an image representing successful individuals in Western society, are often depicted carrying briefcases. Moreover business people represent power, authority, and action. The briefcase itself is a metaphor for action and within that lies the tools needed to complete the task. This suggests that healthcare consumers have what they need to take action and complete the task of grasping migraine relief. Aside from the metaphoric connection briefcase has with taking action, it also represents the daily work routine. The person who took action to obtain the Maxalt, holding the source of energy and power, successfully found relief from migraine pain and is grabbing the briefcase to illustrates a return to work and daily routine. In summary, given that the person in the advertisement holds power and action in a briefcase and the sun or other energy source, healthcare consumers get the impression that they can be energetic and happily moving on, too.

The main image on the Maxalt page has an additional visual metaphor to help migraine sufferers believe they are capable of overcoming the symptoms. The individual walking on air, touching the sun or source of energy, and holding a briefcase is also standing in front of the world as if to hold out happiness and energy for others. This message of relief is also portrayed in the text page title: “Migraine Sufferers: Reach for Relief.”

Figure 4. The Maxalt home page for health care professionals (circa 2010), or DTP advertising, illustrated the migraine sufferer as a traditional patient—lying in a bed with hands hovering over the loci of pain.
This web-based DTC advertisement for Maxalt encourages individuals to be agents in their own care, prompting them to become consumers of both the information and the pharmaceutical products being sold. In a visually isolated message and hyperlink, which is a strategy for emphasizing information, the Maxalt home page for healthcare consumers commands, “Don’t wait. Ask your doctor about MAXALT” (Figure 2). On their own, individuals may not have had enough agency to actually visit with a physician. Migraine sufferers may have minimized their symptoms or believed they were stuck suffering, as examples. For sufferers who lack agency for whatever reason, the pharmaceutical company gave it to them in a command to talk to their doctor about the drug. In this sense, the pharmaceutical company begins to become the agent behind the sufferer.

The command the pharmaceutical company gave to migraine sufferers was not talk to your doctor about headaches and receive a proper diagnosis; rather, the command was to talk to the doctor “about Maxalt,” a specific drug for a specific condition. Given that the pharmaceutical company is beginning to stand in for the sufferers own agency, especially by giving sufferers the command to visit the physician, helping them see themselves as successful, and providing a script—“ask about Maxalt,” it is likely that the conversation begins from a particular solution, circumventing the dialogic nature of the diagnostic process which might lead the physician to consideration of other conditions or treatments. In such a scenario, the patient circumvented the diagnostic process at the behest of the pharmaceutical company, perhaps starting with “I’d like to talk about Maxalt.” In this case, if the physician has been reading DTP materials related to Maxalt, the physician might be more easily redirected from the traditional diagnostic process and, thus, agree to the solution. In this case, it is difficult to say who really holds the most power in the conversation. While each case may be handled differently by the patient or the physician, the pharmaceutical company is clearly a powerful, guiding presence.

The pharmaceutical company creates healthcare consumers out of patients. The person with the migraine is no longer a patient to be diagnosed but a consumer who can purchase their health. Thus, pharmaceutical companies recast patients, who were traditionally powerless in the physician’s office, as “sufferers,” and empower them to take action to find relief. Then the sufferer transforms from a sufferer to a consumer of health in search of the pharmaceutical company’s product. “Healthcare consumers” are made by pharmaceutical companies. The pharmaceutical company substitutes “patient” with the label “migraine sufferers.” By calling people “sufferers” but showing the possibility for relief of symptoms, the pharmaceutical company frames patients as empowered, a positionality that makes them and moves them from being patients of physicians to being healthcare consumers of their products. This positionality further enhances the presence of pharmaceutical companies. Physicians do not cure patients; rather, they dispense a product already made available by the pharmaceutical company. The pharmaceutical company rather than the physician is the authority because it provides the relief. This enhances the power of the pharmaceutical company in subsequent patient-physician interactions, giving them additional power to write future scripts.

Empowered healthcare consumers search for information about their conditions, and the pharmaceutical companies provide just enough information to validate them in their belief that they have
the condition and encourage them to make an appointment with their physician. In the Maxalt DTC advertisement, the “Don’t wait: Ask your doctor about Maxalt” hyperlink takes web readers directly to a page entitled “Discussion Guide” (Figure 3) and subtitled, “Help your doctor help you: Be Prepared.” The pharmaceutical companies are not going to let patients be docile bodies; they are going to create healthcare consumers empowered to lead discussions. The phrasing “help your doctor help you” indicates that the pharmaceutical companies purposefully change the patient-physician relationship. They prepare healthcare consumers to help doctors rather than the other way around. This slight shift begins to erode the physician authority because when physicians are seen as authority figures, they provide rather than receive help. In this sense, pharmaceutical companies have a greater presence in the relationship between healthcare consumer than in the patient-physician relationship.

To illustrate that the pharmaceutical companies have power in the conversation that is traditionally between the patient and the physician, the pharmaceutical companies go beyond commanding patients to go to the doctor but to talk about their product. Pharmaceutical companies instruct migraine sufferers on how to conduct the conversation: “Print this page and take it with you to your next doctor appointment.” The document offers questions “to consider when discussing your condition.” Five questions, meant to guide the physician’s thinking about the treatment, ask about the degree of the healthcare consumer’s symptoms: “How soon do you begin to experience relief from your migraine pain?” “Does your current treatment relieve all of your migraine pain?” “How often do you need to take another dose or another medication during the same migraine attack?” “How long until you feel like yourself again?” “How soon are you able to return to your daily activities (eg, family, meetings, and leisure activities)?” Healthcare consumers who believe they have the ailment and are in need of the particular pharmaceutical treatment are to use these guides in the conversation with a physician otherwise, they would probably not bother to read or print the materials and bring them in for discussion. In the conversation with a physician, which is scripted by the pharmaceutical company rather than arising from the physician’s medical gaze or patient’s own thoughts, or, more usefully, from a dialogue between these, healthcare consumers are likely going to follow the scripted prompts that ultimately leads to the specific pharmaceutical company’s product in lieu of other treatments. Yet devoid of this process is comprehensive medical education or experience to reasonably evaluate the appropriateness of the treatment for the symptoms without completely deconstructing the healthcare consumer’s vision of how the relationship will unfold.

Although the conversation is between healthcare consumer and physician, the pharmaceutical company is actually the largest presence in the room. The pharmaceutical company has commanded the patient into the healthcare consumer role, shaped the healthcare consumer’s communication, and also provided corresponding direct-to-physician (DTP) advertising materials to establish the physician’s role. Even if the physician wants to redirect the conversation, that can only be done by rejecting the script and the seemingly objective but actually persuasive materials provided by the patient via the pharmaceutical company. Those materials direct the scripted interaction to an obvious conclusion. Not only is going off script uncomfortable, countering what has become the patient’s...
script, it puts the physician at risk for offending, frustrating, or even losing that patient to another physician. Physicians are, thus, incentivized to stay on script, and, unless the diagnosis is incorrect, a potentially serious risk without the traditional patient-physician dialogue, and unless there are particular dangers of this medication for this patient, the physician is likely to dispense the Maxalt. Because the pharmaceutical company’s script seems to be an objective truth for the patient and it directs the conversation, the physician’s authority is undermined more than when pharmaceutical companies had physicians as their primary target of advertising. Given the dual efforts of advertising—DTP and DTC—Foucault’s observation of the physician as “mere pharmaceutical dispensary” seems even more entrenched.

In contrast to the web-based DTC advertising, the DTP Maxalt home page (circa 2010), illustrated the migraine sufferer as a traditional patient lying in a bed with hands pressing the loci of pain (Figure 4). Portraying the patient-physician relationship in two different ways indicates the pharmaceutical company’s skill at shaping their target audiences into actors in their own script. The DTC materials are designed to empower patients who lead conversations with physicians; whereas, DTP materials uphold power for physicians who, according to the visuals in the advertisements, look down over patients in a bed to assess, diagnose, and treat a docile body. The language on the DTP page uses “patients” exclusively, which is associated with the physician’s’ traditional power in the patient-physician relationship.

These tensions between health care consumer and patient images are an important finding of this study as the power between patient and physician is being reframed by the pharmaceutical industry. The prominent message of healthcare consumer empowerment in web-based DTC advertising is in conflict with the traditional patient image communicated in DTP advertising.

It is important to note that healthcare consumer messages extend throughout DTC advertising by multiple pharmaceutical companies. For example, the Topamax DTC home page (circa 2007–2010) (Figure 5) is similar to the Maxalt DTC home page for healthcare consumers in that it also prominently displays and creates empowered healthcare consumers. In the Topamax example, the primary, attention-grabbing image is located in the upper-left region of the content section, which is where eye-tracking studies indicate users scan first when visiting home pages (Cooke, 2008). This image illustrates an empowered healthcare consumer who is poised, standing upright with head up and eyes looking out into the headline message, “Life shouldn’t always revolve around migraines.” To emphasize that life can be about something other than migraines, the person stands against the sky wearing light outerwear as if to suggest the person is living life, perhaps by hiking or visiting a cabin. To further emphasize the individual as empowered, the camera angle is such that readers look up at the person in the advertisement, thus elevating the person’s power. Traditional patients who are debilitated from migraines would look up to this person and want to also live life. The script is that individuals have power over their disease and are in charge of their lives.

Like the Maxalt DTC site, The Topamax DTC site contains a photograph on the “Talking to my doctor” page (Figure 6) that also reinforces messages that people are in partnership with physicians. The message of this image is conveyed by showing the healthcare consumer fully dressed (i.e., not in a patient medical gown or undressed and placed on an examining table), looking eye-to-eye across a table with the physician, whom is identifiable by the white coat and a few pens in the pocket (Figure 6). This image promotes a modern image of a healthcare consumer at a relatively equal power relationship with a physician rather than a conventional image of a patient subjugated to the observation of physician, as Foucault (1963/1973, 1971/1972) described who examines patients as docile bodies, or as objects, in need of repair.

Another message of the Topamax DTC advertisement is not only to empower patients but to move them from “empowerment” to having “power over” symptoms and living life. In the lower, right-
hand corner the statement “My way...with Migraines” (Figure 5) is paired with an image of a person doing martial arts whose arm is forward and punching. This image is captioned “Topamax users on video,” and the video provides testimony of patients able to defeat migraines. In this case, the pharmaceutical company wants people to be clear that health is in their control and they can knock out symptoms.

The Topamax DTC web page entitled “Talking to my doctor” (circa 2007–2010) is another demonstration of pharmaceutical companies becoming part of the patient-physician relationship by scripting the patient’s situation: Talk to your doctor and partner with your doctor. The page begins, “Nobody knows your migraines like you do, so it’s only right that you be a full partner in how they’re managed.” The pharmaceutical company writes the script instructing patients on how to transpose authority in the patient-physician relationship. While the physician may be an expert in medicine, the patients are the only ones who know their migraines. The sufferer is more expert than the physician, and, therefore, should not listen to a doctor who is not taking direction about the sufferer’s symptoms and how well they are managed.

The pharmaceutical company really directs people to manage not just the migraine but also the impact of migraines on your life.” The pharmaceutical company wants the healthcare consumer to create an urgency and seriousness about the migraine. To do so, it makes sure the patient can use the language the physician-becoming-drug-dispenser needs to hear in order to provide the medication: “A migraine’s symptoms are the specific physical effects that you experience. For example, pain, aura, sensitivity to light are common migraine symptoms.” In case the patient didn’t have the appropriate story to move the will of the physician, the pharmaceutical company guides them to one: “missing important events or constantly thinking about your next migraine.” In this example, even more than the Maxalt case, the pharmaceutical company wields the decision-making power because it tells the healthcare consumer how to make it go “my way.”

Even when a web-based DTC home page site lacks a large, primary graphic to draw attention and deliver a message, as with the Zomig site (circa 2010), they still delivered a healthcare consumer empowerment message (Figure 7). For example, text on the Zomig page emphasizes, through increased font size and use of bold text, “Be ready” and, then, in normal text, “to take on your next migraine.” As with the Maxalt and Topamax sites, the pharmaceutical company create healthcare consumers that engage in their healthcare and actively overcoming migraines. Also like the other sites, text in the Zomig explicitly encouraged healthcare consumers to take an equal role in diagnosis and care: “Partner with your doctor for diagnosis and treatment.” The text continues by explaining to healthcare consumers why they should partner with doctors: “because there is no specific test for diagnosing migraines,” it says in a way to take away physician’s authority, “it’s important to work with your doctor to determine, as best as possible, whether or not your headaches are migraines.” The Zomig message seems
to be the most ethical of the three sites in that the first goal is to get a proper diagnosis. Then, the pharmaceutical company says, “partner closely with your doctor to determine the most effective treatment plan.” Analysis of these textual messages conveys the same message to the audience as found on the other websites—in particular, that migraine sufferers can—even should—take an active role in the diagnosis and treatment of their ailment because physicians do not have much authority as may have been originally believed.

Like the others, the Imitrex DTC site empowers patients, telling them in bold letters that “The key to successful migraine treatment is you!” The site continues, “The more involved you become in your treatment, the more likely you are to get relief from your pain.” The point is that leaving it up to the physician is not enough. To really get relief, patients need to be highly involved. To empower patients to change the patient-physician relationship by taking more of a leadership role, the Imitrex DTC site guides patients through the process, and, as such, the pharmaceutical company is present in the patient-physician relationship. The Imitrex page entitled, “How to best talk to your doctor” (circa 2008), demonstrates how the pharmaceutical industry creates empowered healthcare consumers (Figure 8). This particular site provides a “P.L.A.N.,” which is an acronym listing specific actions for healthcare consumers to take in order to “get the best treatment you can” (Figure 9). Of particular importance, the “facts” or information that healthcare consumers should communicate to physicians is scripted by the pharmaceutical company on the top right-hand column of the Imitrex website: “Make a P.L.A.N. Learn how to develop a migraine plan, so you can get the best relief.” The P.L.A.N. consists of “Prepare for Your Appointment, Let Your Doctor Know the Facts, Ask Questions, [and] Never Give Up on Relief.” As with the Topamax site, this plan transposes authority from physician to patient: Patients tell doctors facts, which switches the burden of expertise—knowledge, experience, science—from the physician to the patient, at least as is represented in the patient-physician conversation. The physician isn’t examining the situation through expertise; rather, the physician is reacting to the patient who is reading the pharmaceutical company’s script. So, while conversational authority has been shifted, the expertise has not, but because the script leads the discussion, the medical expertise is erased from the script. The step in the P.L.A.N., “never give up on relief,” translates to don’t take no for an answer from your physician, further undermining the physician’s authority. If healthcare consumers don’t hear what they want to hear, they should ask more questions or provide more facts. If this physician doesn’t follow, perhaps another will. The point is to keep going until reaching the desired as guided by this DTC script, is the specific treatment from this pharmaceutical company.

The P.L.A.N. is followed by “Your Migraine Diary,” in which healthcare consumers “Find definitions of common terms associated with migraines, symptoms and treatment,” further empowering sufferers in their ability to talk with physicians and scripting the language of sufferers to create consumers. Of particular interest, the therapeutic drug web-based DTC sites introduce healthcare consumers to key terms for migraine diagnosis, if they are intent on receiving a prescription for a migraine therapeutic drug (Figure 9). In general, these therapeutic drug websites provide discussion guides in an easy-to-print format to take to a medical appointment. The information contained guides healthcare consumers to provide specific information during medical exams (such as visual symptoms and nausea), thus leading to a migraine diagnosis.

The page to the migraine diary, entitled “Tracking Your Progress,” reinforces the personal responsibility of the healthcare consumer, empowering them to be persistent, even insatiable, until they obtain sufficient pain relief, i.e., obtaining a therapeutic drug. The site explains that the migraine calendar “will help you and your doctor track your migraines.” The pharmaceutical company gives particular tasks to the healthcare consumer, which goes beyond just scripting dialogue into scripting behavior: “record information for each attack as accurately and as often as possible.” As emphasized in this excerpt illustrating migraine-specific symptoms and durations, this diary excludes characteristic headache durations that would lead to alternative diagnosis, such as 30 to 90 minutes as often associated with cluster headaches.

Figure 9. The Imitrex “Headache Diary” provides key medical terms associated with migraines rather than providing a neutral (or unbiased) list of headache symptoms. As emphasized in this excerpt illustrating migraine-specific symptoms and durations, this diary excludes characteristic headache durations that would lead to alternative diagnosis, such as 30 to 90 minutes as often associated with cluster headaches.
Curiously, what may be interpreted as a deliberate attempt to promote migraine-specific drug therapy, the headache diary on the Imitrex site (and present on the Treximet site circa 2010) lacks equal representation of headache symptoms to diagnose any alternative type of headache, such as tension, cluster, or sinus headaches. For example, the Imitrex “Headache Diary” lacks a place for appropriate entry of a duration typically associated with cluster headaches, which generally last from 30 to 90 minutes (WebMD, 2007). While these materials seem objective and informative, they do not provide a large enough picture to promote informed decision-making, raising concern about the degree to which such materials are fully ethical yielding good medical decisions. These materials already seem questionable because while they empower patients to feel as though they are participating, that participation is scripted by an entity with the ulterior motive of making money rather than looking out for the patient. So, while the conversation is participatory for the healthcare consumer in that it meets the criteria of giving a sense of being able to participate, that participation is not completely what it seems.

As has been demonstrated, the language of these DTC advertisements establish a script in which the pharmaceutical companies speak to healthcare consumers as if they have a migraine diagnosis even when providing resources to take to physicians for the migraine diagnosis. In the Imitrex (and Treximet circa 2010) headache discussion guide, as well as resources provided on the other sites, the focus on symptoms and descriptive terms (including key terms) associated with migraines facilitate a biased and self-fulfilling personal diagnosis by healthcare consumers prior to a visit with a physician. By scripting the physician visit around terms associated with migraines, these discussion guides lead towards a migraine diagnosis. Additionally, pharmaceutical companies predispose the discussion questions towards prescription of a specific pharmaceutical drug by emphasizing the distinguishing features of their drug. For example, the third question on the Maxalt discussion guide encourages prescription of an oral tablet format, a feature prominently promoted on the Maxalt website, by asking online healthcare consumers, “If you have nausea with your migraine, do you have difficulty taking liquids?” (Figure 3). Similarly, the Topamax “Migraine Symptom Quiz” instructs healthcare consumers to, “Be sure to take your responses with you to your next appointment—your answers will help your healthcare professional decide which treatment is right for you.” Two questions, unique to the Topamax quiz: “In between migraine attacks, do you think about when the next one might strike and what the impact will be?” and “Do you make contingency plans or take other actions in anticipation of a possible migraine attack?” orchestrate a discussion with physicians that lend a discussion towards a daily, preventative therapy—a feature that distinguishes Topamax from other migraine therapeutics.

Other website design moves make it explicitly clear that the reader’s role in finding relief is as a consumer. This concept is reinforced on the Zomig DTC site with the photograph of a medical professional, in this case a pharmacist, enthusiastically handing, or serving, a package to the healthcare consumer. While this message seemingly prompts follow through by demonstrating what to do next, it also makes it clear that this whole script and patient-physician transaction is about consuming, although the actual sales part is displaced from the physician onto the pharmacist. To encourage readers to succeed in their healthcare consumer roles as scripted, the text below the image encourages, “Find out how you can save up to $210 a year on ZOMIG prescriptions.” This direct appeal to consumerism based on cost incentives rather than medical treatment was also seen on the Maxalt (Figure 2, 3, and 4) and Topamax pages (Figure 5 and 6) and some screen images of the Imitrex sites. This explicit emphasis on consumerism brings attention to the ultimate goal of creating consumers. This analysis identifies the term “healthcare consumer” as integral to disrupting the patient-physician relationship and to minimizing if not erasing medical expertise and ethics from the script.

FOR CONSIDERATION
Pharmaceutical company scripts in both web-based DTC and DTP advertising impose new roles on patients and physicians in U.S. society. The analysis conducted, here, demonstrates the pharmaceutical industry as a primary source of power in medicine—directing both healthcare consumers and physicians into specific roles during medical encounters. These new roles prescribed by the pharmaceutical companies demonstrate that these companies are primarily concerned with leveraging the healthcare consumer empowerment model as a method to encourage the public to request therapeutic drug treatments. The existing models of shared or collaborative communication between patient and physician in the patient-physician relationship may be ideal, but it does not account for pharmaceutical companies writing the script that erases dialogue and medical decision-making from the conversation. Moreover, use of the current language that refers to patients as empowered healthcare consumers reinforces the idea that the patient-physician transaction is an act of consumerism rather than medical care. If, indeed, it is important to uphold values of the modern version of the hippocratic oath, it may be necessary to provide physicians and patients additional parts in the script so that medical decisions are made based on sound science, knowledge, and experience.
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ABSTRACT
A primary information source for many patients and caregivers is an organization’s website. This study analyzes 17 of the top hospitals in the U.S. to determine how they are communicating about the role of the hospitalist in the care of patients. Beginning with a review of the evolution and implantation of the hospitalist in the hospital setting, this paper then goes on to outline the information gathered and analyzed from the websites used in this study. The findings indicate that hospital systems need to improve the types and kinds of communication that it posts on their websites to assist patients with their information needs.
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INTRODUCTION
In 2005, at the age of 94, my grandmother fell while living in a nursing home and was taken by ambulance to the emergency room (ER), and she was subsequently hospitalized. At the ER, we met her hospitalist, who are board-certified internists who practice medicine solely at the hospital. Our family was surprised, and we did not understand why her primary care physician (PCP) was not caring for her in the hospital. Due to her anxiety about issues of health care, my grandmother moved to our community and had developed a relationship with her physician hoping that her physician would get to know her unique medical traits and care for her in times exactly like this.

However, when she was hospitalized, our primary point of contact was not her PCP, who knew her medical history and had a relationship with her. Instead, we met her hospitalist. Having no prior knowledge of my grandmother, the hospitalist had to begin with the most fundamental questions. Our frustrations were enhanced by the fact that my grandmother was unconscious. We had to rely on what we could recall about her medications, allergies, etc. Patients and their families in many areas of the U.S. are experiencing the same scenario day after day. When patients and their families are not aware that their PCP will not be treating them in the hospital, both patients and their families are shocked, surprised, and distrustful of the person they are meeting in the ER for the first time.

So what caused this change? In the mid-1990s the medical community made a significant change that has impacted patients across the country, introducing the hospital model into the hospital setting. The phrase that defines the profession and the work schedules of the professionals is known as the “hospitalist model” (Wachter & Goldman, 1996). To reduce costs, hospitals transferred medical care from the PCP to a hospitalist. The hospital system would save money because the PCPs would not have to divide their time traveling from the clinic to the hospital, and patients would not have to wait for test results or for the clinical physician to visit them at the beginning and end of the day. Using this new protocol, hospitalists are on site at the hospital 24 hours a day, allowing test results to be read quickly, medications and treatments prescribed, and decreasing time patients had to wait for the doctor. The result of this improvement would hopefully translate to a shorter length of stay in the hospital. Growing rapidly since its initial implementation in the mid-1990s, hospitalists in the U.S. number approximately 30,000 (Wier et al., 2010).

This change is not without other kinds of costs, however, since patients and their families expressed great concern and distrust about this new profession (Burleson, 2014). At issue is a crucial missing communication piece—hospital systems informing patients about hospitalists. My research sought to move upstream in the communication flow and ask, “What are hospitals doing to inform their communities about hospitalists?” To answer this question, I gathered and analyzed information from their websites, which is one of the ways that patients and their families learn about the hospital. It was important to look at the hospitals’ websites because I wanted to identify the information that the community could access before or during hospitalization. This led to a secondary
question, “If a patient or patient family member seeks information from the hospital system’s website, what information is available?” I analyzed the 17 hospitals, representing 12 states, included in the U.S., according to the 2012-2013 U.S. News & World Report’s list of “Best Hospitals” (McMullen, 2012).

Although some hospitals may not be utilizing the hospitalist model at this time, we cannot discount the importance of this topic. Rather, this topic, which is often misunderstood by the public, provides valuable information into communication practices between hospitals and the communities they serve. As Morahan-Martin (2004) asserted, “Online health information is used to fill an information void which can enhance coping and self efficacy…” (p. 497). Since hospital websites deliver information online, they have an opportunity to fill a void for patients, family members, and caregivers who need information to cope with a hospitalization.

Scholars in technical communication have entered into scholarly conversations about online health information. In 2008, Koerber and Still edited a special issue of Technical Communication Quarterly that laid the groundwork for technical communicators to enter into this domain, especially considering the field’s emphasis on user experience and website design. While the field has not had a sustained focus in examining online health information, there is a growing number of works in this area as was outlined in the introduction to this special issue. (See also Mogull & Balzhiser and Lazard & Mackert in this issue). However, the particular question of how hospitals inform patients and their community about hospitalists demands our attention. Thus, my study picks up where these others have left off, attempting to build our understanding by locating the information, identifying how hospital systems define hospitalists, and hopefully understanding how this information or lack of information might influence patient care. This paper will begin with a review of how the hospitalist profession evolved and its implementation in the hospital setting, followed by an overview of my research, and will conclude with my findings and implications. To begin, it is important to understand the complexity of the implementation of the hospitalist profession into the hospital setting.

THE HOSPITALIST MODEL

The hospitalist profession began in the mid–1990s as health care costs were growing exponentially (Gregory, Baigelman, & Wilson, 2003). From 1997 to 2009, with adjustments made for inflation, the actual costs of hospital services increased 37% (Wier et al., 2011). Two areas significantly impacted the hospital community—the Balanced Budget Act and managed care penetration. “Thirty–four percent of hospitals experienced operating losses in 1997, and bond ratings of not–for–profit hospitals decreased during this period” (Gregory, Baigelman, & Wilson, 2003, p. 905). Many have viewed the current state of medical care as a transition from focusing on patient care to focusing on medicine as a corporate enterprise. Poduval and Poduval (2008) questioned the ethical implications of medicine as a corporate enterprise, and others such as Peterson’s (2009) systematic review of patient care in hospitalists to nonhospitalists systems recognized that hospital medicine now relies on patient outcomes and quality measures.

Two important studies have examined whether the hospitalist model was reducing medical costs and shortening patient length of stays. A 2004 study in The American Journal of Managed Care looked at 1706 patients over a 12–month period, and compared patient outcomes based on the “new hospitalist service” with “traditional” inpatient services to determine the impact of hospitalists on patient groups. The authors found that patients treated by hospitalists had shorter lengths of stay and lower costs; however, they found that patients had higher costs per day when treated by hospitalists. The authors asserted that the higher costs per day were because hospitalists typically run their own tests to verify, monitor, and diagnose medical conditions (Kaboli, Barnett, & Rosenthal, 2004). The second study was published in 2007 in the Pediatrics journal, and it measured the impact of the hospitalist profession on children who were hospitalized and found that it reduced hospital stays as much as 50 percent (Srivastava et al., 2007).

While not as influential as the previous two studies, Kulaga et al. (2004), compared patient costs with patients treated by hospitalists and primary care physicians and also researched educational outcomes of residents who were supervised by hospitalists. Their results showed that hospitalists decreased the patient’s length of stay and also improved the educational experience of the interns. Thus, these three studies suggest that the medical community’s goals of reducing costs and shortening the length of hospital stays have not wholly materialized.

Subsequently, this initial cost saving success did result in many hospitals piloting the hospitalist program or simply adopting it. Matzka (2011) reported, “80 percent of hospitals with over 200 beds use hospitalists and there are more than 30,000 hospitalists practicing in more than 3,300 hospitals” (p. 44). Additional data showed that . . . the number of hospitalists jumped 20%—from 19,000 to 23,000—between 2006 and 2007. Hospitalist programs had been established in 83% of hospitals that had more than 200 beds. In 2007, the average number of physicians in a hospitalist program was 9.4, compared to 8.3 in 2006. (“Hospitalists extend,” 2009, para. 2–3)

While the numbers of hospitalists are growing, there are also significant changes going on with hospitals regarding implementation. The all-encompassing term for how a hospital utilizes its hospitalists, including the length of each shift and also the number of days on and days off, is referred to as the “hospitalist model” (Pantilat, Albers, & Wachter, 1999; Sox, 1999; Wachter & Pantilat, 2001). For example, at Hospital A in my study, hospitalists’ shifts were seven days on and seven days off. At Hospital B, hospitalists’ shifts were three days on, two days off, and then it reversed. If a patient was hospitalized for four days at Hospital B, the patient might be treated by as many as three hospitalists; whereas at Hospital A, the patient might be treated by one or two hospitalists. In this study, the hospitalists reported that patients did not like to have their care transferred to another hospitalist while they were in the hospital. During the five years that I conducted my research, Hospital A made significant changes three times to find the most effective shift arrangement for the hospitalists and also for the patients. However, at Hospital B, the director did not make any adjustments and maintained a three/two shift (Burleson, 2014). In other words, many different models currently exist, with the primary differences being the staffing arrangements (time on call, days off, etc.) (Auerbach, Davis, & Phillips, 2001; Sox, 1999; Wellikson, 2008). At present each hospital negotiates its own optimal time requirements, however, some hospital administrators do understand that change can negatively impact patient perceptions. Emory Hospital recognized the need to anticipate an influx of more
patients when a clinical group turns the care of their hospitalized patients over to hospitalists by making administrative adjustments. Although the administrators sought to pre-empt patient confusion by making gradual adjustments, the emphasis was on the hospital infrastructure adjusting to more hospitalists. The missing link, or wide chasms, was no mention of communicating this information to patients. The number of hospitalists at Emory Hospital Medicine grew from fifty-two to eighty-three in two years (2006–2008).

When a community group is ready to turn their patients over to us, we sit down with them and hospital administration and try to stagger the timing to give us time to recruit. We also set a future date for the transition to give us the appropriate amount of time to ramp up and fully take over that patient base. (Sattinger, 2008)

The hospital administrator summarizes the transition by stating, the implementation of the hospitalist model is contingent on understanding the impact of patients, during the implementation phase and after, and recruiting hospitalists to handle the patient load.

What the previous research suggests is that there are layers and layers of information that needs to be communicated to the public before hospitalization. For example, people need to be told about hospitalists and understand what their role is in the hospital, including information about that particular hospital’s model (days on/days off) contact information, and additional information sources such as articles and videos, and the patient’s PCP needs to share information with the patient specific to the patient’s needs regarding hospitalization. With the increase in Internet users, including this information on a hospital website is a natural and easily accessed location to educate the public.

ONLINE HEALTHCARE INFORMATION AND HOSPITAL WEBSITES
Consumers are accessing the Internet in growing numbers. In fact, Internet usage across the globe has increased by as much as 300 percent since 2006 (Gibbons, Fleisher, Slamon, Bass, Kandadai, & Beck, 2011). Perrin & Duggan, (2015) authored the PEW Internet Life Survey that summarizes Internet usage from 2000 to 2015, which is also the same approximate time frame of this study’s hospitals’ implementation of their hospitalist programs. They reported that Internet usage in the United States has grown from 52% during this period and noting that usage is most likely to increase (Perrin & Duggan, 2015). Patients are also seeking online health information in growing numbers to assist in making health related decision. Fox & Duggan (2013) report that within the past year 72% Internet users reported that they had looked online for health information.

Scholars in other fields have conducted detailed research in analyzing how individuals find and often circumvent what seems to be obstacles preventing access to health information (McMullan, 2006; Morahan-Martin, 2004; Van Deursen & Van Dijk, 2009). Morahan-Martin (2004) calls for health professionals to “promote more effective search and evaluation techniques” (p. 497), and she adds that professionals should be involved in developing uniform standards for health-related sites. Van Deursen and Van Dijk (2009) found “while websites may seem to be easy to navigate for designers, users may find them disorientating and confusing” (p. 400) with seniors and low-educated participants experiencing the most difficulty. (See Lazard & Mackert in this issue for more information on designing online health information).

Two studies were important to the takeaway message of my research—one study and one response to that study. Kopelson’s (2009) analysis of patient-doctor exchanges for information about the patient’s health, and Hensley Owens’ (2011) response illuminate the tension and also the reward of e-health information. Hensley Owens in her review adds another dimension to Kopelson’s study by suggesting that there is a risk and benefit of scholarly analysis. As an example, she adds to Kopelson’s statement that some doctors may feel challenged by e-health as a medical authority by stating, “however, the risk—and benefit—for medicine and e-patients alike may instead be that e-health unveils what medical authority actually is” (p. 231), which calls to mind the idea that “Internet health is a complex rhetorical situation, and its effect is likewise complex” (Segal, 2009, p. 352).

The 2003 National Cancer Institute, Health Information National Trends Survey (HINTS) survey found that patients preferred to talk to their physicians when told about a health problem; however, “the most frequently cited source for those having looked for health information in the previous 12 months was the Internet” (Hesse, et al. 2011, p. 16). Information about hospitalists is another kind of online health information. To those who value the importance of online health information, St.Amant (2015) gives us a compelling call for the reason to carry on when he states, “In many ways, medical and health information connects to one central principle: care” (p. 39).

Studies like Kopelson’s have often looked at online health information from the doctors perspective of patients, while my study explores how patients might educate themselves about their physicians. However, hospital administrators have to risk stepping outside of their organizations and peering into them to understand that before patients can ask questions, they have to understand the changes that are happening within the hospital. The benefit is caring for patients who understand the changes and can better cope with their illness. My hope is to engage a discussion, and, as Barton (2004) concludes “critical engagement can thus facilitate collaborative discussion toward critically informed change” (p. 107).

METHODOLOGY
I used a case study methodology with a purposeful sample size of 17 hospitals representing twelve states. In order for a hospital to be ranked as one of the “Best Hospitals” by the U.S. News & World Report, the hospital has to qualify in one of four categories: a teaching hospital, affiliated with a medical school, at least 200 beds, or have at least 100 beds and offer at least four of eight specific medical technologies. In 2012-2013, a total of 2,226 hospitals or 46 percent met these standards. The next set of standards was a ranking from 0–100 based on four areas: reputation, patient survival, patient safety, and care-related factors. After ranking the hospitals, 17 hospitals met the standards and were ranked within the group. Table 1 below lists the hospitals in the “Best Hospitals” list.

In my analysis, the following six areas on the hospital systems’ websites were identified:
- Term or Phrase Used to Describe Hospitalists
- Year the Hospitalist Program was Implemented
- Number of Hospitalists
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In my preliminary research about hospitalists, I noticed that hospitals have adopted different terms for the professional. For example, some might refer to hospitalists as hospital doctors, hospital medical providers, or in-house physicians. I then sought to find connections among the results. For example, was this a common practice to create a unique phrase or did most hospitals use the term hospitalist? Using different terms to describe this professional could also add to the confusion about what the doctor does in the hospital setting. Does the job description change based on the name given by the hospital?

Factors such as the year the program was implemented and the number of hospitalists might give the user insights about the program in that particular hospital. If it had only existed one year and had several hospitalists, it would be interesting to compare the depth of information provided on the website compared to a hospital that had implemented the program for ten years and had over fifty hospitalists. In other words, I sought to document any nuances that might lead to potential insights.

In addition to the information that stated on the website, I noted any links to articles, videos, blogs, or brochures. Last, I copied the URLs of each source of information about hospitalists. The primary reason for this was to document the navigation patterns. Was there any information on the hospitals home page? Was the information embedded? I also sought to compare statements about the hospitalists in relationship to PCPs. Because patients are often confused when they first encounter a hospitalist at the hospital, I wanted to note if the hospital explained the differences between a hospitalist and a PCP. If there was an explanation, I wanted to document the words that they used.

I conducted the Internet searches of 17 hospital sites along with two research assistants. These three sets of search results were compared for any differences, and when differences were noted, another search was conducted. The researchers then agreed on the search result. Search results were typed in Excel spreadsheets with common column headings. The summative report was then imported in NVivo 9. Classification sets were created for the fields so that results could be easily viewed and also filtered and tabulated. For example, searches could be conducted to view similarities and differences beyond what could be viewed from a spreadsheet. Also, descriptive words were coded for subtle yet meaningful connections. In this study it was important to document the choice of words used to describe hospitalists and the hospitalist program. The linked memo feature in NVivo 9 was helpful to note nuances within the codes (Bazeley, 2007). This feature allows the coder to make notations as reminders and also connect similar and disparate phrases.

An organization’s content placed on a website is not done in a haphazard way. Rather, content is written with an audience in mind to communicate important information from the perspective of the organization. From outside the organization looking inward, it is also a means to look at what the organization’s values and who the organization determines is the central audience.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FROM WEBSITE ANALYSIS

The results of analyzing these hospital websites show that the information is often written for the professional audience rather than the patient audience. In fact, descriptions of the hospitalist professional written for the patient audience tended to be embedded in links to articles that were difficult to find. There were almost as many terms and descriptions as there were hospitals which would confuse patients, family members, and caregivers. Also, the number of hospitalists working at each hospital indicates that the hospital might prioritize educational information about the program to the communities. In other words, hospitalists are treating a significant number of patients, and, if patients are upset or confused, this information could directly impact patients’ care or impede recovery.

### Term or Phrase Used to Describe Hospitalists

Descriptions of the hospitalists yielded valuable insight into the role that the hospitalist plays at each hospital. Table 2 on the following page summarizes these results. Eleven of the 17 websites used the term “physician” to describe a hospitalist; yet, within those descriptions they varied significantly as to whether they used terms that the patient could understand or “hospital talk.” For example, “hospital medical provider” to a patient does not answer the question, “What is a hospitalist?” Even the description of “providing care for patients admitted to the hospital” does not address patient concerns about the physician having their medical information or how the hospitalist interacts with them. The description of a hospitalist as the “patient’s primary care physician” might seem to be written from the patient’s perspective; yet, the patient might be further confused.

### Table 1: Hospitals Surveyed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Hospital System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cleveland Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ronald Reagan UCLA Medical Center, Los Angeles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Barnes-Jewish Hospital/Washington University, St. Louis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>New York-Presbyterian University Hospital of Columbia and Cornell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Duke University Medical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Boston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>University of Pittsburgh Medical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>NYU Langone Medical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Northwestern Memorial Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>UCSF Medical Center, San Francisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Mount Sinai Medical Center, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Indiana University Health, Indianapolis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>University of Michigan Hospitals and Health Centers, Ann Arbor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Hospitalists’ Terminology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Hospitals</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>physician</td>
<td>• hospital-based medicine&lt;br&gt;• providing care for patients admitted to the hospital&lt;br&gt;• patient’s primary care physician while in the hospital&lt;br&gt;• in-house physician who are on-site&lt;br&gt;• dedicated their careers to the care of hospitalized patients&lt;br&gt;• family practice physician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>coordinator</td>
<td>• coordinate the management of complex medical issues&lt;br&gt;• coordinate all aspects of the hospital stay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>care giver</td>
<td>• doctors charged both with caring for hospitalized patients and making hospitals work better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>specialist (includes the hospitalist as a specialist and the hospitalist communicating with specialists)</td>
<td>• as a hospitalist, Dr. Y* and others like her provide the inpatient primary care physicians are no longer finding possible&lt;br&gt;• complex conditions&lt;br&gt;• establishing continuity of care among specialists and the patient’s PCP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>manager</td>
<td>• managing the care of patients admitted by community physicians&lt;br&gt;• leading, directing and improving</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

wondering if there is a need for a hospital PCP and a clinical PCP. Several phrases seemed to attempt to make sure that patients know that it was their PCP’s decision to transfer their care to a hospitalist. For example, one hospital site stated, “As a hospitalist, Dr. Y* and others like her provide the inpatient primary care physicians are no longer finding possible.” This statement implies that either the PCP cannot care for the hospitalized patient or has elected not to care for the hospitalized patient.

Also, “specialist” or some form of the word was used in almost a third of the websites to describe a hospitalist. The term was typically used to communicate to the patient that the hospitalist knows the hospital culture, the personnel who work there, and can navigate the hospital setting knowing who to contact or the best time to run tests. For example, one hospital’s description of a hospitalist stated, “physicians who specialize in caring for patients in the hospital and generally practice only in the acute care setting.” However, when patients read “specialist” they may be alarmed that they need a specialist, may question if they can afford a specialist, and may wonder what part of the body the hospitalist specializes in. Table 2 below lists the categories of terms used beginning with the most used terms. In each category I have listed several examples quoting the information listed on the website. The four terms that were used most often included physician, coordinator, caregiver, and manager.

Many descriptions of hospitalists from the websites included statements about the PCP. After analyzing these statements more closely, it became apparent that the wording was written to compare the hospitalist to the PCP. Therefore, the hospitals are aware that patients are either expecting to be treated by their PCP and the information is intended to inform them of the change in professionals or the hospitals believe that patients have heard of PCPs and are trying to equate the care give by PCPs to the care that will be given by hospitalists. Table 3 below illustrates these comparisons. The column labeled “Summary of Hospitalist” includes my words summarizing what I believe to be the intent of the statement, and the column labeled “Comparison of Hospitalists’ Care to PCPs’ Care” are direct quotes from the hospitals’ websites.

It was insightful and somewhat disturbing to see the comparisons to the PCPs and to read the emphasis on the “outstanding care” that the hospitalists provide. It was insightful because the information is often so embedded that I was surprised to see hospitals articulate that they felt patients needed to know this information. It was at the same time disturbing because there is a great need to inform patients and yet it is sometimes hidden and glossed over.

In reporting the results of my analysis, it was important to separate each area and take a deeper look at the information; however, often these areas overlapped. The following section is an example of gleaning more information by overlapping the year that the hospital implements its hospitalist program with the number of hospitalists working at the hospital. Also, many of the hospitals did not report the year of implementation; however, this information was important in order to analyze the information. Often it is insightful

Table 3: Hospitalists’ Care Compared to PCPs’ Care

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary of Hospitalist</th>
<th>Comparison of Hospitalists’ Care to PCPs’ Care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Navigates better in the hospital than a PCP</td>
<td>The hospitalist is “…better able to navigate the hospital system”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicates with the PCP</td>
<td>The hospitalist “…communicates closely with the patient’s PCP or surgeon”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Always available</td>
<td>The hospitalist “…is in-house and on-site”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can quickly decide about treatment</td>
<td>The hospitalist “…can make immediate decisions about ongoing care throughout your stay”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care for patients admitted by PCPs</td>
<td>The hospitalist “…manages care of those admitted by community physicians.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve system issues and processes</td>
<td>Hospitalists provide outstanding care to patients and are in the unique position to be able to identify systems issues and help improve processes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and important to note the information that is missing. The following section considers this topic.

**Year Hospital Implemented the Hospitalist Program**

Over half of the hospitals did not include the year that their hospitalist programs were implemented. One hospitalist program began as early as 1999, and the remaining hospitals implemented their hospitalist programs from 2000 to 2010. It was interesting to note that one program had started two years before this study and already had 33 hospitalists. Another hospital had begun five years ago and had 114 hospitalists. The hospitals that had programs that were at least 10 years old ranged in numbers from “less than 40” to 55. These numbers might indicate that the hospitals beginning their programs more recently were including many more hospitalists in their program at a much more rapid pace than the hospitals who had more longevity, especially the hospital with 144 hospitals in the five years that the program had been in place. However, it could mean that the number of hospitalists required to ensure that the program was viable was in the range of 33-55 hospitalists for these hospitals.

**Number of Hospitalists**

The total number of hospitalists ranged significantly from 8 to 114. I looked at the number of hospitalists that practiced at the hospital for two reasons—the number might indicate the level of the program’s implementation and also might indicate how much importance the hospital might place on educating the public. For example, if there was one hospitalist practicing medicine at the hospital and oversaw the care of a small number of PCPs, then the hospital might not devote web space to educating the public about hospitalists. Also, the hospital might have developed a pilot program or be on the verge of a full-scale implementation. However, if a significant number of hospitalists practicing medicine oversaw the care of a large percentage of the hospital network’s PCP patients, then there might be more information on the hospital’s website, the information might be easier to navigate, or there might be a tab on the hospital’s home page. However, I did not find any differences in the information provided by each hospital’s website. A reader would not be able to discern if there were eight hospitalists or 144.

As I began analyzing these websites, I thought it was important to note if the information was easily accessed or if the user had to access it by clicking on linked information. Also, what format was that linked information saved as? In the following paragraphs, I have listed my findings.

**Articles, Videos, Blogs, or Brochures**

Of the 17 hospitals in this study, one hospital had a blog, three hospitals had links to articles, and one hospital had a FAQ section about hospitalists. The majority of websites that discuss or mention a hospitalist program include statements from a “Sample Hospitalist Practice Brochure” published by The American College of Healthcare Executives (ACHE) (2012). ACHE recommends and includes wording that hospital executives may copy to be included on their “printed” brochures. One example of the information in this sample brochure includes, “If you would like to speak with one of the hospitalists while you or a member of your family is in the hospital, it is best to ask the nurse caring for you to page the doctor” (p. 235). On the surface this statement appears helpful, but to patients who do not understand the hospitalist profession, the statement promotes continued miscommunication about the profession. The only information patients understand is that if they want to talk with their hospitalist, they need to contact a nurse.

Figure 1 below illustrates an example of an article discussing expanding their hospitalist program. A patient reading the article might expect to see information tied to the patient benefits of this expansion. However, the benefit was a financial benefit to the hospital system. The article posted on The University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC) website was written by the Pittsburgh Business Times. In the article, the author states that UPMC “will extend specialized care to three of its hospitals… as a larger effort to improve care for hospital patients, while shrinking the average length of stay and cutting unplanned readmissions” (Mamula, 2012, n.p.).

The University of Michigan Hospitals and Health Centers had a link to an article, “At Home in the Hospital: New breed of physicians always nearby,” published by The University of Michigan Medical School’s Medicine at Michigan journal (Tobin, 2006). The article discussed a typical day for a hospitalist and describes the new role of hospitalist as “good for the patient, who gains by having a doctor who’s always just down the hall. And studies show that it’s good for the health-care system as a whole.” Topics such as why physicians chose the hospitalist profession are detailed as are the statistical results of the benefits to hospitals. For example, “… studies have shown that hospitalists save 10 to 15 percent of the average hospital stay. By one estimate, a hospitalist team that manages 3,000 cases per year can save its hospital more than $2 million.”

Another linked source was a blog from the Cleveland Clinic. The most recent information seemed to be from 2006, and the information posted was directed toward medical professionals. Canadian Journal of Anesthesia and the Journal of Vascular Surgery were among the articles linked from the blog site. There was a “Who We Are” tab with pictures of the hospitalists, a short description, curriculum vita (CV), and publications list. All other tabbed areas such as Research, Articles, Clinical Cases, and News were targeted for the medical community.

Mount Sinai Hospital has an FAQ section that was linked from the Overview page. In it, the information addressed several questions,
one of which was “Why is a Hospitalist caring for me?” This question was framed in the context of a question that a patient might ask. The answer to the question was,

Your primary care physician may have requested that a hospitalist be in charge of your care during your stay at the hospital, or you may have had one of our hospitalists assigned to care for you. In this way, you benefit from being seen by a doctor whose practice is entirely focused on the care of hospitalized patients—a doctor who is in regular contact with your primary care physician and can care for you and answer your questions around the clock.

This FAQ section was unique because it did not give any statistical information or state the benefit to the hospital system.

Although both hospitals distribute brochures in the clinics and at the hospital, neither hospital had their brochures available online. Both hospitalist directors acknowledged that they did not believe that the clinical physicians distributed them to their patients or talked to their patients about the hospitalist program. Although in print form, both of these hospitals had very similar phrases in their brochures which instructed the patient and/or family to ask the nurse to contact the doctor under the heading “How To Contact Us.”

Navigation Paths to Hospitalist Information
In almost all of the websites from the “Best Hospitals” list, the user had to type the word “hospitalist” in the search window to find any information. Figure 2 below illustrates a segment of the first screen in which the users sees “hospital medicine” which is the fourth screen that they would have searched through. Note that while it says “Divisions” for the page, the url lists it as “areas-of-care.”

When the user clicks on “Hospital Medicine,” they find the FAQ section. The description of what a hospitalist does at the hospital is lengthy but contains good information. However, the response to “How Do I Contact the Hospital Physicians?” is a response that is recommended on the literature but is not audience focused because it states that if you want to talk with a hospitalist, ask a nurse. This information is interesting in light of the fact that the FAQ states that a hospitalist will visit the patient once a day. In response to the question, “What is a Hospitalist Caring for me?, the answer promotes the hospitalist as an expert in comparison to their PCP. It states, “an expert in the care of hospitalized patients, who will also be able to see you multiple times each day, if necessary.”

In addition to this example, there were issues with navigating to find information. Searching for information about hospitalists on Mount Sinai’s website results in navigating through 5 screens of information before getting to their FAQ section. The searches included the home page, patient-care, service-areas, medicine/areas-of-care/hospitalist-program/faq. While the link showed one tab labeled “areas-of-care,” it was listed as “Divisions” on the website. The url to get to the following information was www.mountsinai.org/patient-care/service-areas/medicine/areas-of-care/hospitalist-program/faqs

To access Figure 3 below, a user would have to use the following url: http://www.mountsinai.org/patient-care/service-areas/medicine/areas-of-care/hospitalist-program/faqs

The focus of this research is to look at the information hospitals provide on their websites to patients and to their community, however, it is important to consider the underlying message of
placing that information beneath multiple layers that seem to be embedded within the site.

HOSPITALIST INFORMATION’S TARGETED AUDIENCE

The overwhelming majority of hospital websites in this study did not target their patients and the community when they defined the hospitalists’ responsibilities or explained how the hospitalist model would impact patient care in the hospital. At the very basic level, when referring to the “impact of care” or similar phrases, patients need to know what this means. The statement that was missing on websites that I analyzed was acknowledging that, in the past, patients had their PCP treat them in the hospital, but healthcare has changed. Often the information mentioned saving costs or “making hospitals work better,” yet, how does the patient benefit from this change? This statement could be followed by what the change means to the patient. Instead they seem to be justifying the hospitalist model to the public, and the justification is a cost-based justification.

To cite another example, Duke University Medical Center’s website has a link to an article, “A Familiar Face.” In it, the articles states that, “A hospitalist will have various responsibilities, depending on the hospital” (Harbers, 2008, n.p.). What are these “various responsibilities”? Additional questions that hospitals need to address include: When do patients meet hospitalists? Do hospitalists have patients’ medical information? Will patients see their PCP while they are hospitalized? The number of hospitalists who may treat a patient further accentuates the need for this missing information.

Understanding that many of the hospitals in this study are teaching hospitals and, therefore, seek to recruit their students and other students to work in their hospitals, it was very apparent that the emphasis on education about hospitalists focused on recruiting physicians. See Figure 4 below. Note that the first statement reads, “The goals of the Section are to provide excellent inpatient care and to serve as educators for medical students, resident, and fellows.” I do not want to downplay the importance of recruiting and maintaining enough physicians so that patients are properly cared for. At issue is not including or linking from this information what is involved in patient care.

What is perplexing is that whether or not the hospital is a teaching hospital, the patients need to know who is caring for them—and, most importantly, they need to know this before they are admitted. Figure 5 on the following page is an example of the search result when typing in hospitalist. It is understandable that this hospital might emphasize the education they provide their medical students, and so they have placed it first.

However, when the patient selects “Patient Care,” there is a very little information about patient care but rather states that they provide patient care. See Figure 6 below. In the text, Northwestern University states, “The faculty of Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine provide clinical patient care through affiliated hospitals and practice plans.”

The audience for this page, titled “Patient Care,” clearly was not the patient. In addition to this example, there were issues mentioned previously in navigating to find information.

IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this section I summarize the recommendations and implications of this study.

Certainly the quality of a website’s design is important to the user. Ford, Huerta, Schilhavy, and Menachemi (2012) demonstrated that content, accessibility, marketing, and technology impact patient interaction with hospital sites. However, medical rhetoricians understand that the words used and also the intentional lack of information communicates a message to the patient. Patients need to be able to read information and understand what that information means to them. The information needs to prepare them for situations that they will encounter in the hospital at a very vulnerable and stressful time. For example, in my previous study of two community-based hospitals, almost 99% of patients met

![Figure 4: Hospitalists’ Function in the Hospital](image-url)
In addition to information that patients can access on their community’s hospital website(s), hospitals need to distribute print materials to patients through multiple channels. My previous research (Burleson, 2014) found that some hospitals developed brochures about their respective hospitalist programs, but that the distribution of those materials was problematic. Both hospitalist directors stated that these brochures are used at the hospital, particularly when patients are anxious, but the main reason they are printed is so that the PCPs can give them to patients at the clinic to educate their patients about hospitalists. When the directors were asked if they thought that the PCPs were, in fact, distributing them, they responded that if they were, the patients were not reading them because the patients are not aware of hospitalists when they meet them in the ER. Hospitals are also hesitant to directly communicate this information for reasons that include upsetting patients. While, in fact, it was a mutually beneficial decision for the PCPs and the hospitals to implement the hospitalist model, it appears to be the final decision of the PCP clinical group. It would be common practice for patients to be upset with the entity communicating the message instead of being upset with their PCPs. I would offer that this is why PCPs are reluctant to tell their patients or give them brochures that have been printed and delivered to them by their networked hospitals (Burleson, 2014). Another confusing element of not sharing information is that it is understandable why the PCP group early adopters would speculate that they might lose patients if they told them that they were not caring for patients in the hospital. However, in many communities almost 100 percent of the PCP groups transfer patient care to hospitalists and yet they are still not sharing this information with their patients. To overcome this limitation, hospitals should not only distribute information to the PCPs but also post this critical information on their website and talk to their patients when the patients are in their offices for checkups.

I was limited in my study to those websites I accessed. This study could be replicated to include a much wider scope of hospital system websites. My intent was to illuminate the information available on hospital systems that seem to be respected leaders in
their field to provide preliminary information on not only hospitals presently communicate about this important issue, but also offer some insights into ways it can be improved.

Beyond the analysis, my hope is that hospital systems will take a fresh look at their websites and write information that the patient needs and in a language that the patient understands. Certainly medical professionals access hospital systems websites and pertinent information should be available; however, those same hospital systems must recognize that patients visit their sites for answers to very important questions. Whether a hospital attains the ranking of a “Best Hospital” or diligently serves a rural population in a remote area, patients deserve to know the information about who is going to treat them when they are hospitalized.

To technical communicators, we have the knowledge of design, audience, content, and all of the critical areas that comprise an effective, informational website. We also have the tools to know how to find that information. Healthcare is changing at a pace that we are grasping to understand. We can share what we know, and we have the Internet to use to communicate that information. It is fluid, flexible, and ready to be accessed.

*pseudonym used

1 At Hospital B, a patient who is hospitalized for four days can be seen by as many as three hospitalists. For example, if the patient is treated by a hospitalist who is on his last day of service, then the second and third days the patient is seen by a hospitalist who is on a two-day rotation, then on the patient’s final day of her four-day hospitalization, she will be seen and discharged by a third hospitalist. Findings showed that patients at the hospital with the rotation just described have more questions about the process and needed much more education (Burleson, 2014).
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ABSTRACT
As state and federal legislation continues to regulate women’s reproductive health, it follows that the field of technical communication must continue to develop methodologies to facilitate stakeholder participation in health policymaking practices. Scott’s (2003) scholarship on HIV testing and his “ethic of responsiveness” serve as a foundation for methods to broaden stakeholder participation. Yet, as current legislation attempts to regulate health decisions of female bodies, more explicit feminist methods inviting feminist perspectives to resist such anti-feminist legislation must be developed. Frost’s (2013, 2014a, 2014b) apparent feminism serves as a useful methodology that builds upon Scott’s methods to enact feminist interventional methods. This article provides a case study of the reVITALize Gynecology infertility initiative, a health intervention project that appears to function as an ally of apparent feminism. Applying an apparent feminist analysis to the initiative reveals limitations of the project’s feminist commitments. To address the limitations of the initiative, the article articulates the need to expand apparent feminism’s methodology by accounting for stakeholder participation throughout health intervention projects. This article posits that expanding feminist approaches to designing public stakeholder input is vital to upholding technical communication’s commitment to advocacy and an ethical feminist commitment to facilitating spaces for all citizens to contribute as public intellectuals.

INTRODUCTION
This article arrives at a particular moment in which women’s reproductive health circulates at the center of many legislative agendas. The now infamous phrase “War on Women” serves as a ubiquitous reminder of political stakes in advocating legislation over women’s bodies. A recent example of government attempts to regulate women’s access to reproductive health resources can be found in North Dakota and Colorado’s 2014 personhood resolutions, which reinforced pro-life legislative agendas toward making it nearly impossible for a woman to receive a legal abortion or to undergo fertility treatment such as in vitro fertilization. The recent rise of such legislative efforts suggests a need for researchers in the field of technical communication to articulate new methodologies to support the inclusion of stakeholder’s, particularly that of women’s, perspectives in health policies.

Cultural studies scholars working in technical communication and rhetorics of health and medicine have begun developing methodologies for including the perspectives of individual subjects impacted by such legislation actions. Specifically, Scott’s (2003) research on the rhetorical work of HIV testing practices led to a call for technical communicators to enact an “ethic of responsiveness” as a means to incorporate multiple stakeholder perspectives in issues of public policymaking. Yet, as recent legislative attempts to regulate women’s health decisions show, more explicit approaches for resisting such anti-female legislation must be developed. Frost’s (2013, 2014) apparent feminism serves as a useful methodology that builds upon Scott’s work to enact more explicitly feminist-
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focused interventional methods. Tasked to make feminisms more apparent in contemporary politics, apparent feminists works with non-feminist allies who may not self-identify as feminist but whose actions align with the social justice spirit of feminism.

This article demonstrates the urgent need for better consideration of stakeholders in relationship to healthcare policy-making, and it builds on Scott’s and Frost’s work to show one approach for accomplishing this. In this article, I examine the reVITALize Gynecology infertility initiative, a recent project by the American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) aimed at getting in better touch with stakeholders. I claim that the reVITALize initiative’s organizers function as non-feminist allies that apparent feminist technical communicators could do productive work with. The initiative shows this both in its attempt to promote better health practices on the behalf of women and, importantly, in its commitment to incorporating the perspectives of a variety of stakeholders, including individual citizens. Ultimately this article serves as a call for technical communicators to build and take up feminist methodologies that intervene in the designs of policies and projects that regulate female health without inviting and valuing stakeholder participation.

LITERATURE REVIEW: FEMINISMS, TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION, AND RHETORICS OF HEALTH AND MEDICINE

The work of researchers in the fields of feminist theory, technical communication, and rhetorics of health and medicine is varied; however, this body of literature can be organized, in this context, by using biopower as an organizing principle. All these fields are concerned, to some degree, with Foucauldian biopower discourse and/or regulatory control over the individual subject (Bordo, 2003; Britt, 2000; Lay, 2000; Scott, 2003). Yet, contemporary trends in health communication that advocate for more online and participatory models to intervene in health practices (Kreps & Neuhauser, 2010) reveal a need for new research trajectories to explore and rethink the ways biopower operates in contemporary, participatory health intervention projects. To better understand how individual agency functions within participatory health interventions, researchers must begin to expand their purview beyond that of a biopower analysis of the individual subject to a more critical pondering of biopower’s effect(s) on the design of trending health interventions. This work is particularly needed to examine female participation in these health initiative projects, given patriarchal medical practices that historically positioned women as objects (and not subjects) of their health (Martin, 2001). What follows in the remainder of this literature review is a theoretical situating of selected scholarship in feminisms, technical communication, and rhetorics of health and medicine using biopower as an organizing principle.

Foucauldian Biopower & Feminist Concerns with Health

Foucault’s concept of biopower can perhaps be best understood as the discursive control and regulation of the perceived choice individuals have in making decisions in regards to their health. This perception of choice occurs as a result of biopower’s control over cultural norms. That is, biopower not only operates at the level of the individual but simultaneously functions as a cultural discourse influencing what and how dominant cultures view as a ‘norm.’ Further, the concept of biopower emerged in the late twentieth century, just as Western cultures experienced technological innovation with “numerous and diverse techniques for achieving the subjugation of bodies and the control of populations” (Foucault, 1978, p. 140). This was also a time “when sex, race, capitalism, and health were repoliticized within radical projects” (Murphy, 2012, p. 36). Thus, while biopower served as “as an analytical term that helps us to excavate histories of practices through which living-being was governed” (Murphy, 2012, p. 36), it also served as an extremely useful concept to be taken up by second wave feminists responding to contemporary issues of female health (i.e. Roe v. Wade (1973); Doe v. Bolton (1973), Planned Parenthood of Central MO v. Danforth (1976), Harris v. McRae (1980). Biopower thus evolved into a concept feminists used to connect concern over the regulation of female agency with the disciplinary practices of medicine and law.

Feminist Applications of Biopower

Responding to biopower’s regulatory control and subjugation of women’s bodies, a number of feminists have theoretically intervened in the erasure of female subjectivity (Balsamo, 1995; Haraway, 1991; Wells, 2010). Such feminist scholarship began to unpack the operationalization of biopower over women’s agency, suggesting that while women may appear to have individual agency as “subjects or creators of knowledge, they also become objects of knowledge” (Lay, Gurak, Gravon & Myntti, 2000, p. 5). These feminist critiques led the way to theorizing the disciplinary history of medicine and its evolutionary dependence on technological innovations (such as the development of the forceps or the fetal monitor) to assist the female during the birth process, and therein produce the perception of a woman’s reproductive tract as akin to “a birthing machine” (Dumit & Davis-Floyd, 1998).

Continued evidence of biopower’s contemporary influence over the individual health decisions of women is found within discussions of risky health. For example, Lay et al. (2000) offer the case of pregnant women considering VBAC (vaginal birth after cesarean), explaining that frequently medical communities encourage women who gave birth via a cesarean to understand that “subsequent vaginal births will be high risk” (p. 5). The attachment of risk to a woman pondering a VBAC serves as an example of the continued operationalization of biopower in which “the individualization of risk leads to a form of governing in which individuals self-regulate” (Dubriwny, 2013, p. 28). In this way, discourses of risk when attached to discussions of health encourage patients to align themselves within the medical norms and perceived "best practices" of health.

According to Dubriwny (2013) “the discourses of risk that surround women draw directly from a postfeminist logic and contribute to the crafting of a postfeminist healthy citizen” (p. 32). Calling attention to the conflated role of citizenship as attributed to neoliberal constructions of health and female identity, Dubriwny’s work suggests how mainstream public health narratives continue to function within a Foucauldian biopower frame by “produce[ing] meanings about health issues and identities, or subject positions, for women that are reflective of dominant interests” (p. 6). Feminist researchers in the field of technical communication are thus poised to begin unpacking the narratives of citizenship, neoliberal constructions of health, female agency, and regulatory rhetorics of risk layered within disciplinary practices of health and medicine. These scholars can unpack the rhetorical agency often at play in contesting such grandiose narratives that often disregard the strategic negotiation and resistance of individual stakeholders.
The section that follows details previous feminist research in technical communication that has begun to critique discourses and practices that circulate within the grand narratives of health and medicine.

Biopower and Issues of Female Health in Technical Communication

Feminist scholars have taken up the issues of health and agency over women’s bodies as seen in work on breastfeeding (Koerber, 2006, 2013), midwifery (Lay, 2000), pregnancy (Seigel, 2013) and birth plans (Owens, 2009, 2015). Such scholarship highlights the continued need for examining intersectional sites of gender and health. Yet, the work of this scholarship often functions as a critique to the larger discourses of medicine and health. That is, often feminist research residing at the intersections of health construct its research in exigency to the patriarchal and objectivist discourses and practices in medicine. Martin (2001) notes such a preoccupation in feminist health and medical research writing:

If women are one of those ‘muted’ groups, subject to a relatively great degree of oppression, such that they may not always know their oppression, object to it, or resist it, then we must have extremely sensitive ways of looking for evidence of women’s consciousness of their situation and for a wide variety of forms of objection or resistance. (p. 22)

Martin’s work echoes the feminist research trajectories of critiquing the grand, masculine-bias of health and medicine in technical communication and health communication. This work is and has been foundational in fostering research trajectories that fuse feminist theory with issues related to health and medicine. However, this article speaks to the need to expand the feminist interventional potential in health and medicine research. Given recent legislative agendas dictating medical procedures and practices with direct implication on women’s bodies, technical and health communication scholars concerned about the relationship of individual agency in health and medicine must begin to expand our scholarly practices beyond critique.

Moves for feminist research to embrace health and medicine scholarship with less of an ethos of critique and more of an ethos of advocacy is beginning to be taken up. Gregory’s (2013) analysis of the legislative agendas of fetal ultrasound images not only takes up such a research trajectory as an example of such scholarly interventional potential. That is, Gregory’s work not only offers a new research landscape for the field of technical communication to consider but offers an ethical exigency to intervene in the contemporary politics that are continuing to regulate women’s agency in decisions over their health.

Gregory’s analysis shows how prenatal ultrasounds have been taken up by pro-life supporters and used to advance pro-life legislation. Gregory (2013) asserts “these iconic images have continued to shape political agendas that have far-reaching implications on women’s health” (p. 7). Gregory points to how imagery operates as an ideological regulatory tactic. In Gregory’s case, the passing of a law in which women seeking an abortion must undergo a transvaginal fetal ultrasound may on the surface be understood as merely medical routine, yet, when examined further demonstrates a built-in “check-point” in which the ultrasound functions as ethical, pro-life plea to view the image as a fetus. In pointing to pro-life’s legislative co-optation of the role of the fetal ultrasound, Gregory paves a path for feminist technical research, one that examines cases beyond issues of female agency to those of contemporary feminist politics that impact national legislation and medical practices. The example of the iconicity of the fetal ultrasound suggests areas of future research for feminist scholars in technical communication. More scholarly attention must be paid to moments in which legislation draws upon ideological and emotional tactics, appearing to respect individual agency in decisions of health, but nonetheless usurps the perception of choice in female decisions of health and medicine. To actively respond to such a new research trajectory requires the development of a feminist methodology capable of not just pointing to issues of unethical practice but of intervening in unethical and anti-feminist health policies. Gregory’s work begins to call attention to new tactics to control the female body in decisions of health and medicine. Gregory’s work also begins to yield an ethos of exigency, calling scholarly attention to the contemporary realities legislative acts have on female bodies. These new research trajectories are important and vital to actively situating our research in relation to contemporary issues of female health. However, this research continues to operate as, useful yet interventionally limited, case and discourse analysis. In exploring these new sites of female health and medicine, and particularly given its exigency as a linked to contemporary bodily politics, our research must evolve beyond critique and analysis into more of a directive interventional methodology.

Frost’s (2013, 2014a, 2014b) apparent feminism may serve as a methodology capable of supporting this new feminist research trajectory. Specifically, the three tenets of apparent feminism (discussed in the next section)serve to connect issues in health and medicine to those of feminist commitments by actively intervening in the erasure of female bodies, thereby acting in resistance to the increasing regulation of female health and offering a contemporary feminist approach to intervening in biopower’s regulatory rhetoric. Further, Frost’s methodology serves as an accessible methodology not only for scholars of technical and health communication but for non self-identified feminists and health communication designers tasked with creating and implementing health interventions. In what follows I apply a modified version of apparent feminism to examine a recent health intervention project, reVITALize Gynecology, to offer an example of this approach’s usefulness not only in articulating feminist commitments in health intervention but also in developing methodological tools for resisting biopower’s regulatory rhetoric within online health intervention projects.

METHODOLOGY

A modified version of apparent feminism serves as a possible contemporary feminist methodology well suited for designing interventional moments to resist the influence of biopower in newly trending health initiatives. I propose the need to expand apparent feminism’s methodology in order to better integrate public stakeholder participation throughout a given context, in this case the revitalize Gynecology initiative. While apparent feminism serves as a much-needed methodology to account for the erasure of marginalized bodies in healthcare communication and legislation, it fails to echo an exigency for maintaining a relationship with public stakeholders throughout the health intervention. Drawing on Scott’s (2003) attention to stakeholders, I build upon apparent feminism by articulating the need to methodologically account for public, often marginalized, stakeholder participation in decisions of healthcare throughout the entirety of public health interventions, like reVITALize Gynecology.
Apparent feminism serves as a methodological frame for analyzing reVITALize Gynecology’s infertility initiative in that it “recognize[s] and make[s] apparent the urgent and sometimes hidden exigencies for feminist critique of contemporary politics” (Frost, 2014a, p. 110). Designed to intervene in the unethical erasure of female bodies in legislative decisions, apparent feminism articulates an action-oriented feminist approach to issues of health/medicine, gender and legislation in technical communication. Specifically, apparent feminism functions as a three-prong methodology. One, apparent feminism operates in a postfeminist world to make more apparent the importance of feminism. Two, apparent feminism makes a case for feminism, by working with non-feminist allies who may not self-identify as feminist but whose actions align with the social justice spirit of feminism. Three, it critiques rhetorics of efficiency, and in doing, argues that efficient work must be useful to a diverse audience and must incorporate their perspectives.

My use of apparent feminism connects with Scott’s (2003) methodology for incorporating stakeholder participation in policy conversations. Scott’s call to incorporate stakeholders into decisions about public policy emerges out of his rhetorical-cultural examination of HIV testing practices. In refocusing rhetoric to move beyond “explain[ing] how rhetoric works,” a rhetorical-cultural frame begins to “intervene in problematic rhetorical-cultural practices” (Scott, 2003, p. 33). By examining cultural ideologies embedded within HIV testing practices, Scott suggests “how rhetoric can function as biopower, wrapped up in larger power alignments that shape bodies and forms of embodiment” (Scott, 2003, p. 229). Rhetoric, when operating within a biopower discourse, contributes to disciplinary and regulatory rhetorics influencing cultural interfaces and power alignments and regulating individual agency.

To combat the regulation of individual agency, Scott proposes an “ethic of responsiveness.” Functioning around three tenets, the ethic recognizes “[1] interdependencies among people, [2] value[s] difference, and [3] seek[s] justice through inclusive policymaking for ensuring better testing procedures” (Walters, 2005, p. 849). Implementing ethic responsiveness to policymaking decisions thus “involves more than making paternalistic assumptions about or interpretations of others’ needs” (Scott, 2003, p. 233). To best understand the needs of others requires policymaking to invite and facilitate participation through the inclusion of a broad range of stakeholders.

Apparent feminism’s tenet to critique rhetorics of efficiency supports Scott’s articulation of the ethical need to include public stakeholders. Frost’s explicit attention to feminism, however, expands Scott’s ethic to more directly relate to policy issues that impact female bodies. That is, apparent feminism highlights feminist commitments in a postfeminist society and thus positions itself as a methodology that can explicitly adopt a feminist agenda to intervene in unethical and anti-feminist legislation. I thus apply a version of Frost’s apparent feminist methodology—as informed by Scott—in order to create a new framework. This framework can help researchers to understand

Table 1: Definitions as published online.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence guideline 2004&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Infertility should be defined as failure to conceive after regular unprotected sexual intercourse for 2 years in the absence of known reproductive pathology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASRM 2008&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Infertility is a disease defined by failure to achieve a successful pregnancy after 12 months or more of regular unprotected intercourse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Committee for Monitoring Assisted Reproductive Technology (ICMART), and World Health Organization 2009&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Infertility (clinical definition): a disease of the reproductive system defined by the failure to achieve a clinical pregnancy after 12 months or more of regular unprotected sexual intercourse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic definition&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Inability of a non-contracepting, sexually active woman to have a live birth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>NICE guideline (UK) (2004).
<sup>c</sup>Zegers-Hochschild et al. (2009).
<sup>d</sup>Larsen (2005).
the extent to which a non-feminist ally may support interventional opportunities for resisting the erasure of female or feminist-oriented positions in the decisions and discussions of standardizing, formalizing and regulating issues of female health.

THE PROJECT: REVITALIZE GYNECOLOGY

The ACOG, a 501(c)(6) organization, is the nation’s leading group of physicians providing healthcare for women. As a private, voluntary, nonprofit membership organization of approximately 55,000 members, ACOG strongly advocates for quality healthcare for women, maintains the highest standards of clinical practice and continuing education of its members, promotes patient education, and increases awareness among its members and the public of the changing issues facing women’s healthcare.

In December 2013, the American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) debuted the reVITALize Gynecology infertility initiative. In line with ACOG’s mission, the primary aim of the reVITALize Gynecology initiative was to gather various stakeholder perspectives to standardize definitions related to clinical data in gynecology. To best explain the various phases of the reVITALize Gynecology initiative, I discuss the project below in three sections: Phase I: The National Stakeholder Conference, Phase 2: Soliciting Public Commentary, and Phase 3: Revising & Finalizing Data Definitions.

Phase 1: The National Stakeholder Conference

Given ACOG’s mission, the primary aim of the reVITALize Gynecology initiative was to gather various stakeholder perspectives to standardize gynecology clinical data definitions. Existing definitions of infertility lack uniformity. Specifically, there exists a lack of consensus among organizations of when an individual meets criteria to be diagnosed with infertility. Table 1 (cited in Gurunath, Pandian, Anderson, & Bhattacharya, 2011) details the individual discrepancies of infertility definitions amongst global reproductive organizations.

These discrepancies amongst infertility definitions provided motivation and exigency for ACOG’s reVITALize Gynecology project to create standardized infertility definitions.

Given the desire to incorporate multiple stakeholder perspectives into the process of standardizing definitions, the initiative was debuted at ACOG’s national stakeholder conference in December 2013 in front of a range of those stakeholders. These included representatives from the Association of Women’s Health, Obstetric and Neonatal Nurses; the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; Society for Reproductive Endocrinology and Infertility; RESOLVE, The National Infertility Association; and the Planned Parenthood Federation of America.

During the conference organizational stakeholders were grouped into workgroups, working collaboratively to review and revise selected definitions provided by ACOG. Not all workgroups revised all definitions, but all workgroups were able to reject definitions that were revised by workgroups. At the conclusion of the conference, at least 85% attendee support was reached on 78 definitions across the six workgroups. Data elements reaching 85% support were moved forward for public comment (see Phase II that follows). Figure 1 illustrates the data elements with proposed definitions that
were generated as a result of the December conference initiative. In all, 121 refined data element definitions were approved for release during Phase II.

**Phase 2: Soliciting Public Commentary**
Committed to gathering the views of multiple stakeholders, ACOG distributed the 121 definitions proposed by attendees at the National Stakeholder Conference. Using SurveyMonkey, ACOG developed a survey in which everyday citizens could review and revise the definitions proposed by attendees at the National Stakeholder Conference. The survey, which focused on infertility, was posted on the ACOG’s website and was also circulated through a variety of partner alliances who participated at the National Stakeholder Conference.

The survey consisted of twenty-six medical terms with a definition and multiple-choice box allowing participants to choose “Support” or “Do Not Support.” Important to the design of the survey was the inclusion of the text “If you selected, ‘Do Not Support’ please indicate why in the box below.” The appendix contains a full version of this infertility survey circulated by ACOG. Figure 2 and 3 illustrate the phrasing of a question and are examples of the survey design as well as an indication of the types of terminology needing definitional standardization. Important to note about the survey is its simplicity and directness, which supports the three tenets of apparent feminism. The survey design and significance of the selected medical terminologies are discussed later in the discussions section of this article.

**Phase 3: Revising & Finalizing Data Definitions**
ACOG’s website reports that members are now carefully reviewing all of the public comment responses and making revisions to the definitions to ensure usability and clarity. All revisions proposed based on the online survey were reviewed once more by the previously established workgroups at the 2014 National Stakeholder conference. Once revised, the definitions will be submitted for legal review and College Executive Board endorsement. ACOG expects that an Executive Summary of the initiative along with the finalized definitions will be published in Obstetrics & Gynecology in 2015. When finalized, the definitions will also be made available on the ACOG website. It is anticipated that these results will also impact the legislative agenda of ACOG and the Women’s Health Registry Alliance.
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**Figure 2:** A screenshot of a question from ACOG’s infertility survey asking public stakeholders to indicate their support or lack of support with how primary infertility is defined.

**Figure 3:** A screenshot of a question from ACOG’s infertility survey asking public stakeholders to indicate their support or lack of support with how endometrosis is defined.
DISCUSSION

While not explicitly making apparent feminist issues of health, the reVITALize Gynecology infertility initiative does appear to function as a non-feminist ally to apparent feminism in the following ways. One, as a project overseen by ACOG, reVITALize Gynecology promotes a sense of women’s health advocacy and the creation of best practices in regards to women’s health legislation. This aligns with apparent feminism’s tenet of making feminism more apparent in a post-feminist world. Two, while the initiative promotes issues related to women’s health advocacy, it does not explicitly make the claim that it is feminist initiative. In this way, reVITALize Gynecology’s infertility initiative functions as a non-feminist ally concerned with the spirit of feminism, another key component to enacting apparent feminism as a methodology. Three, the initiative aims to incorporate a variety of stakeholders, supporting apparent feminism’s belief in the incorporation of diverse stakeholders. Committed then towards enacting best practices in contemporary issues of women’s health, ACOG’s reVITALize Gynecology infertility initiative supports this claim by advocating on behalf of women. Advocating legislative agendas that represent and promote best practices in regards to women’s health issues is a practice that makes more apparent issues of women’s health and feminism to larger, male-dominated governing bodies. Further, the reVITALize Gynecology infertility initiative was designed as a critique of rhetorics of efficiency. Stakeholder participation was broadened by soliciting everyday citizens to publicly respond to the revised definitions and by creating a survey that attempted to capture citizens’ understandings of definitions. Broadening stakeholder participation allowed for finalized definitions that incorporated citizen knowledge and validated their participation and knowledge as valuable and important to the project.

Applying Apparent Feminism to reVITALize Gynecology’s Initiative

reVITALize Gynecology connects thus to apparent feminism’s three commitments:

First, apparent feminism operates in a postfeminist world to make more apparent the importance of feminism, and reVITALize Gynecology’s infertility initiative supports this claim by advocating on behalf of women’s health and making more apparent the need for legislation to recognize and protect best practices regarding female health. Focusing on the task of revising definitions related to female reproductive health supports apparent feminist efforts to advocate on behalf of women. For example, defining medical terms related to female infertility is a task needed for advocating on behalf of women and women’s health rights. While tasks to define infertility and terms associated with infertility appear perhaps inconsequential to intervening in unethical stances on female health, an understanding of the medical professions’ lack of consensus on definitions of infertility shows the direct implications on legislation dictating and defining concepts such as “embryo.” Figure 4 depicts reVITALize Gynecology’s survey inquiring stakeholder insight on the terminology of “embryo.”

Achieving consensus on “embryo” is important not just for medical professional understanding, but legislatively as well. The recent turn in state and national legislation to take up issues of body politics indicates a new level of exigency to develop informed definitions that take into account a variety of stakeholder perspectives. Further exigency for reaching agreement on how “embryo” should be defined can be found in North Dakota and Colorado’s personhood ballot proposals. These proposals attempt to define what constitutes an “embryo.” In the case of the proposed ballots, legislators in both North Dakota and Colorado were advocating for state legislation to move forward with a definition of “embryo” that would recognize life at conception and give legal rights to newly fertilized microscopic embryo. Thereby making extremely difficult in these two states for a woman to receive a legal abortion or to even undergo in vitro fertilization so as to conceive a child. While these voters in these two states rejected the proposed personhood ballots, it has influenced additional states (Mississippi, Montana, New Hampshire, South Carolina, Virginia, and Washington) to pursue proposing similar personhood initiatives. The choice of reVITALize Gynecology’s infertility initiative to list “embryo” as a definition needing to be clarified and having consensus amongst multiple stakeholders will influence such legislation attempting to regulate options women can pursue for reproductive health.

Developing consensus on such definitions that are at the heart of anti-feminist legislation suggests ACOG and its reVITALize Gynecology infertility initiative functions as an ally to apparent feminism. That is, the second tenet of apparent feminism makes a case for working with non-feminist allies who may not self-identify as feminist but whose actions align with the social justice spirit of feminism, and reVITALize Gynecology’s infertility initiative does this by acting as an organization devoted to advocating on behalf of women but not explicitly identifying as a feminist organization. Important to supporting this claim is highlighting that as a project of ACOG and the Women’s Health Registry Alliance, the results of reVITALize Gynecology will have an impact on the lobbying decisions and research presented to legislation by ACOG. The reVITALize Gynecology infertility initiative project functions

![Figure 4: A screenshot of a question from ACOG’s infertility survey asking public stakeholders to indicate their support or lack of support with how embryo is defined.](image_url)
then as a model then of the importance of allies participating in the making more apparent feminist issues, especially those issues that attempt to intervene in the unethical erasure of female positions on topics of women’s health.

Finally, the third tenet apparent feminism critiques rhetorics of efficiency by advocating for the incorporation of diverse stakeholders, and reVITALize Gynecology’s infertility initiative supports this claim through their decision to design the project so as to incorporate a variety of stakeholders throughout the definitional process. All three phases of the project incorporate the participation of various stakeholders. For example, the first phase specifically focuses on the incorporation of representatives from allied organizations of ACOG. Representatives from these organizations participated in the initial review and revision of provided definitions related to female reproductive health. The second phase of the project directs its attention to everyday stakeholders, inviting them to revising proposed definitions via the online survey. This online survey was circulated through the Facebook sites of organization’s that participated in the first phase of the project attempted to solicit insight from a range of everyday stakeholders. Finally, the third phase returned its participatory focus on to the initial representatives that engaged in the first phase of the project. Phase three asked the organizational representatives to review the proposed revisions made by everyday stakeholders in the online survey. reVITALize Gynecology’s efforts to engage the multiple stakeholders, I argue, upholds apparent feminism’s, roots in Scott’s ethic of responsiveness, advocating for commitments to broadening stakeholder participation in policymaking practices.

While reVITALize Gynecology adopts the commitments of apparent feminism, further analysis into the limited role of the citizen participant in the project yields concern for how to best improve and design methodology’s to approach citizen’s as valued participants in knowledge-making. This position, I argue, is vital to extending the interventional work of apparent feminism.

**Limitations of reVITALize Gynecology’s Methodological Design**

Analyzing reVITALize Gynecology’s infertility initiative via an apparent feminist methodological frame reveals limitations of their initiative. While reVITALize aims to support women’s health agendas and to encourage increased stakeholder participation through online interfaces, the rhetorical work of the initiative’s methodology reveals the false apparentness in which citizens’ feedback were encouraged yet never fully implemented into the initiative’s research process. reVITALize Gynecology’s infertility initiative appears to uphold apparent feminism’s work to disrupt the regulatory biopower discourse enacted within legislative reproductive health issues. Yet, further analysis of the strategic incorporation of stakeholders in the initiative’s project suggests that ACOG, while attempting to advocate for better practices in regards to women’s health, actually in some ways reinforces and perpetuates biopower. The incorporation citizen stakeholder participation was limited to only one stage of the larger health initiative. Given this, the design of the initiative to only incorporate public stakeholder participation at one moment of the methodological project, rather than throughout the entirety of the initiative, raises rhetorical kairotic concern.

While the second phase of the reVITALize Gynecology infertility initiative broadened stakeholder participation by soliciting everyday citizen participation, the first and third phases of the project raise questions of the extent to which the views of citizen participants were incorporated into the finalized definitions. During the first phase of the project, everyday citizens were provided no opportunity to select and identify reproductive health definitions needing revision and standardization and they were were never invited to participate as part of established workgroups. For example, during the third and final phase of the project, workgroups were tasked to review and determine how to possibly best implement the results from the online survey (collected during the second phase of the project). Yet, during the third phase of the project, citizens who participated in the online survey were never invited to review the public data, nor reconcile it with the proposed definitions from the workgroup results in phase one. Further, the definitions appearing on the public survey are written in medical jargon. While the task to standardize infertility definitions will be used for clinical and research practices, the infertility definitions will also be used by the general public. The need to make definitional terminology accessible to all stakeholders was not addressed. As such, while reVITALize Gynecology did provide a moment for citizens to contribute to the project, the overall methodology of the project strategically limited citizen participation.

Understanding the failure to incorporate citizens in the third phase of the project and the survey’s perpetuation of medical jargon is important. The third phase of the project is tasked to standardize and finalize all definitions so as to assist ACOG and the Women’s Health Registry Alliance with preparations for proposed legislation. The proposed legislation will have direct impact on everyday citizens; yet, the methodology of the project fails to allow full citizenship participation.

Such points complicate reVITALize Gynecology’s infertility initiative to include public stakeholders in the project. While the online public survey appeared to value public input, particularly that of infertile women, the rhetorical design of the larger project regulated the agency of the public. Instead, larger organizations with greater power appear to be ACOG’s priority stakeholders. These larger organizations are affiliated with medical providers and insurance and pharmaceutical companies. These organizations have had input on the entirety of the project since its conception and will continue working with project until its completion – proposing definitions that appeared on the survey. Further, these companies frequently use and have knowledge of highly medicalized definitions. These larger organizations – situated within medical and scientific disciplines – influenced a rhetorical design that reinforced discourses of biopower that work to normalize health practices and regulate individual agency over those practices. Understanding the relative lack of power public stakeholders have in both the initial and final stages of the project suggests reVITALize Gynecology provides a false apparentness of public participation.

Revising the medical language of the survey, incorporating public participation throughout the entire project, disclosing how data generated from the survey will be reviewed and used to standardize definitions could have the rhetorical design of reVITALize Gynecology’s methodology. These proposed revisions would require a deep changes to the project’s methodology. Currently, the project only provides a limited space for public participation, and rhetorical examination of the methodology reveals how public participation was regulated through biopower rhetoric. What is evident from the reVITALize Gynecology study is how methodologies of design that determine when and how participants will interact with health interventions can reinforce regulatory rhetorics and limit the participatory nature of the initiative.
IMPLICATIONS

reVITALize Gynecology’s infertility initiative is a complex case. The initiative appears to function as a non self-identified feminist ally of apparent feminism by advocating for better female health practices and soliciting the input of everyday citizen stakeholders. Yet, reVITALize Gynecology also fails to fully embrace its feminist methodological potential by limiting the moments in which public stakeholder participation could occur. Further, the application of apparent feminism to reVITALize Gynecology’s infertility initiative reveals a potential weakness of apparent feminist methodology. Specifically, applying an apparent feminist frame to reVITALize Gynecology does not account for kairotic gaps, that is, questions about when and how often public stakeholder participation should be incorporated into such feminist health initiatives. Therefore, the question remains how might a health intervention like reVITALize Gynecology best uphold its mission to advocate for better practices while accurately representing and fully incorporating everyday stakeholders into the project?

What follows is a proposal for how to begin addressing such a large, yet timely question. Specifically, I offer the proposal for technical communication scholars to embrace methodological training to critique unjust or marginalized health practices and initiatives and to also apply our scholarly knowledge as a way to strategically intervene and design better health interventions. I propose that feminist methodologies are a particular ally to assist in such interventional scholarship. However, there is need to evolve feminist methodologies beyond that of critiquing unjust medical/health practices and begin rebuilding and reinventing new conceptions of participatory stakeholder practices specifically to research in health and medicine. Apparent feminism’s methodology begins to take steps towards more interventional action, and I offer more specific implications for how to continue to develop the interventional methodological potential of apparent feminism. To do so, I propose a reimagining of feminist methodology, encouraging its use beyond critique and the inclusion of traditionally marginalized voices, to that of having the potential for more directive intervention. Support for such a proposal comes from locating gaps in feminist methodology. Reimagining the ways in which we as researchers situate ourselves in relation to feminist research practices, embedding ourselves into medical scenes and health initiative sites, may better enact tenets of apparent feminism. By proposing this call to reimagining feminist methodology, I move then into a discussion of how developing more rhetorical kairos in apparent feminism’s methodology may better aid its participatory and interventional potential. Finally, I broaden the scenes of such potential by offering up how patient care may be enhanced by facilitating more health initiatives that support full stakeholder participation. Of course, in addressing such a large question, I encourage the field of medical rhetoric and technical communication to ponder additional purposes and avenues of interventional methodologies.

Reimagining Feminist Methodologies in Participatory Health Interventions

The case of reVITALize Gynecology highlights how health initiative project’s, particularly given contemporary concern over the erosion of female perspectives in decisions of women’s health is on the rise, appears to support tenets of apparent feminist methodology. Yet, upon closer analysis of the case, I have argued that simply appearing to advocate on behalf of women’s health issues, simply does not do enough to welcome and incorporate the voices of the everyday female stakeholders. This case thus points to the need to revisit feminist methodologies in relation to participatory health interventions and calls for the further development of feminist methodologies as not only functioning as a move to advocate for more just and inclusive moments in which everyday, often marginalized female, perspectives are incorporated and into a more robust methodological, feminist informed framework to actively reinvent the interventional possibilities of feminist methodological work.

The exigency to reinvent feminist methodologies is rooted in the value inherent to feminist methodologies, which focuses on issues of female agency, power and representation. In fact, much feminist research attempts to intervene in unethical actions within patriarchal knowledge systems, such as health and medicine, by challenging these positions with the inclusion of marginalized and often-silenced voices. To engage in such research, feminist methods have stressed a focus on the researcher’s reflexivity and subjectivity in relation to other research participants. This focus on the researcher reflexivity arises from Reinharz’s (1992) assertion that an overarching goal of feminist methodologies is to “[make] the invisible visible, bringing the margin to the center, rendering the trivial important, putting the spotlight on women as competent actors, understanding women as subjects in their own right rather than objects for men” (as quoted in Lay, 2002, p. 166). In this way, feminist perspectives of research value the role of the research participant and thus strive to “make visible those lives and audible those voices that might be neglected in traditional research studies” (Lay, 2002, p. 168).

The case of reVITALize enacts much of the feminist commitment to valuing the research perspective. Evidence of this can be seen particularly in phase two of the initiative, in which everyday stakeholders were invited to revise definitions based upon their own understandings. However, to Lay’s point, the inclusions of the research participant requires the researcher’s self-reflexivity. Phase three of the reVITALize project appears to function as a stage for researcher’s to reflect on the revised definitions generated by the everyday stakeholders via the online survey. Such a measure positively suggests reVITALize Gynecology initiative functioning as an alley of apparent feminism. However, what such a methodological commitment does not account for is how the third phase shifts power and displaces the idea of expert back on to the organizational representatives, whom it should be noted have commitments beyond the everyday stakeholders. This is a kairotic limitation of feminist methodologies. That is, while feminist methodologies explicitly apply methods for including and advocating the perspectives of marginalized stakeholders in research, addressing when and how often the researcher incorporates the research participant into the research project is not clear.

This analysis thus suggests a need to reinvent a feminist methodology that not only appeals to incorporating everyday stakeholder participation but also actively accounts for a more participatory relationship. While feminist methodologies inherently focus on the need for participants voices to be not only included by “amplified and represented respectfully” (Royster & Kirsch, 2012, p. 34), the mere inclusion of these voices does not always actively intervene in larger hegemonic systems and discourses of authority. Feminist methodologies have the potential to reinvent themselves to develop relationships that actively positions the everyday stakeholders as experts in relation to organizational representatives, often of whom have direct ties to medical, legislative and pharmaceutical stakeholders. Teston, Graham, Baldwinson, Li, and Swift’s (2014) suggestion to
shift understandings of expertise “away from an anecdote/date divide and toward ontological multiplicity” (p. 166) is one such model that echoes sentiments of feminist methodologies’ commitments to voicing traditionally marginalized stakeholder perspectives.

To be clear, the intent of this article is not to critique the inadequacy of feminist methodologies in health and medical research. As noted previously in the literature review, much contemporary feminist, health and medical scholarship (De Hertogh, 2015; Gregory, 2013; Owens, 2009, 2015; Seigel, 2013) has provided insight into the individual agency and rhetorical strategy of female health issues. However, the task of this article is to reimagine the interventional potential of feminist methodologies. Much feminist methodological work has historically been centered on the critique of Western medical practices that have erase female agency or it has suggested alternative practices female patients can enact to subvert patriarchal dominance in medical discourse and health practices. Such an example can be found in Lay’s (2000) work on the rhetorics of midwifery, in which she points explicitly to how women’s midwifery practice positions them “to face a society that may discount their experiential and embodied knowledge...[because] they confront dominant professions that claim authoritative knowledge about women’s bodies and, through discourse, successfully maintain that claim” (p. 172). Therefore, much of feminist methodological scholarship has advocated for more female orientated approaches towards discussions of health and medicine, in light of the systems of Foucaudian biopower that face a society that may discount their experiential and embodied knowledge...[because] they confront dominant professions that claim authoritative knowledge about women’s bodies and, through discourse, successfully maintain that claim” (p. 172). Therefore, much of feminist methodological scholarship has advocated for more female orientated approaches towards discussions of health and medicine, in light of the systems of Foucaudian biopower that often limit female stakeholder perspectives and agency.

However, the case of reVITALize suggests an alternative potential of feminist methodology in health and medicine. Rather than function merely as a critique of unjust health/medical discursive practices and/or provide an alternative narrative to the ways in which female patients employ rhetorical strategies to enact to insert their own agency and/or power, the case suggests reimagining the locations of medical and health research. While feminist methodologies are insightfully used to bring to light the often marginalized practices of underserved and/or underrepresented stakeholders, I argue that reimagining the locations and positionality of our feminist research may reinvent the possibilities of what feminist research may accomplish. That is, I urge feminist researchers concerned with the increasing regulatory rhetorics to move beyond the scholarly-confining of our academic walls and begin to reimagine our research as embedded in communities. As feminist researchers actively working alongside medical and health projects, we may reinvent the potential of feminist methodologies – no longer operating as a critique or suggesting the rhetorical strategies of marginalized stakeholders, but as a methodology that can restructure the ways in which stakeholder participation is invited and used in health initiative projects. This reimagining of the location of feminist methodologies offers a more interventional, participatory tool shifting divisions of power and authorities knowledge-making in health and medicine.

Some of the re-imagining that I envision has already begun. In Our Bodies, Ourselves and the Work of Writing, Wells (2010) enacts a feminist participatory methodology to write and that approach speaks to the reimagining of where our health and medical research resides by showing how women may learn about female anatomy and resist dominant medical practices. Yet Wells’s work, while a valuable piece of feminist and medical literature, has yet to be fully adopted within larger practices of health and medicine. In many ways, the book remains positioned on the periphery, viewed as an “alternative” view of female perspectives on health and medicine. This continued positioning of feminist methodology as an alternative to dominant practices of health and medicine is a rich location for future research, particularly for those whose research attempts to advocate for the everyday stakeholder. Take for example the reVITALize case, while this case appears to enact feminist methods and value the everyday stakeholder perspective, it remained a project that valued the organizational representative as an expert, providing the final judgment on definitions, versus the everyday stakeholder who was positioned as having less expert authority. However, this positioning of expert knowledge-maker versus everyday participant could have been challenged or reimagined if a researcher consulted with the project. Overall, what reVITALize Gynecology highlights is the need to realize the interventional possibilities of our methodological training. Feminist methodologies can provide much more than critique and the surfacing of marginalized voices. Rather, researchers committed to feminist methodologies and embedded in communities can enact interventional strategies to better incorporate and shift the perspectives of everyday participants. Readers will likely critique the additional rhetorical labor involved in relocating the health and medical rhetorician into the community. Such is a fair critique. This will take additional time and additional efforts to situate such work within university expectations. Yet, if we are to take seriously whom our research is for, especially within an apparent feminist context, then we must critique the rhetorics of efficiency – not just for the research participants but for the stakeholders, we as researchers are accountable to. To strengthen the interventional possibilities of apparent feminism, this methodology must support a reimagining of the location of the researcher – positioning themselves amongst the communities of stakeholders.

The Need for Kairos in Apparent Feminism
Developing a kairotic component to apparent feminism may serve as a more interventional, postfeminist contemporary methodology for participatory health projects. That is, an explicit attribute of apparent feminism’s methodological design is it’s an interventional methodology that actively positions itself to work alongside non self-identified feminist allies to critique the silenced participation of marginalized stakeholders. For sure the case of reVITALize Gynecology points to apparent feminism’s third methodological tenet by incorporating marginalized stakeholder perspectives within the project during the second phase of the initiative. Yet, the case study also points to the methodological weakness of apparent feminism in that it does not explicitly address the kairotic moment of when and how often these stakeholders are integrated into the project. As such, while apparent feminism’s third tenet, critiquing the rhetorics of efficiency, is essential to initiating interventions in unethical legislation and health decisions, a more explicit articulation is needed in the methodology to articulate when and how to fulfill feminist commitments to “amplify” participation of underrepresented stakeholders. Further, this task to consider when and how often stakeholders are included in such health intervention programs is key to extending apparent feminism as an updated, feminist methodological response to Scott’s (2003) “ethic of responsiveness.” This is needed if apparent feminism is to offer a more explicit feminist interventional to address contemporary trends in regulatory anti-feminist politics.

In this way, while apparent feminism offers in many ways a ‘how to’ enact feminist commitments in a postfeminist society, more work must build upon apparent feminist’s usefulness to better
capture and represent its critique of the rhetorics of efficiency. Apparent feminism’s critique of hegemonic systems of health and biopower discourses that often silence marginalized perspectives begins to disrupt the stability of these systems and discourse. Yet, for apparent feminism to be more actively taken up – not only in research – but actively applied as a contemporary “real world” interventional strategy, it must move towards advocating for marginalized stakeholder participation to take place throughout the entirety of health intervention projects.

Enhancing Patient Care Through Participatory Health Interventions

Understanding the relationality between the public stakeholder and the methodological design of health interventions reveals concern for researchers in rhetorics of health and medicine and technical communication and practitioners tasked with designing participatory health communication projects. Incorporating underrepresented stakeholders throughout the reVITALize Gynecology initiative challenged the outcomes of the project and also in the determination of which definitions needed to be standardized. This process enacts what Keränen (2014) calls “a rhetorical model of publics,” which “presents an inclusive vision of health and medicine as networked, public exchange and encourages us to see participants in health and medical processes as more than consumers, clients, and patients” (p. 105). The active incorporation of these everyday stakeholders in the reVITALize project shifts the location of expertise and as Keränen (2014) suggests “reinforces the health and medical humanities’ concern for the humane and distinctly human-dimensions of health and medicine” (p. 105). Readers, no doubt, will question the practicality of incorporating more stakeholder perspectives, given the increasingly limited budgets and time available to enact such projects. Such questioning is fair and appropriate. However, given the increased networks (Facebook, Twitter) and tools (SurveyMonkey, Zoomerang) available to invite everyday stakeholder participation, researchers should not simply deflect such a proposal. Instead, researchers and practitioners should consider alternative approaches to incorporate stakeholder perspectives in healthcare communication. More success with participatory health interventions may be found by enacting an apparent feminist methodology that demands public stakeholder participation throughout the project – positively impacting not only healthcare communication but overall patient care.

CONCLUSION

In this article, I have argued that given the rise in legislative efforts to control, mandate, and/or stipulate female access and agency over decisions of health, more feminist methodological methods must be taken up by those working in technical communication and health communication. I have suggested that apparent feminism, situated alongside Scott’s ethics of responsiveness, serves as a contemporary feminist methodological model useful to expanding feminist methodologies beyond work that critiques inadequate and unjust systems and begins to develop stakeholder participatory relationships and practices within decisions of health. The inclusion of everyday stakeholder participants in decisions of health is a vital step to intervene in Foucauldian biopower systems and discourses of medicine and health. The case of reVITALize Gynecology demonstrates the usefulness of apparent feminism to these types of interventional possibilities. Specifically, by developing a more fully articulated sense of karios that fully integrates the participation of everyday stakeholders in all points of the decision-making process, The reVITALize Gynecology project demonstrated that these stakeholders were only invited to participate during a particular point of the decision-making process, limiting their agency and the overall contributions they made to the standardization of infertility definitions. As such, while reVITALize Gynecology appeared to mimic the three tenets of apparent feminism (making feminism more apparent in a post-feminist world, working alongside non-feminist allies, critiquing rhetorics of efficiency), the methods in which reVITALize Gynecology invited public participation raises issues with the overall intention and mission of the initiative’s attempt to advocate for best practices in topics of female health.

What remains is a need for further consideration of how health initiatives can strengthen their overall methods to better support their mission, as well as represent the very stakeholders on whose behalf they advocate. This is especially the case with health interventions designed to invite traditionally marginalized perspectives into health research initiatives. If technical communicators are in the position to construct institutional spaces for citizens to contribute knowledge and thereby design projects that “facilitate user/citizen participation as legitimate knowledge producers and decision makers” (Grabill & Simmons, 1998, p. 437), then those tasked with designing and implementing health intervention projects must evolve their research processes beyond stance and awareness to actively integrating marginalized stakeholders throughout such projects. The limitations of stakeholder participation in the reVITALize Gynecology project support such a cause and reminds us that our research scopes must extend beyond the design of health initiatives to more directly address the public impacts of the design decisions. Production and research oriented in this way demands that we, as researchers, shift our own view to see ourselves as members of the public, who can capably intervene to improve unjust, or potentially unethical, health initiatives that fail to rhetorically listen to their multiple stakeholders.

Enacting a feminist methodology requires an active, self-reflection of the researcher – always reflecting on the relationships between themselves and their research participations and this allowing us to see ourselves differently. This self-reflective methodological stance also requires a new conception of rhetorical labor, reconceiving and making new arguments about where and how our research, embedded within communities, matters and can be accounted for within university walls. Such an expanded view reimagines the sites, locations, and potential interventional possibilities of health and medicine research. As further health intervention projects are developed, healthcare communicators and researchers in the field of rhetorics of health and medicine as well as researchers and practitioners who design health interventions and create patient communication materials must better consider the “how” of such interventional projects. Feminist methodologies, particularly that of apparent feminism, serve as useful models to expand and reimagine such interventional possibilities research in health and medicine holds.
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reVITALize Gynecology – Infertility Public Comment

Contained in this poll are the draft data element definitions that were developed by the Infertility workgroup as part of the reVITALize Gynecology Data Definitions Initiative.

We invite you to participate in Public Comment by thoroughly reviewing each of the definitions and indicating your response (support and do not support), along with any relevant comments. Your responses will be carefully reviewed and will help to determine the language of the final definition. Thank you for taking the time to participate.

Please direct any questions to quality@acog.org.

Public Comments Begins on Next Page

1. NAME
2. ORGANIZATION
3. EMAIL (in case we need to contact you regarding your responses)
5. FERTILITY PRESERVATION “Therapies intended to maintain reproductive potential through protecting or preserving gametes, zygotes, embryos, or gonadal tissue.” Support / Do Not Support. If you selected, ‘Do Not Support’ please indicate why in the box below.
6. INFERTILITY “A disease characterized by the absence of a successful pregnancy after one year of either unprotected intercourse or insemination. This diagnosis may be considered in less than one year based on medical history, physical findings, or diagnostic testing.” Support / Do Not Support. If you selected, ‘Do Not Support’ please indicate why in the box below.
7. FEMALE INFERTILITY “Infertility stemming from a female partner NOTE: Female factors may include ovulatory disturbances, dimensioned ovary reserve, pelvic abnormalities affecting the reproductive tract, or other abnormalities of the reproductive system.” Support / Do Not Support. If you selected, ‘Do Not Support’ please indicate why in the box below.
8. MALE INFERTILITY “Infertility stemming from a male partner NOTE: Males factors include abnormal semen parameters, abnormal sperm function or inability to have coitus.” Support / Do Not Support. If you selected, ‘Do Not Support’ please indicate why in the box below.
10. PRIMARY INFERTILITY “Infertility in those who have never been pregnant.” Support / Do Not Support. If you selected, ‘Do Not Support’ please indicate why in the box below.
11. SECONDARY INFERTILITY “Infertility in those who have previously been pregnant.” Support / Do Not Support. If you selected, ‘Do Not Support’ please indicate why in the box below.
13. EMBRYO “The product of the division of the zygote up to 10 weeks’ gestational age (8 completed weeks after fertilization).” Support / Do Not Support. If you selected, ‘Do Not Support’ please indicate why in the box below.
14. FETUS “The product resulting from the continued development of the embryo (beyond 8 completed weeks after fertilization) until the end of pregnancy.” Support / Do Not Support. If you selected, ‘Do Not Support’ please indicate why in the box below.
15. BLASTOCYST TRANSFER “Placement of the embryo(s) in the uterus at the blastocyst stage, typically on day 5-6 post oocyte retrieval, as part of IVF.” Support / Do Not Support. If you selected, ‘Do Not Support’ please indicate why in the box below.
18. DIMINISHED OVARIAN RESERVE “Decreased ovarian responsiveness to exogenous stimulation in women of reproductive age compared to women of similar age.” Support / Do Not Support. If you selected, ‘Do Not Support’ please indicate why in the box below.
19. PRIMARY OVARIAN INSUFFICIENCY (POI) “A condition characterized by hypergonadotrophic hypogonadism in women younger than age 40 (also known as premature ovarian failure (POF)). Note: Includes women with premature menopause. Hint: You may be interested in reviewing the definition of Premature Menopause in Urogynecology and Menopause Public Comment Poll. It is question #23.” Support / Do Not Support. If you selected, ‘Do Not Support’ please indicate why in the box below.
20. CONTROLLED OVARIAN STIMULATION “The administration of medications to induce single or multiple follicular development.” Support / Do Not Support. If you selected, ‘Do Not Support’ please indicate why in the box below.
22. OVARIAN HYPERSTIMULATION SYNDROME (OHSS) “Pathological condition characterized by ovarian enlargement and ascites that may occur after ovarian stimulation.” Support / Do Not Support. If you selected, ‘Do Not Support’ please indicate why in the box below.
23. INTRACYTOPLASMIC SPERM INJECTION (ICSI) “A procedure in which a single spermatozoon is injected into the oocyte cytoplasm.” Support / Do Not Support. If you selected, ‘Do Not Support’ please indicate why in the box below.


25. PREIMPLANTATION GENETIC DIAGNOSIS (PGD) “Characterization of a cell or cells from preimplantation embryos from IVF cycles to determine the presence or absence of a specific genetic defect.” Support / Do Not Support. If you selected, ‘Do Not Support’ please indicate why in the box below.

26. ASSISTED REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGY (ART) “Treatments or procedures that include handling both oocytes and sperm or embryos for the purpose of establishing a pregnancy.” Support / Do Not Support. If you selected, ‘Do Not Support’ please indicate why in the box below.

27. POLYCYSTIC OVARIAN SYNDROME (PCOS) “A heterogeneous endocrine condition in reproductive aged women commonly associated with ovulatory dysfunction, physical or biochemical evidence of androgen excess and an increased number of antral (immature) follicles in the ovaries. This diagnosis can only be made after excluding other pathologic conditions.” Support / Do Not Support. If you selected, ‘Do Not Support’ please indicate why in the box below.


29. AMENORRHEA “The absence of menstruation in women of reproductive age. Primary amenorrhea is defined as no menstruation by age 15. Secondary amenorrhea is defined as the absence of menses for six or more months or the length of three cycles after the establishment of regular menstrual cycles.” Support / Do Not Support. If you selected, ‘Do Not Support’ please indicate why in the box below.
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ABSTRACT
Expectant parents use health communication messaging to make decisions about their childbirth plans. Recently, women have increasingly chosen to use doulas, or people who provide non-medical support during childbirth. This essay analyzes how a hospital designed public communication through promotional efforts regarding their no-cost, volunteer doula program. We use rhetorical analysis to analyze 19 promotional texts. By analyzing these materials through the rhetorical method of presence and absence, we found that the health discourse related to the doula program gave presence to expectant mothers. Additionally, the benefits of doulas, especially in relation to fathers or partners, remained absent in promoting the volunteer doula program. Through specific communication design recommendations, we focus on how to improve this communication to increase the use of doulas in our community, and in other communities. We conclude with implications and limitations of the study.
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INTRODUCTION
Long before labor begins, many expectant parents search for information about childbirth and begin to formulate plans (Romano, 2007). Increasingly, expectant mothers are planning to use doulas. A doula is a person, typically a woman, who provides emotional, physical, informational, and relational support to the birthing mother and her partner through labor, delivery, and post-partum (Lantz, Low, Varkey, & Watson, 2005). Birthing women consider involving doulas in the birth experience for a variety of reasons, including lower caesarian section birth rates, shorter labor time, and fewer requests for pain medication (Lantz et al., 2005).

This essay analyzes how a hospital designed its public communication regarding its volunteer doula program by giving presence to expectant mothers and leaving the benefits of doulas largely absent. To support the claim that the hospital’s communication design choices limited the reach of public communication about the volunteer doula program, we first briefly explain the context of the project. Then, we review literature on rhetorical approaches to health communication message design. Third, we outline the rhetorical method of presence and absence, which we use to then analyze the communication design of the promotional materials. Finally, we offer implications and discuss limitations of this study. We focus on improving public communication to increase the use of doulas in our community, and other communities. Ultimately, this study shows the strengths of using an interdisciplinary, community-based research collaboration approach to evaluating public communication and offers communication design recommendations that are applicable to other health contexts.

Context of a Community Hospital’s Volunteer Doula Program
In fall 2011, the local hospital created the volunteer doula program in response to focus groups of community women who requested this service. It was the first free labor and delivery doula program in the state and the first free post-partum doula program in the United States. This study to evaluate the program was approved through the South Dakota State University institutional review board, IRB-1303003-EXM.

This case study is part of a collaboration between our interdisciplinary research team and our community’s local hospital. In this way, the project took a community-based participatory research (CBPR) approach and blended multiple methodologies, including rhetorical
Expert discourses are texts, ideas, images, symbols, and/or bodies that circulate among lay audiences in society. They represent disciplinary knowledge, policies, and values (Koerber, 2013). Koerber (2013) added that expertise is produced in conjunction with studying lay audiences who receive this information. She explained that the analysis of infant-feeding discourses is important in not just considering the discourse of physicians and medical personnel but also in studying “the rhetorical activities of various stakeholders, including…policy makers, public-health authorities, marketing professionals, health communicators, and mothers” (p. 7).

Rhetorical scholars have examined the interaction between expert and lay discourses in the context of midwifery; in particular, midwives’ public advocacy (Lay, 2000; Lay, Wahlstrom, & Brown, 1996). Midwives are similar to doulas in that they provide continuous patient-centered care to the laboring mother. However, midwives are trained medical professionals capable of delivering babies, while doulas are non-medical professionals who provide support (Klaus, Kennell, & Klaus, 2012). Because of the perception that midwives and doulas are advocates of ‘natural-only’ childbirth (Howell-White, 1997), midwives have tried to establish their place in the birthing community both within and outside of the hospital setting (Lay, 2000; Lay et al., 1996). Midwives’ rhetorical choices reflect a desire to be included in medical communities’ discourses (Spoel, 2008), especially since the medical community often renders them absent or outside of ‘mainstream’ medicine.

Similar to expert discourses, lay discourses often combine the physical with the symbolic. For example, lay audiences use different metaphors to explain the role of genetics; these metaphors influence people’s perceptions of contracting and preventing specific diseases such as diabetes, heart disease, and lung cancer (Gronnvoll & Landau, 2010). Lay discourses are important because they are one way in which lay audiences communicate their understanding of public issues to others.
Lay discourses about health, in conjunction with message design choices in expert discourses about health issues, both influence public understandings of health and individual decision-making. However, many studies of health communication message design do not explicitly focus on combining lay audiences and analyses of message design. Landau, Groscurth, Wright, and Condit (2009) explained that a majority of studies analyzing the impact of verbal and visual scientific images on the public primarily focus on textual studies rather than on lay discourses. Although Landau, Groscurth, Wright, and Condit (2009) were not analyzing promotional message design, they make a compelling argument that more research is needed in combining visual studies of health and scientific discourses with analyses of how those discourses are designed for and perceived by lay audiences. One exception comes from Spoel’s (2007) rhetorical analysis of choosing to use a midwife. Spoel (2007) examined how her choice to use a midwife reflected a “women-centered rhetoric of health care” (p. 1), and how the use of a midwife is a “rhetorical process of communication” between the woman and her midwife (p. 2).

As this literature review demonstrates, rhetorical scholars have given some attention to both expert and lay midwifery discourses (Lay, 2000; Lay, Wahlstrom, & Brown, 1996), but they have not fully analyzed discourses about doulas and how they affect childbirth. Women are increasingly seeking out alternative models of childbirth, including methods that involve the use of midwives and doulas (Hinote & Wasserman, 2012; Stover, 2011). The non-medical aspect of the doula’s role can create some uncertainty and ambiguity among both expert and lay audiences unfamiliar with this form of birthing assistance (Anderson & Kuehl, 2014). This makes public communication about doulas especially important to understand, as such communication could have an impact on lay audiences’ understanding and use of doulas. Thus, this study explores how doula programs are communicated to lay audiences through promotional materials about a volunteer doula program. Our study unites an analysis of expert and lay discourses about doulas with message design choices about a volunteer doula program.

**Message Design Elements**

In this section, we evaluate literature on visual and verbal/textual components of design, the use of narrative versus statistics in conveying health information, and the use of gain versus loss framing in health messages.

**Visual and verbal/textual components.** In studying rhetorics of science, technology, and medicine, scholars should assess the relationship between visual and verbal/textual components of specific communications (Prelli & Condit, 2013). Although scholars have debated about whether or not verbal or textual frameworks can successfully be applied to visuals, Prelli & Condit (2013) suggested that researchers remain open to multiple frameworks, including verbal/textual frameworks such as metaphor or narrative. For example, Thompson (2012) used semiotics and critical discourse analysis to analyze visual messages on a mental health community website.

More specifically, some rhetorical scholars have studied a variety of visual and verbal/textual representations of pregnancy, childbirth, and similar topics. Koerber’s (2006) study of breastfeeding advocacy highlighted both the visual and verbal elements of breastfeeding discourses. The breastfeeding body serves as a visual representation of breastfeeding discourse (Rose, 2012). Koerber (2006) explained that one argument from breastfeeding advocates is that women are less likely to view breastfeeding as the norm because women do not see images of breastfeeding mothers in infant-feeding discourses. Women may choose to breastfeed their children in public as a visual way of disrupting normative discourses about bottle-feeding (Koerber, 2006, 2013). Other scholars have evaluated birth and pregnancy discourses through rhetorical-cultural analyses of popular texts such as The Business of Being Born (Owens, 2011) and the What to Expect series (Dobris & White-Mills, 2006). Others have continued to study these discourses through more recent technological advances in representing pregnancy, such as through the 3D/4D ultrasound (Krolokke, 2010) and digital photographs of a “pregnant (transgender) man” (Landau, 2012, p. 181), arguing that such visual technologies continue to shape our understandings of pregnancy and the formation of families. These analyses show how expert and lay discourses, popular birthing texts, documentaries, and visual technologies shape representations of pregnancy, childbirth, and parenthood, as well as the public’s understandings of these aspects of shifting identity.

**Narrative and statistical information.** In addition to visual and verbal/textual message design choices, health message designers can present information in a narrative or statistical format. In narratives, especially first-person narratives, health information is presented as part of patients’ testimonial stories about the outcomes of their health decisions (Winterbottom, Bekker, Conner, & Mooney, 2008). For example, a message attempting to persuade a woman to use a doula might include one woman’s story about her experience with a doula during childbirth.

In contrast, other messages might rely on factual or statistical information to attempt to persuade a person to enact or avoid a particular health behavior (Winterbottom et al., 2008). For instance, a message might explain the percentage of women who choose to use doulas and the statistical evidence that demonstrates doulas’ effects (e.g., shortened labor or less use of pain medication). Narrative accounts have stronger persuasive effects than statistical or factual presentations of the same information (de Wit, Das, & Vet, 2008; Feeley, Marshall, & Reinhart, 2006; Winterbottom et al., 2008). This is the case not only for health messages but also for general examples of persuasion, at least in the short-term (Rowland, 2009). Thus, for messages about the use of doulas, narrative accounts would likely be more persuasive than the use of only factual or statistical information.

**Gain and loss framing.** Both narratives and statistical information can convey risks associated with health behaviors. When communicating risks, messages can be framed either positively, i.e., focusing on the benefits obtained from enacting the behavior, or negatively, i.e., focusing on the losses suffered from not enacting the behavior (Cho & Boster, 2008; Rothman & Salovey, 1997). Based on prospect theory (Tversky & Kahneman, 1981), previous researchers argued that gain frames are more effective when persuading audiences to adopt preventive behaviors that avoid risk, and that loss frames are more effective when persuading audiences to adopt detection behaviors that identify risks (Cho & Boster, 2008; Rothman & Salovey, 1997).

The use of a doula for childbirth could be categorized as a preventive behavior, because using a doula should help a woman avoid risks such as emotional distress or unnecessary medical interventions. In addition, previous research has suggested that gain frames are more effective for relatively simple actions—such as carrying
condoms, whereas loss frames are more effective for complicated actions—such as talking to a partner about condom use (Kiene, Barta, Zelenski, & Cothran, 2005). The use of a volunteer doula is a simple health behavior; it does not need to be planned and does not require anything from the patient except a willingness to allow the doula into the birthing experience. As such, communication design about doula use would likely be framed in terms of gains, or the benefits obtained from enacting that action. Understanding this literature about expert and lay discourses and message design elements, we now turn to the rhetorical method of presence and absence.

**RHETORICAL METHOD: PRESENCE AND ABSENCE IN MESSAGE DESIGN**

The promotional materials about the volunteer doula program were the primary means of public communication and argument in persuading lay audiences to consider using doulas. We studied 19 texts that were promotional materials published and disseminated by the local hospital, including the following: one weekly pregnancy e-newsletter, two doula program brochures, the OB patient handbook, one Facebook advertisement and promotional video, two quarterly newsletters, nine doula program press releases, two newspaper advertisements, and one television advertisement. We used rhetorical analysis, and specifically presence (Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca, 1969) and absence, as the lens through which to analyze message design. Despite some recent attention by rhetorical scholars, presence is still an under-used concept in rhetorical criticism and argumentation (Atkinson, Kaufer, and Ishizaki, 2008).

Presence deals with both message design choices as well as audience perceptions of those choices. Gross and Dearin (2003) suggested that presence involves the dynamic interaction of arrangement, style, and invention. Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca (1969) also explained that as audiences interact with a message, they are always selecting information and facts relevant to an argument. They noted: “Indeed, such a choice endows these elements with a presence, which is an essential factor in argumentation and one that is far too much neglected in rationalistic conceptions of reasoning” (p. 116). If rhetors choose certain elements to emphasize over others in an argument, then they are emphasizing those elements’ importance to that particular issue for the audience (Gross, 2005; Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca, 1969).

Presence has broad significance for argumentation and rhetoric, as well as communication design. It is not simply the reinforcement of a belief or attitude; it is a strategy wherein the rhetor makes certain elements, such as values, feel real or significant to the audience rather than simply imagined by the audience (Atkinson et al., 2008; Gross & Dearin, 2003; Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca, 1969; Pezzullo, 2007). Presence is the audience’s feeling or “affective experience” with particular elements of an argument or text (Pezzullo, 2007, p. 9). Importantly, the use of presence to emphasize certain parts of an argument has implications for the audience’s judgment and future actions (Landau, 2011). In our evaluation of promotional materials about a volunteer doula program, the use of presence to emphasize certain message design elements has consequences for how a lay audience judges the use of doulas, and may influence their decision on whether or not they might use a doula.

In contrast to presence, Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca (1969) also described a phenomenon that more recent scholars have called absence. They explained that the “deliberate suppression of presence is an equally noteworthy phenomenon, deserving of detailed study” (p. 118). Because of the selective characteristics of argumentation, concepts that are deliberately not made present, or absent, are less likely to be acted upon by potential audiences. Chidester (2008) wrote that the absence of a particular discourse can also function rhetorically. In writing about whiteness in the television show *Friends*, Chidester (2008) argued that the absence of symbolic markers such as race communicated particular meanings, especially in moments where those symbolic markers were expected to be present by the audience. For texts dealing with childbirth, certain symbols and images of people may be expected to be present; i.e., a laboring mother, an expectant father or partner, a nurse, a physician, or even a midwife or doula. If one or more of these individuals is absent in birthing discourse, this message design has implications for how an audience understands the experience of childbirth.

Presence and absence are not only concepts used in verbal argumentation. Recently, scholars have used these concepts in evaluating a rhetor’s strategies in various multi-media advertisements and campaigns. For example, Landau (2011) wrote that “an analysis of verbal and visual presence and absence in advertising can specify the multi-mediated strategies for gaining the attention of audiences who are saturated with images and struggling with data selection and distraction” (p. 42). The emphasis on presence, and the role of the audience in selecting and interpreting information based on message design choices, is especially well-suited for use in analyzing promotional materials for a volunteer doula program, because lay audiences are constantly targeted through health pamphlets and advertisements.

**RHETORICAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS: PRESENCE AND ABSENCE IN PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS ABOUT DOULAS**

By rhetorically analyzing the promotional materials through the lens of presence and absence, we found that health discourse related to the doula program gave presence to expectant mothers, while doulas’ benefits were largely absent from the promotional materials. This analysis merges the presence and absence critical perspective from argumentation and rhetorical studies with the literature about expert and lay discourses and message design elements.

**Presence of Expectant Mothers**

We first analyze how expectant mothers were made present in public communication about doulas, including through a narrative connected to expectant mothers’ childbirth expectations, and through visuals of expectant mothers.

**Narrative of expectant mothers and childbirth.** In most of the promotional materials about doulas, expectant mothers were made present through the use of “you,” or second-person, in the narrative of pregnancy and what to expect in childbirth. For example, in the pregnancy e-newsletter, each week is divided into a short segment each about the baby, mom-to-be, and a weekly tip. In every mom-to-be segment, the newsletter uses second-person. Here is one example: “Once the size of a pear, your uterus is now the size of a grapefruit. You still probably don’t show much, but you may feel more comfortable in looser clothes” (Brookings Health System, 2014c). By directing the pregnancy narrative to only the
expectant mother, the text makes mothers the assumed audience, despite the fact that childbirth often involves a mother and a father or partner. Expectant fathers or partners are noticeably absent in the hospital’s narrative about pregnancy and what to expect in childbirth (Brookings Health System, 2012d; Brookings Health System, 2014c). Focusing the childbirth narrative only on the expectant mother only connects to half of the lay audience who might consider using a doula.

Even when the communication design addresses expectant parents in the pregnancy and childbirth narrative, expectant mothers are the audience made present. In the Facebook advertisement, the promotional video with the volunteer doula targets expectant mothers throughout the narrative about using a doula during childbirth, with only one segment of the video addressing how the expectant father or partner fits into the doula’s role (Brookings Health System, 2012a). Although the OB patient handbook uses second-person in referring to “expectant parents” in the beginning of the handbook, in the narrative that follows that message, the text once again emphasizes the expectant mother: “The birth of your child is a very special time in your life when you and your partner will be making many decisions” (Brookings Health System, 2012d, p. 3). Despite the handbook being addressed to expectant parents, it emphasizes the expectant mother by referencing “you and your partner” in the textual narrative. The hospital’s expert discourse in this narrative reinforces a normative lay discourse that the expectant mother is the only person who decides who should be present at childbirth.

Similarly, in the television advertisement for the hospital, the text features “expectant parents” at the end of the narrative that guides parents through the process of arriving to the emergency room, getting into a labor and delivery room, and having their baby (Brookings Health System, 2012e). Although the visuals feature one set of expectant parents in this narrative, the text notes that the hospital is a “mother-friendly environment,” offers a “free massage for new mothers,” and asks mothers to “voice your choice during your birth experience” (Brookings Health System, 2012e). Therefore the design of the message appears somewhat contradictory: visually, both mother and father/partner are represented, but textually, the mother is made present as the primary audience. Only at the end of the television advertisement does the text briefly indicate to “expectant parents” that they should mention the advertisement to receive a free gift upon touring the facility (Brookings Health System, 2012e).

The communication design elements seemingly address both the expectant mother and father or partner through some of the visuals, but textually, expectant mothers are the audience made present. Expectant fathers or partners are textually absent in the narrative about pregnancy and childbirth, since the choice of using the term “expectant parents” implicitly features both mother and father/partner without making fathers/partners present. The hospital made a good design choice in using narrative, because narrative is more persuasive than statistics (de Wit et al., 2008; Feeley et al., 2006; Winterbottom et al., 2008). However, this expert discourse would have been more persuasive had the materials used first-person testimonials rather than second-person narrative (Winterbottom et al., 2008). By making expectant mothers present in discourse about childbirth and doulas, the hospital limits its reach to the other half of its lay audience. The hospital also reinforces lay discourse that includes a woman-centered norm in decision-making regarding childbirth and using a doula.

Materiality in visuals of expectant mothers. Expectant mothers are made present not only through narrative but also through visuals, which gives mothers a material presence in the argument for using a doula. One Mother’s Day print advertisement visually depicts a new mother kissing her newborn infant (see Figure 1, Brookings Health System, 2012c). This advertisement seeks to persuade the expectant mother to choose this particular hospital in part because of the volunteer doula program. In a print advertisement about a doula workshop, the image features a pregnant woman, or expectant mother, holding up an image of a fetal ultrasound (see Figure 2, Brookings Health System, 2011c). In both advertisements, the use of a pregnant woman’s body, along with an image of the infant or fetal ultrasound, makes the expectant mother visually present in a way that highlights the materiality of maternity and motherhood. The message design gives mothers

---

1 The presence of a father or partner is not always part of a woman’s birth experience. This study is intended to be inclusive of partners, but is not intended to imply that single women cannot have successful birth experiences.

Figure 1: Mother’s Day print advertisement. © 2012, Brookings Health System. Reprinted with permission.

Figure 2: DONA birth doula workshop print advertisement. © 2011, Brookings Health System. Reprinted with permission.
an “affective experience” in a way that fathers or partners simply cannot imagine (Pezzullo, 2007, p. 9). Once again, the lay audience of expectant fathers or partners is left out of this experience, due to most fathers’ or partners’ physical inability to experience pregnancy and childbirth. The expert discourse of the fetal ultrasound image is a visual technology of pregnancy and motherhood (Kroløkke, 2010). Such an image only compounds a norm often found in lay discourse about childbirth, which emphasizes the female body.

Beyond the visuals, the texts in these advertisements make mothers the overwhelming presence in the argument for the lay audience who might choose to use a doula. Textually, the Mother’s Day print advertisement uses second-person to make the mother present as the primary audience for this advertisement: “Choose your very own birth experience. Relax in your own whirlpool and receive a free massage…” (Brookings Health System, 2012c). Expectant mothers are told they can choose their birth experience, similar to lay discourses that promote a woman’s right to choose, in pregnancy and in childbirth. This material health discourse combines the symbolic components (images of the ultrasound and newborn infant and mother) with part of the lay audience’s physical reality (being pregnant and a new mother).

### Absence of Doulas’ Benefits to Expectant Parents

Whereas expectant mothers were made present through narratives and visuals, doulas’ benefits were absent in two ways, through the use of loss framing and a lack of expectant fathers or partners interacting with doulas.

#### Loss framing of the volunteer doula program.

In contrast to the use of narrative and materiality that make expectant mothers present in the promotional materials, the benefits of the doula program and the role of fathers or partners remain absent. Throughout the promotional materials, and especially the press releases about the program, the need for a doula is framed through anxiety and stress, which is a loss frame. This frame is not as persuasive as a gain frame in articulating the benefits of doulas (Cho & Boster, 2008; Rothman & Salovey, 1997). In the OB patient handbook and in the Winter 2011 newsletter, the same language describes the rationale for the creation of the volunteer doula program: “Pregnancy is an exciting, joy-filled time for parents. However, it can also be filled with anxiety and stress. That’s why Brookings Health System started a volunteer doula program…” (Brookings Health System, 2011c, p. 4; Brookings Health System, 2012d, p. 8). The rationale for the doula program itself is through the absence of benefits of a doula, emphasizing that the lay audience of expectant parents might choose a doula because of the anxiety and stress associated with childbirth. This expert discourse that highlights negative feelings uses a fear appeal; the hospital makes anxiety and stress feel significant to the lay audience of expectant parents. The positive benefits of using a doula, such as the aforementioned informational, emotional, and physical support (Lantz et al., 2005), remain absent.

Additionally, the absence of benefits of doulas can also be found through the loss framing of the program in the context of the overarching purpose of the hospital. Specifically, in the Fall 2011 newsletter and in various press releases, the program is introduced as “part of the ongoing initiative to improve the birth experience” rather than focusing on concrete benefits of the doula program (Brookings Health System, 2011a; Brookings Health System, 2011d, p. 7). In a slight variation, other press releases mention the creation of the volunteer doula program as “part of the ongoing initiative to improve labor, delivery, recovery and postpartum care” (Brookings Health System, 2011b). This framing of the program as part of the larger hospital’s purpose of improving the birth experience suggests that something is wrong with current OB services. This message design proposes that the hospital created the program because of negative birth experiences of parents, hence why the hospital needs an initiative to improve care. The expert discourse about doulas is framed as a ‘fix’ to the current OB care at the hospital. Instead of highlighting concrete benefits of doulas to the lay audience of expectant parents through a gain frame, which would be the best frame for this health issue, doulas’ benefits remain absent.

### Absence of Expectant Fathers/partners interacting with doulas.

The message design of the promotional materials largely does not feature expectant fathers or partners alongside doulas, nor do the materials show doulas interacting with fathers or partners. The only mention of fathers/partners interacting with doulas is in the doula video testimonial in the Facebook advertisement, specifically in the “creating a family” segment (Brookings Health System, 2012a). This absence of fathers or partners is a limitation in the program’s message design, especially since doulas often see their role as helping the whole family—including fathers/partners—to bond during this time (Klaus et al., 2012). This expert discourse shows that doulas continue to remain absent, or outside of ‘mainstream’ medicine, in discourses about childbirth, similar to findings regarding discourses about midwives (Lay, 2000; Lay et al., 1996).

In some of the promotional materials, expectant fathers/partners are textually framed in the context of an expectant mother being unsure regarding whether or not a doula would replace the father or partner during childbirth. For instance, in the doula program brochure, one of the sections has the heading, “Does the doula replace my husband or other support person?” (Brookings Health System, 2012b). In the OB patient handbook, the narrative that describes using a doula also emphasizes this concern about a doula replacing the father or partner: “A doula does not replace a father, partner or other support person, but instead enhances the birth experience” (Brookings Health System, 2012d, p. 8). Despite the purpose of the message to counter argue this concern of expectant mothers, the message negatively frames the interaction of fathers or partners with doulas.

Contradicting the textual message elements that proclaim “a doula does not replace a father, partner or other support person,” (Brookings Health System, 2012d, p. 8), fathers are absent from visual message elements that feature doulas. Although some images in the promotional materials do feature fathers or partners, these images often include expectant mothers as the only people featured with a doula, leaving expectant fathers/partners largely absent in the process of a doula-assisted childbirth. For example, the OB patient handbook includes some images of a mother, father/partner, and baby, but never in conjunction with an image of a doula (Brookings Health System, 2012d). All of the visuals in the doula brochure feature the mother and baby with the doula, or just the mother with the doula (Brookings Health System, 2012b). Of the five images used in the doula brochure, only one features an expectant father or partner; the other four images just include mothers with their babies or expectant mothers working with doulas during labor (Brookings Health System, 2012b). Since lay discourses about birthing assume the father/partner will be beside the laboring
mother, lay audiences may perceive that the expert discourse in these brochures—which places the doula next to the mother without a partner—does, in fact, replace the father/partner with a doula.

Additionally, because expectant fathers or partners are never visually featured alongside a doula, the message design limits the opportunity to persuade both expectant mothers and fathers/partners about the benefits of using a doula. The potentially positive relationship between a doula and an expectant father or partner remains visually and textually absent. For lay audiences unfamiliar with doulas, the absence of a father or partner may not present the whole story of what a doula is and how a doula assists both the mother and the partner/father in the childbirth experience.

IMPLICATIONS, LOCAL IMPACT, AND LIMITATIONS

Using the lens of presence and absence, our rhetorical analysis provides insight into specific communication design choices that shaped the presentation of the volunteer doula program to audiences in our community. In this section, we provide implications, explain how these suggestions were integrated into the local hospital’s marketing materials, and consider limitations of the study.

Implications

We first consider implications for public communication, rhetorical studies, and communication design. These implications demonstrate how to improve public communication about doulas and how to increase their use in our community as well as in other communities and health contexts.

Public communication. Because women are increasingly choosing to use a doula in childbirth, this study fills an important gap in studying public communication in relation to discourses about doulas. Our study extends literature that analyzes health discourses about midwives (Lay, 2000; Lay, Wahlstrom, & Brown, 1996; Spoel, 2007, 2008), breastfeeding (Koerber, 2006; 2013; Rose, 2012), and pregnancy (Dobris & White-Mills, 2006; Krolokke, 2010; Landau, 2012). Public communication about doulas shapes the lay audience of expectant parents’ perceptions about doulas and their health decisions in relation to childbirth. Our analysis suggests that specific communication design choices, such as making some individuals present and others absent, in promotional messages could limit the reach of such communication.

Furthermore, our methodological approach highlights the importance of community-based collaboration in the study of public communication. Our team was interdisciplinary and included the community members responsible for generating the communication design for the promotional materials. By working with these community members, we had unprecedented access to all of the materials, including those no longer available online. This allowed for a truly comprehensive picture of the entire promotional effort related to the volunteer doula program. By having an interdisciplinary team, we were able to develop an analytical framework that incorporated both rhetorical and health communication perspectives on message design choices. The analysis of every promotional message, then, speaks to broad concerns about how the hospital used presence and absence, and focuses on specific message design elements as evidence to support these broader claims.

Rhetorical studies. In addition to implications for the study of public communication, this project has implications for rhetorical studies. The rhetorical analysis shows the importance of considering visual and verbal/textual elements of message design in conjunction with lay audiences’ perceptions of health discourse. This analysis demonstrates that incorporating more traditional theoretical approaches to health discourses has value for analyzing health and medical discourses (Prelli & Condit, 2013). In this study, we use presence and absence, a traditional critical perspective in rhetoric and argumentation. The rhetorical analysis of promotional materials provides unique insights into the volunteer doula program that extend past what we learned through other phases of this project, including focus groups and interviews. In this essay, we demonstrate that beyond studying public argument, presence and absence can be a useful rhetorical lens for analyzing promotional materials related to health behaviors such as choosing to use a doula. Such rhetorical analysis shows the material consequences of health and medical discourses for lay audiences, and how the expert discourses found in different message design elements can shape how audiences receive health messages and ultimately decide whether or not to enact a particular health behavior (Landau, 2011).

Communication design. The analysis of presence and absence illustrates specific communication design choices, guiding our recommendations for future communication design around the use of doulas and other maternal health issues, such as prenatal care or breastfeeding. We recommend featuring first-person narratives from fathers or partners on the benefits of using a doula, alongside images of doulas that incorporate mothers, fathers/partners, and medical staff. This message design recommendation reflects a blending of the general rhetorical analysis of presence and absence, as well as the specific message design choices of narratives, gain frames, and visuals.

First, we recommend using first-person narratives to describe mothers’ and fathers’ or partners’ experiences with doulas. Our analysis shows that the promotional narratives largely use second-person narratives in which fathers or partners are absent. Instead the text refers to the audience as “you and your partner” or refers to the “mother-friendly environment” of the hospital. Indeed, in emphasizing the presence of the mother, the texts strongly indicate the absence of a father or partner. This absence is important to understand in considering a lay audience’s judgment of the argument and future actions (Chidester, 2008; Landau, 2011). Because fathers or partners are an integral part of the birthing process with doulas (Klaus et al., 2012), their absence makes these narratives lack fidelity (Fisher, 1984). Simply put, the narratives are not true to the lived experience of birthing with a doula. In order for narrative accounts to be persuasive, they must also be accurate. Therefore, we suggest increasing the presence of fathers or partners within narratives about doula-assisted births. We also suggest continuing to use narratives rather than numerical or statistical information, but using first-person testimonials, which are more persuasive (Winterbottom et al., 2008).

Second, we recommend framing the use of a doula in terms of gains, or benefits, rather than losses. Much of the language used to persuade audiences to use a doula focused on potentially negative outcomes (e.g., stress, anxiety) that might occur if a doula is not used. However, few promotional materials communicated the benefits of using a doula (e.g., greater emotional connection with father/partner, improved understanding of medical interventions). Previous research indicated that, with a simple preventive behavior
like doula use, gain frames are typically more persuasive than loss frames (Cho & Boster, 2008; Rothman & Salovey, 1997). Future promotional efforts for the use of doulas, or other preventive maternal health behaviors like prenatal care or breastfeeding, should focus on the benefits of the behavior. For example, previous research suggested that women who used doulas experienced positive feelings about the birth experience, improved self-esteem, and greater bonding with their child and spouse/partner (Scott, Klaus, & Klaus, 1999). These types of benefits could be highlighted in gain-framed narratives about doula-assisted births, as well as in other women-centered health discourses.

Third, we recommend using visual cues to demonstrate that the father or partner and the medical team are part of a doula-assisted birthing process. Our analysis demonstrates that doulas are typically visually represented alongside a mother, and no one else—not the expectant father or partner, or the hospital staff. The doula is essentially absent from the medical team in these discourses. Visual depictions of health-related behaviors can be cues about what is normative (Koerber, 2006). Thus, we suggest that images of doulas incorporate fathers or partners as well as medical staff, so that the combination of medical staff, doula, father/partner, and mother appears as a normative birthing practice. Similarly, visual representations of a maternal health issue such as breastfeeding could depict the mother with a father/partner, a health care provider, and a lactation consultant. These types of visuals could help normalize the role of non-medical support persons such as doulas and lactation consultants, in the context of maternal health care.

Finally, in developing messages for future campaigns, particular attention should be paid to designing messages that resonate with the lived experience, or material reality, of the audiences. In addition, future research on communication design in local communities should try to include local audience perceptions alongside the campaign or promotional texts, in order to arrive at deeper insights in the analysis of communication design choices. This will also allow researchers to offer recommendations that will not only improve the persuasiveness and appeal of the messages, but also present a more accurate picture of the phenomenon.

Taken together, these recommendations show how to improve public communication aimed at increasing the use of doulas. First, begin with an interdisciplinary team that includes message design experts as well as message creators. Second, use rhetorical analysis to evaluate communication design choices that may limit the reach of promotional messages. Third, make strategic communication design choices to enhance the persuasiveness of the messages. These choices include: using first-person narrative accounts from mothers and fathers/partners, choosing gain-framed narrative accounts that focus on the positive outcomes of using a doula, and developing visual representations of doula-assisted births that include fathers or partners and medical staff. Finally, allow lay audiences to review messaging to ensure that the final promotional materials resonate with the lived experience of the intended audiences. With these changes, messages about doula use will give presence to important aspects of the doula experience such as the father’s/partner’s role, the benefits for the mother and the father/partner, and the integration of the doula with the medical team.

**Local Impact**

We concluded that the hospital’s communication design choices limited the reach of public communication about the volunteer doula program by only conveying a small part of the benefits of this program to the community. We reported these results back to the hospital’s staff and doulas (Meloncon, 2013), both to check for the veracity of our findings and to provide meaningful feedback to the participants. During this meeting, we shared our concrete recommendations for improving the design and overall persuasiveness of the promotional materials. Since we worked with the hospital from the beginning of the project, our community-based research team agreed to generate findings that could be both theoretically meaningful and practically relevant. The community partners were eager to hear the recommendations and put them into practice.

Updates to the hospital’s web-based promotional efforts have enhanced the visual and textual presence of fathers/partners and have shifted from loss to gain framing through the use of first-person narratives. For example, the hospital created a series of testimonial videos that use first-person narratives. Importantly, one of the testimonial videos features both a mother and father/partner who tell their story of using a doula at the hospital (Brookings Health System, 2014b). In addition, the messaging on the OB webpage that guides the viewer to the volunteer doula page now states that “our volunteer doulas help *daddy* and *mommy* to [get] through the labor and delivery process as well as the postpartum period” [emphasis added] (Brookings Health System, 2014a). This change in messaging highlights the expectant father or partner right away, and invites the audience to click on the link. Once the audience follows that link, the volunteer doula page explains doula benefits in brief sentences, with hyperlinks (Brookings Health System, 2014a).

One change that the hospital has not been able to implement is the use of images that depict doulas with medical personnel, as well as the father/partner and mother. The hospital has not yet been able to respond to this recommendation, in part, because stock images of medical teams with doulas are not widely available. This demonstrates doulas are typically—not just in this context—absent from medical discourse about birthing, much like midwives (Lay et al., 1996). Although the hospital did move forward with many of our recommendations, we have not assessed the doula program since the recommended changes were put in place.

**Limitations**

Although this project had a local impact on the volunteer doula program, the major limitation of this study stems from its context, and applications drawn from this study should be done with careful consideration of context. The promotional materials were developed before the program began, and thus the marketing and PR director was unsure about how the program would work or how to market it. However, patients had been using private, hired doulas during labor and delivery, so testimonials from these experiences could have been one resource in constructing first-person narratives. At the time the study was conducted, the birth doula program had only been running for approximately a year and a half; the postpartum doula program had only been initiated six months prior, and only about 3% of families delivering at the hospital had used the volunteer doula program. Thus, this analysis is based on a small program, with limited usage, at a small, rural hospital. Applications to other promotional efforts for doula programs are therefore limited. However, the theoretical implications for message design, as well as for research approaches to analyzing message design, are not weakened by these limitations.
CONCLUSION
A rhetorical analysis of presence and absence in promotional materials about this volunteer doula program revealed that mothers are present through narrative texts as well as material images, and that the benefits of doulas—especially for fathers or partners—are largely absent. Based on these findings, the hospital responded to our communication design recommendations by creating new materials that use a gain frame, featuring first-person narratives from fathers/partners who explain the benefits of using a doula. In addition to this local impact, our study approach (i.e., an interdisciplinary, community-based partnership) also provides implications for message design choices and research on communication design.
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ABSTRACT
This study sought to investigate the effectiveness of an information exchange protocol (M.I.S.E.R) designed to increase the effectiveness of messages pertaining to rural trauma patients and triage prioritization. Trained coders were randomly assigned to three conditions; audio, transcript, and transcript and audio. Participants coded several hundred actual information exchanges between first responders and medical command operators. Findings confirm the effectiveness of the M.I.S.E.R. information exchange protocol as well as the effectiveness of exchanging crisis messages via two-way radio as compared to having a transcript of the call or both audio recordings and transcripts. Implications for communication design, healthcare practitioners, and effective modes for exchanging crisis communication messages are presented.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.0 Information Systems: General

General Terms
Documentation, Design

Keywords
Communication Design, First Responder Communication, Triage Communication, Trauma Medicine, Medical Communication, Health Communication, Crisis Communication, Patient Safety

INTRODUCTION
Medical error and patient safety are two aspects of healthcare that have received an abundance of attention from scholars and healthcare providers. In a report from the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Health Care (2012), 2,455 sentinel events (i.e., an event causing or risking serious injury or death to the patient) were analyzed for root-cause analysis. Of these, 60% were directly related to communication. Of this 60% of communication-related sentinel events, 75% resulted in death. Such error is not necessarily due to medical incompetence but due to the inherent power differences embedded in the culture of medicine—power differences which prevent appropriate and effective communication. More specifically, according to Pronovost (2010) in his analysis of errors within hospitals, 90% of the time a mistake is made someone in the room or at the scene knew that the mistake was being made yet failed to speak up or publically dissent. The main reason cited was the hierarchical power structure of the healthcare system that suppresses dissent from subordinates. Such embedded cultural practices demonstrate the existence of “sets of competing discourses and practices within situations characterized by the unequal distribution of power” (Taylor, 2003, p. 555-559). As these data indicate, effective communication system design is vital to patient safety, which has resulted in an abundance of resources being employed within hospitals in the form of education and training.

However, the pre-hospital processes regarding communication and error are all but ignored in existing literature. Yet, pre-hospital processes influence the survival of the patients. Given that communication failures in medicine can be due to an established hierarchically structured communication design within the healthcare system (Leonard, Graham, & Bonacum, 2004) and that pre-hospital care scenarios are generally crisis-filled and time-dependent, focusing research efforts on pre-hospital communication processes becomes an imperative. According to Ramanujam, Keyser, and Sirio (2005):
The challenge of patient safety is not only clinical, but also organizational. To succeed, patient safety initiatives must be designed and executed using change management principles such as congruent changes targeting multiple components, specific change management roles of different participants in the care delivery process, implementation through dedicated support structures and multiple tactics and institutionalization through enhanced work force capabilities and opportunities for continuous learning. (p. 455)

The current study sought to create and assess a comprehensive communication design focusing on pre-hospital care and effective trauma prioritization.

The exchange of information during crises is something that has been studied in other disciplines (e.g., the aviation industry). Reason (1990) argued that anytime people make decisions under pressure, standardization of information exchange can serve to enhance accuracy of information and thus increase patient safety. It is difficult to standardize information in the pre-hospital arena given the differences in both the medical and communication training backgrounds of the various medical personnel involved. Some sort of standardized communication design that also integrates the specific contextual parameters needs to be developed. Talbot and Bleetman (2007) reported that only 19.4% of ambulance personnel receive any formal training in standardization of information exchange. The majority of training provided to pre-hospital personnel is from Mosby's Paramedic Textbook (Sanders, Lewis, & Quick, 1994) which recommends that information rely on the SOAP system: Subjective (i.e., symptoms, past history and allergies), Objective (i.e., examination and vital signs), Assessment (i.e., clinical impression), and Plan (i.e., patient management). Similar to the power differences observed between physicians and nurses as well as other inter-hospital personnel, so too do power differences exist among pre-hospital personnel such as the EMT-Basic and the EMT-Paramedic. Such ingrained cultural power differences, if not addressed as part of any large communication design effort, will result in unnecessary liability via poor information exchange—and thus an increased threat to patient safety.

The vast majority of error occurs when (mis)information is relayed from one care provider to another. In the treatment of any given patient, there are a number of patient hand-offs that occur during pre-hospital treatment. Each time this occurs, essential information needs to be relayed completely and concisely. According to the Joint Commission Handbook (2006) the primary objective of a ‘hand-off’ is to provide accurate information regarding the patient’s treatment, services, current condition, and any recent or anticipated changes in the patient’s status. In light of educational, power, and status differences among healthcare providers, many barriers to effective hand-off communication need to be addressed. One such area is that of hand-off communication during pre-hospital treatment. Problematic communication in pre-hospital treatment significantly impacts subsequent inter- and intra-hospital treatment. This is exacerbated when dealing with trauma patients as injuries in such cases vary greatly.

In the care of the trauma patient, the importance of efficient triage is predicated on the Golden Hour of Trauma. That is, if the patient is treated within the first hour of trauma, there is a 10% mortality rate versus a 75% mortality rate if treatment occurs between one and eight hours (Cowley, 1975). Although these numbers, originally derived from WWI casualties, are dated, it is safe to assume that timely treatment is critical to survival rates. Therefore, communication between and among pre-hospital team members is critical in efforts to provide efficient and proper triage. According to the American College of Surgeons (1993), 50% of trauma patients are over-triaged with an estimated 5-10% of trauma patients being under-triaged. That is, patients will either be prioritized as being more injured than they actually are or be prioritized as not being as injured as they actually are. It is believed that effective and appropriate triage can result in a 15-20% reduction in death rates as well as significant financial and resource savings (Jurkovich & Mock, 1999).

One additional complication to effective and efficient triage is the environment in which treatment is administered. More specifically, rural trauma patients, when compared to their urban counterparts, experience higher fatality rates from otherwise non-fatal injuries. The reasons include delays in reporting, limited access to definitive care, and lack of infrastructure (e.g., lack of modern highway systems, etc.) (Rogers, Shackford, Osler, Turner, Vane, & Davis, 1999; Waller, Curran, & Noyes, 1964). Recently, several studies have looked at inter-hospital processes revealing that effective and appropriate communication training programs significantly decrease the time it takes to transfer a trauma patient between healthcare facilities with limited resources to facilities that provide definitive care (Avtigs & Polack, 2013; Kappel, Rossi, Polack, Avtigs, & Martin, 2011). While this research into inter-hospital processes has resulted in improved care, little research has been conducted on first-responder communication or pre-hospital communication, which are vital for the initial treatment of the patient and directly impact medical outcomes. More specifically, comprehensive communication design must be developed and utilized as standard protocol in order to have a systematic effect on improving patient treatment.

### COMMUNICATION AND MEDICAL PRIORITIZATION

The need for effective and appropriate trauma prioritization is not only vital for patient care but it also has an effect on the entire healthcare system both financially and operationally. According to the American College of Surgeons Committee on Trauma (1993) and Sassu et al. (2009), the trauma triage criteria for prioritization is based on

- physiologic (e.g., What are the vital signs?),
- anatomic (e.g., Where on the body did the injuries occur?),
- mechanism of injury (e.g., How did the injury occur?), and
- other risk factors (e.g., pregnancy, mental disorder, intoxication).

In a study of trauma prioritization by Kouzminova, Shatney, Palm, McCullough, and Sherck (2009), 20,332 trauma cases were analyzed for activations for major trauma (Priority I) and minor trauma (Priority II). The findings indicated that 588 were activations for major trauma and 14,451 were activations for minor trauma. The cost differential between Priority I and Priority II is approximately $3,726 per patient. It was estimated that more accurate prioritization would save the trauma center approximately $53 million over a 10-year period. Such profound impact on both safety and financial fronts makes the communication exchanges that are used to determine trauma prioritization that much more critical, and an area where health communication scholarship can make a profound impact.
One such way to increase accuracy and timely exchange of information is through the development of a pneumonic device. Leonard et al. (2004) developed one of the first acronyms for use in an obstetrics ward within one of the largest managed care health maintenance organizations (HMOs) in the United States. Their approach centered on the notion that simple rules are best when faced with complex environments. The Situation, Background, Assessment, and Recommendation acronym proved successful and provided evidence for the development and use of other acronyms in the practice of medicine and healthcare (Leonard et al., 2004).

Another acronym development effort showed improved information exchange within an ambulance service in South Wales, Australia (Trauma Triage Tool, 2001). M.I.S.T – Mechanism of injury, Injury to the patient, vital Signs, and response to Treatment. worked well for ambulance service in Australia. However, given that there are many aspects of pre-hospital care beyond ambulance service, other acronyms specific to standardizing information unique to the type of crises and environment need to be developed. With this in mind, Kappel et al. (2011) developed M.I.S.E.R. (Mechanism of injury, Injury to the patient, vital Signs, Environment, and Response to treatment) to reflect the rural environment of West Virginia in the treatment and triage of the trauma patient. This acronym was developed based on the assumption that these types of information would be vital in transferring the patient to a definitive care facility.

The exigence for the M.I.S.E.R. system came from findings from a West Virginia STAR (State Trauma Audit Review) report. STAR, a continuous quality improvement process, found communication-related issues have a significant impact on the quality and accuracy of trauma care. This was further evidenced by emergency radio transmission conversations being overly complex, unfocused, and without consistent structure. As such, the current study sought to increase the efficiency of communication from field personnel to medical command in an effort to derive correct prioritization via the employment of the M.I.S.E.R. information system. In addition, the study also sought to investigate the influence that different modes of communication have on the quality of information exchange and accurate prioritization determination. Therefore, the following Hypothesis and Research Question were posed:

H1: Providing information per the M.I.S.E.R information system will result in greater accuracy of trauma prioritization determination than information not compliant with the M.I.S.E.R. criteria.

RQ1: Do communication channels influence the amount of information consistent with the M.I.S.E.R. information system?

**METHOD**

**Participants and Procedures**

Fourteen people (4 males; 10 females) attending a graduate course in Medical Communication at a large university in the mid-Atlantic region of the United States were utilized as subjects for assessing the M.I.S.E.R. application and priority determination. The subjects participated in the study as a course requirement. Given the goals of the study was coding communication exchanges between first responders and medical command operators to assess M.I.S.E.R. elements, quality of exchange, and triage prioritization, the researchers believed that the participants selected for this study were appropriate. Participants did not need to be practicing medical personnel; they simply needed to be trained in the M.I.S.E.R. system and triage prioritization. The participants’ college majors were pre-med (n = 2), journalism (n = 1), and communication studies (n = 11). All subjects were required to be Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPPA) compliant before the trainings occurred.

All participants attended two 2-hour trainings (approximately three weeks apart) in the M.I.S.E.R. category system (Mechanism of injury, Injury to the patient, vital Signs, Environment in which the accident occurred, and the patient’s Response to treatment). The training consisted of two sessions in which participants reviewed a coding sheet to determine what constitutes Priority I from Priority II trauma designation as well as the dimensions of the M.I.S.E.R. information system and definitions. A sampling of radio conversations from first responders to the Medical Command Communicators were used to differentiatiate effective communication (i.e., information that contains all of the M.I.S.E.R. elements) from ineffective communication (i.e., information that is incomplete and does not address all of the M.I.S.E.R. elements) as well as to practice accurate trauma prioritization. Once there was 100% agreement as to which M.I.S.E.R. categories were addressed/omitted as well as accurate trauma prioritization for the sample communication exchanges, the training was concluded. At the conclusion of the second training, participants were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: a) an audio only (n = 5; 386 cases); b) transcript only (n = 5; 485 cases); c) both audio and transcript (n = 4; 389 cases). Each participant was instructed to not speak to any other participants regarding the cases through the duration of the study. Participants were provided with a compact disk that contained the cases to be analyzed, coding forms for each case and instructions to return the materials within one week. Given the number of cases, the researchers decided to provide the cases to the participants in three installments such that when the previous week’s materials were returned, new material was provided until all of the cases were analyzed.

The M.I.S.E.R. information system was assessed through a series of questions resulting in:

- dichotomous data (i.e., did or did not contain the particular element)
- ratio-level data (i.e., data that has an absolute zero point and equal distance between data points resulting in a scale ranging from 1-10 for each element of the M.I.S.E.R.)
- a composite score for all five elements of the criteria, overall call quality, call effectiveness, and call appropriateness (within a possible range from 0-150).

Call effectiveness and call appropriateness was adapted from the Spitzeberg and Cupach (1984) interpersonal communication competence concepts of being able to successfully achieve one’s interpersonal goals (i.e., effectiveness) while doing so without a loss of face to the other person (i.e., appropriateness). The presence or absence of these two factors coupled with the five M.I.S.E.R. elements determined the overall call quality.

**RESULTS**

Hypothesis 1 sought to investigate whether or not information that met the M.I.S.E.R information system resulted in a more accurate trauma prioritization determination. Chi Square tests were utilized where the participant rating of the information were separated into complete and incomplete M.I.S.E.R. compliant and correct and incorrect trauma prioritization determination. Results indicated
significant differences ($\chi^2 [1, N = 1259] = 10.13$); cases lacking complete M.I.S.E.R. information were appropriately prioritized 61.4% of the time whereas 71.4% of the cases were appropriately prioritized when M.I.S.E.R. information was complete. Therefore, Hypothesis One was supported.

Research Question 1 sought to investigate the influence that communication channel has on the amount of information consistent with the M.I.S.E.R. information system. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with post hoc follow-up analysis (using Sheffé’s method) where appropriate indicate significant differences among the various media channels and overall M.I.S.E.R. information quality ($F [2, 155] = 9.10, p < .001$). Audio significantly improved overall M.I.S.E.R. information quality as compared to both transcript and transcript with audio (see Table 1).

Focusing on each individual element of the M.I.S.E.R. information system, significant differences were observed for all four elements. Mechanism of injury ($F [2, 1257] = 3.70, p < .05$) indicated overall significant differences among audio, transcript, and transcript with audio (see Table 1). Although the F-test was significant, the follow-up comparisons (Sheffé) were not. This may be due to the fact that the Sheffé follow-up test is most conservative as it corrects for all pair-wise mean comparisons as well as complex comparisons as it attempts to control the overall alpha level. Significant differences were observed for injury information on the patient ($F [2, 1256] = 7.83, p < .01$) with audio reporting significantly more injury to the patient than either transcript or transcript with audio (see Table 1). Significant differences were observed for vital signs ($F [2, 1257] = 3.52, p < .05$). However, the follow-up comparisons indicated no significant differences among audio, transcript, or transcript with audio (see Table 1). For the environment, significant differences were also observed ($F [2, 1256] = 31.23, p < .001$) with audio and transcript conditions reporting significantly greater information about the environment than the transcript with audio. For response to treatment, significant differences were observed ($F [2, 1257] = 5.63, p < .01$) with audio reporting significantly more information regarding response to treatment than either transcript or transcript with audio (see Table 1).

A series of ANOVA tests with post hoc follow-up comparisons (Sheffé) were conducted on only cases that were both properly prioritized and contained all of the M.I.S.E.R. information to investigate media channel differences. Results indicated significant differences in overall M.I.S.E.R. information ($F [2, 219] = 48.24, p < .001$) with audio and transcript reporting significantly greater overall M.I.S.E.R. information than transcript with audio (see Table 2). The specific categories of the M.I.S.E.R. revealed significant differences among all elements with mechanism of injury ($F [2, 219] = 29.44, p < .001$) in that both audio and transcript reported significantly more information than transcript with audio (see Table 2). Significant differences were observed for injury to patient ($F [2, 219] = 24.94, p < .001$) with audio and transcript reporting significantly more information than transcript with audio (see Table 2). For vital signs, significant differences were observed ($F [2, 219] = 23.10, p < .001$) with audio and transcript reporting significantly more information than transcript with audio (see Table 2). Environment also revealed significant differences ($F [2, 219] = 14.63, p < .001$) with audio and transcript reporting significantly more environmental information than transcript with audio (see Table 2). Finally, significant differences were observed for response to treatment ($F [2, 219] = 52.80, p < .001$) with audio and transcript with audio reporting significantly more information than transcript with audio (see Table 2).

### Table 1 One Way Analysis of Variance of Media Channels and M.I.S.E.R for All Cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Overall miser</th>
<th>Mechanism of injury</th>
<th>Injury</th>
<th>Vital signs</th>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Response to treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>93.03***</td>
<td>22.29</td>
<td>23.95**</td>
<td>22.64</td>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>14.90***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcript</td>
<td>86.18</td>
<td>20.89</td>
<td>22.06</td>
<td>21.40</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcript and audio</td>
<td>83.62</td>
<td>22.32</td>
<td>22.35</td>
<td>22.92</td>
<td>3.84***</td>
<td>12.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Means with no subscripts in common differ at a statistically significant level according to Sheffe (* = p < .05; ** = p < .01; *** = p < .001).

### Table 2 One Way Analysis of Variance of Media Channels for Properly Prioritized Cases Containing Complete M.I.S.E.R Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Overall miser</th>
<th>Mechanism of injury</th>
<th>Injury</th>
<th>Vital signs</th>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Response to treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>125.76</td>
<td>25.78</td>
<td>25.65</td>
<td>26.08</td>
<td>23.43</td>
<td>24.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcript</td>
<td>126.19</td>
<td>26.34</td>
<td>25.13</td>
<td>25.96</td>
<td>23.86</td>
<td>24.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcript and audio</td>
<td>94.87***</td>
<td>19.85***</td>
<td>19.44***</td>
<td>20.87***</td>
<td>18.03***</td>
<td>16.69***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Means with no subscripts in common differ at a statistically significant level according to Sheffe (* = p < .05; ** = p < .01; *** = p < .001).
DISCUSSION

The need for appropriate triage is contingent on the ability of important and relevant information to be communicated from field to medical command. The unique aspects of rural trauma, with its environmental and resource challenges, make such communication that much more important in the proper triage of the trauma patient. Taken as a whole, the results reveal that M.I.S.E.R. is an effective information system for relaying pertinent trauma patient information from the field. The 10% increase in correct triage prioritization when all elements of the M.I.S.E.R. were present reveals the importance of having such information present in prioritization determination. This finding is consistent with Reason’s (1990) argument that when people are in chaotic and fast paced situations, it is best to follow standardized communication protocols. This is also consistent with the findings of Leonard et al. (2004) and the testing of the Trauma Triage Tool (2001) that simple rules are best when faced with complex environments. Our study focusing on pre-hospital trauma care in rural areas would constitute such an environment.

The Research Question sought to investigate the degree to which communication channels influence the efficiency of M.I.S.E.R information exchange. Overall, the audio channel, closely followed by the transcript channel, significantly out-performed the transcript and audio channel on three of the five M.I.S.E.R categories. This suggests that information exchange during crisis communication situations can actually be inhibited by information redundancy via different communication channels (i.e., having the information in both audio and transcript versions). For whatever reason, the written transcripts coupled with the audio of the information exchanges served to greatly detract from both the amount of information as well as the ability to properly prioritize the patient. One viable explanation is that in crisis situations, too much information—whether redundant or not—can serve to overwhelm the receiver of the message and as such, information should be adherent to parsimonious protocols (e.g., M.I.S.E.R.) whenever possible. These findings indicate that radio communication is an adequate mode of communication when relaying information from the field to medical command. We contend that it may be the ability of the Medical Command Communicator to distinguish the meta-communicative messages (e.g., relaying information in a tone of voice that signals uncertainty) that allow the medical command operator to prompt field personnel for additional information thus resulting in interpreting greater amounts of relevant information. This is seen to a lesser degree in the transcript channel and to a large degree in the combined transcript with audio channels. Perhaps there is a confounding effect on information due to the multiple modalities of communication channels and should be a factor to consider in future research studies.

The findings from the analysis of correct prioritization revealed significant increases in total amount of M.I.S.E.R. information present compared with correct prioritization was determined with incomplete M.I.S.E.R.. More specifically, when correct triage prioritization was achieved, audio M.I.S.E.R. information increased 32.72, transcript increased 40.01, and transcript with audio increased 11.25. Thus, it can be concluded that information acronyms developed for specific crisis communication situations (e.g., relaying information on a trauma patient) increases patient safety and reduces cost via proper triage prioritization. However, even with these dramatic increases in overall M.I.S.E.R information, the data for the environment category increased modestly (audio [+14.18], transcript [+14.86], transcript with audio [+14.19]). Clearly, correct prioritization is closely related to not only the amount of information being relayed but also the types of information relayed. This modest increase across all communication modalities regarding environment may indicate that the environment category may simply not be as important in the triage prioritization process than information regarding mechanism of injury, injury, vital signs, and patient response to treatment. Future assessment of the M.I.S.E.R. protocol should investigate relative importance of each category.

IMPLICATIONS FOR COMMUNICATION DESIGN

The results of this study have several implications for efforts targeting the intersection of technology and human interaction. First, embedded power structures at all levels of a system need to be recognized and accounted for, as any lack of acknowledgement of power and how it influences communication practice will inevitably influence communication effectiveness. Such embedded power structures were exposed in a study analyzing perceptions of interactions between trauma surgeons at definitive care medical facilities and doctors at referring medical facilities (Kappel et al., 2011). When designing such systems, organizational intelligence has to be assumed at all levels of the organization and among all members of that organization (in this case, ranging from the EMT-Basic to Medical Command Communicators).

Technology and media can only account for certain facets of communication effectiveness. As demonstrated in this study, technology and particular combinations of media can actually serve to confound effectiveness. With that said, we believe that a certain degree of human communication competence is a necessary condition and needs to be coupled with appropriate technological communication. If we simply view technology as the sole purveyor of information, we miss the fact that the information being created is being done by a human being and thus, a level of communication competence congruity between humans and technology needs to be addressed. In the current study, effectively using the M.I.S.E.R. information system is better served with a rather “archaic” communication technology system; two-way radio transmission.

Finally, information and information systems have to be designed to be as novel and organic as the situation or contexts in which they are employed. In the current study, given that we were investigating trauma in rural areas, environment and the mechanism of injury become important factors that would otherwise be less important when investigating trauma cases in urban environments. Taken as a whole, the findings of this study reveal the efficacy of implementing a communication design that involves the praxis of human and technological elements while also accounting for embedded power structures.

Moving forward, acronyms such as the M.I.S.E.R should be adapted and assessed in other high intensity crisis-oriented professions (e.g., military, police, 911 calls, fire) where time-restriction warrants exact and concise information transfer in the most efficient way possible. One may see such efforts as being a function of the respective professions. However, as evidenced in the current study, such communication design is a function of communication and as such, communication researchers are best equipped to develop and implement such systems.
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Invaluable and expansive work has gone into exploring how health and medical experts perform within their professional workplaces and in the public, communicating with each other and with patients (Barton & Eggly, 2009; Graham & Herndl 2013; Hausman, 2000; Hefferton & Brown, 2008; Munger, 2000; Schryer, Lingard, Spafford, & Garwood, 2003; Teston, 2009, 2012), but, much less scholarship has focused on how these medical experts become medical experts. To be fair, Schryer and Spoel (2005), Schryer (1994), and Hunter (1991) have critically and rhetorically addressed medical education contexts and the training of healthcare providers. But little to no scholarship in rhetoric and technical and professional communication (TPC) has looked at how medical education trains providers to see, know, and enact medical knowledge. It is here that T. Kenny Fountain’s new book, Rhetoric in the Flesh: Trained Vision, Technical Expertise, and the Gross Anatomy Lab fills a substantial gap in the scholarly work on rhetoric of medicine and health. That is, understanding how pre-medical and medical students are inculcated through cadaver labs via what Fountain calls “trained vision” and “embodied rhetorical action” allows TPC and allied scholars to better understand how and why healthcare providers approach their practice, communication, and patients in the ways they do. Taking up ongoing scholarly conversations regarding postmodernism and new materialisms, Fountain takes on difficult questions of seeing, looking, knowing, and enacting in attempt to reconfigure how we might consider these in relationship and opposition to each other.

Largely, this book provides new insights into the role of a variety of visuals in the development of technical expertise through the study
of two anatomy cadaver labs—one for medical students, the other for undergraduates. Fountain investigates how experts learn “to see, think, and even embody knowledge” through bodies, visuals, and vision (p. 124). In so doing, this book works toward redefining notions of subjects and objects through embodied rhetorical action which Fountain explains as, “the connection of objects, discourses, lived bodies, and embodied practices—an object-body environment intertwining—that develops in participants the skilled vision that makes all technical and professional knowledge possible” (pp. 14-15).

In total, Rhetoric in the Flesh includes eight sections that cover a spectrum of cadaver lab experiences. These sections each rely on and develop the concepts of embodied rhetorical action and trained vision including the use of anatomical guides for dissection and instruction, the interaction between students and “hands-on visuals,” and the ethical questions and implications of using human bodies as tools for the development of technical expertise. Additionally, each chapter ends with concluding thoughts on how the book’s insight can be operationalized in TPC contexts. Drawing on a variety of scholarship from classical rhetoric, TPC, medicine, anthropology, and cognitive science, Rhetoric in the Flesh meets the needs of an interdisciplinary audience.

From page one, Fountain wastes no time in addressing one of the major and recurring questions in the book: where is the divide (is there one?) between subject (lived-in bodies) and object (cadaveric bodies) in anatomical cadaver labs? Like many scholars in rhetoric of medicine and science and technology studies, Fountain seems acutely aware of the subject-object binary and the new materialist approaches that in many ways challenge rhetorical theory. In particular, he questions how students in cadaver labs must negotiate subjects and objects when, at times, human bodies are simultaneously subjects and objects. He argues, “we perceive, think, move, and feel through our whole bodily interactions and corporeal entanglements with the world around us … we are an assemblage made of bodies, objects, documents, discourses, and displays” (p. 49).

Subjects and objects are further called into question through examination of multimodal displays such as the Netter’s Atlas of
Anatomy, an anatomical guide that students use as a reference and instruction manual to guide dissections. He argues that these guides are “tools for action” with both didactic and authenticating value, explaining how, respectively, these two types of displays offer affordances through the merging of the user and the object (p. 62). He explains:

we enact an object’s information through our physical, embodied interactions with that object’s affordances, which are opportunities for action that emerge from the mutual contact between object-ness of the object and our bodily capacities for perception, movement, interpretation, and meaning making. (p. 92)

Essentially, Fountain asserts that through embodied rhetorical action with these multimodal objects of the cadaver lab, students develop the trained vision necessary to “see, move, and be” (p. 92). He further explores these ways of doing in the anatomy lab in sections on “haptic gaze,” (Prentice, 2007) the sight gained through physical touch and embodied practices to explain how students learn anatomy and trained vision through not only sight but physical interactions with visuals of the cadaver lab. Here, Fountain calls on readers to reevaluate visuals in terms of material practices, highlighting that these material practices are what ultimately authorize visuals to have pedagogical implications.

Even more, Fountain examines the “making” and “unmaking” of bodies through dissection. It is through this process that students fully develop trained vision; students must learn to see and know the anatomical body by revealing it through visual and haptic activities in the cadaver lab. In comparing the public displays of Body Worlds to the cadavers in the dissection labs, Fountain provides meaningful insight into how students developed their trained vision through “skilled perspective” that is “ontological, epistemological, and aesthetic.” Interestingly here, Fountain notes that perspective can be at once both epistemological and ontological—an argument that seems outright contradictory. If ontological approaches require that we move beyond perspectives and knowing, how might a perspective be ontological? Fountain clarifies then, arguing,
Anatomical dissection not only trains their eyes, hands, and bodies to respond to cadavers in a manner structured by their budding expertise, but it also trains them to conceive of the body as a contradictory object and subject that is anatomical and philosophical, scientific and aesthetic, biological and personal. (p. 145)

In what I consider one of the most intellectually challenging sections of the book, Fountain pushes readers to simultaneously juggle epistemology and ontology as parts of the same whole, a task I’m not sure is possible. In so doing, he often uses and draws conclusions about both epistemology and ontology, though he never explicitly makes these arguments or defines how he is using these terms for readers. No doubt, with his continual turn toward TPC’s relationship to cognitive science, Fountain is more concerned with how we might engage productively and collaboratively with scholarship in cognitive science directly, instead of making the interaction of epistemic and ontological work central. Nonetheless, epistemology and ontology underscore a substantial portion of Fountain’s arguments.

While ontological questions are occasionally raised, particularly when discussing “embodied practices of demonstration, dissection, and observation … [to] enact this anatomical body,” Fountain relies on an epistemological binary to answer these questions, reinforcing notions of the knower and the known (Mol, 2003). Rhetoric in the Flesh leaves unanswered questions about how we might fully understand cognitive and pedagogical environments in ontological ways. The muddying of epistemology and ontology can be at times difficult throughout the book, but challenges readers to consider how our bodies are “more than just material inscribed by discourse” and are instead “our means of making sense of such discourse and our capacity for action” (p. 13). At times, it is difficult to disentangle epistemological and ontological arguments in Rhetoric in the Flesh, though this may be Fountain’s intention given the ongoing new materialist conversations.

From beginning to end, Rhetoric in the Flesh returns to the notions of embodied rhetorical action and trained vision to help readers understand the complexities of seeing, knowing, and being the human body as both subject and object while deftly exploring the
entanglements of the lived body, the cadaveric body, and multimodal displays within these labs. Though Rhetoric in the Flesh may leave some questions unanswered about epistemology and ontology, I’d like to end with pointing out some of the invaluable insight, questions, and discussions that Fountain’s book evokes. As Fountain summarizes, “in any technical domain, the multimodal displays that instantiate and facilitate expertise operate as rhetorical objects that induce in participants actions and attitudes, ways of seeing, moving, and being in the world [emphasis added]” (p. 92). Therefore, learning isn’t just epistemological. Instead, Fountain uses “enact” to complicate learning as both epistemological and ontological (p. 28). Fountain shows the learning process in the anatomy lab is complex; anatomy students must look at and learn through multimodal displays, bodies, and even locations (p. 146) as well as enact and embody this knowledge by touching, exploring, and organizing bodies, both cadavers and lived. Understanding how these students develop trained vision and learn through embodied rhetorical action allows readers to draw larger connections about how healthcare professionals are educated and why and how they see, work with, treat, and communicate with patients/patient bodies. Not only does Fountain make an excellent contribution to the field with Rhetoric in the Flesh as it offers a theoretically rich dialogue between epistemology and ontology, it is an excellent tool for and about classrooms, for teaching, and for learning that can be applied both in TPC and across the disciplines.
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